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Abstract

Networks-on-Chip (NoCs), have emerged as a new design paradigm to over-

come the limitation of current bus-based communication infrastructure, and are

increasingly important in today’s System-on-Chip (SoC) designs. This architec-

ture offers a general and fixed communication platform which can be reused for a

large number of SoC designs. As an integration platform, the NoC should have the

capability to provide different level of services for various applications on the same

network. There is one kind of communication service, namely real-time commu-

nication, in which the correctness relies on not only the logical communication

result but also on the completion time bound. In order to meet the requirements of

critical functions, system level verification or performance predictability, real-time

communication service in NoCs is strongly desired.

Some researchers have introduced priority-based wormhole switching to pro-

vide the real-time communication service for on-chip networks. But the schedula-

bility analysis in current results suffers from problems of pessimism or defect. The

contributions of this thesis present a group of theoretic analysis works to overcome

these problems. In the first part, we present worst-case network latency analysis to

validate whether each real-time communication service can meet its timing bound.

In order to solve the priority assignment problem, in the second part, we design an

efficient branch and bound search algorithm to find the possible priority ordering.

To improve the resource utilization, in the third part, a priority share policy is pro-

posed. The relevant schedulability analysis and priority allocation are presented

in such a way that the timing requirements are met with a reduced resource over-

head. To better validate our analysis technique, a realistic application is simulated

on a NoC platform. The simulation results provides evidence that communication

latency calculated using the real-time analysis approach is safe, closely matching
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the figures obtained from simulation. Utilizing these new approaches, we could

flexibly evaluate at design time the schedulability of each real-time service in an

on-chip network platform.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the last two decades, we have witnessed an exciting development of modern

electronic technologies and products being used in our daily life, from consumer

electronics such as mobile phones, digital cameras and notebooks to industrial

machinery, robotics and automotive electronics. These micro-electronic products

have influenced the ways of human communication, activity and life. The key

force driving the development of micro-electronic products is the System-on-Chip

(SoC) technologies, where most or all of the functional elements of a complete

electronic system are integrated onto single chips [57]. In such a system, two main

components can be recognized - intellectual properties (IPs) entities and communi-

cation entities. The IPs entities normally indicate the heterogeneous pre-designed

blocks and are in charge of data processing and computation. The communication

entities, on the other side, provide the necessary on-chip communication infras-

tructure for data exchange between the IPs.

Early SoCs employed busses or a point-to-point (P2P) approach to fulfil the

information exchange demands. The P2P communication scheme can provide the

complete link capacity at the expense of dedicated channels amongst all the IP

pairs. However, the number of wires around the IPs increase as the system scale
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grows. Therefore, the P2P scheme has poor link utilization and scalability [21].

The bus scheme connects multiple IP cores with a cost efficient shared medium.

At any time only one IP (source) is allowed to drive the bus and connect to one or

more target IP. Good link utilization is its advantage. But the bus-based scheme

still fails to satisfy the requirements of future SoC mainly due to two major draw-

backs [36]. First, it is non-scalable, the bandwidth is shared by all IPs and thus the

bus becomes the performance bottleneck when more and more IPs are connected.

Second, it does not support multiple concurrent communications. The exclusive

bus resource could block other potential parallel communications. Using separate

busses interconnected by bridges may partially alleviate some of these problems,

since different busses may offer different bandwidth capacities and increase com-

munication parallelism. Nonetheless, scalability remains a problem for separate

bus architectures [3]. With the rapid increase in the number of IP cores to be con-

nected and the increase in performance demands, busses and point-to-point based

platforms suffer from limited scalability and quickly become a communication

bottleneck [30, 36].

Inspired by the success and scalability of off-chip networks (e.g. wide-area

networks), the data switching and packet routing mechanisms was introduced into

on-chip communications. Network-on-Chip [21, 33, 11, 39], (NoC), is emerging

as a significant solution for the complex communication requirements of SoCs to

overcome the limitation of today’s P2P and bus-based communication infrastruc-

ture. Although NoCs share many characteristics with off-chip networks, the situ-

ation for NoC is radically different from the latter, so many of the techniques for

network design have to be reinvented or adapted to cope with the constraints of this

new scenario. A few distinctive limitations are unique for on-chip networks, such

as minimal energy consumption [10] and small footprint [41] (both computation

and storage functions implemented in a small silicon area). Such tight constraints
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affect, for instance, the choice of routing and buffering policies, as the cost of stor-

ing and maintaining large routing tables or buffering a complete network packet

could be too high in both area and power consumption. NoCs are also expected to

be less non-deterministic [57], as its structural and topological features are known

beforehand and would probably not change during operation.

The advantages of NoC include:

• Scalability [36, 12] : Since the physical wires increase as the number of IPs

increase, the network offers more bandwidth and parallel communication

opportunity. Hence, the NoC paradigm provides a highly scalable commu-

nication architecture.

• Reusability [21, 14]: NoCs decouple the computation from the communica-

tion by the definition of standard network interfaces. This makes commu-

nication services transparently available with a minor effort from the IPs.

The reuse complexity is efficiently reduced and greater design productivity

is achieved.

Figure 1.1: Network-on-Chip Architecture
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1.1. REAL-TIME COMMUNICATION SERVICE

Here we give an example of a common NoC architecture as outlined in Fig-

ure 1.1. A NoC consists of nine IP blocks and routers that are connected using

physical links so that they are able to communicate with each other by sending and

receiving messages. The IPs which undertake the computational data processing

can be arbitrary, typical examples are embedded processors, dedicated hardware

devices, or reconfigurable fabrics. Different IPs do not directly connect to each

other; the communication between IPs has to go through a set of routers. The

router nodes deliver the data from source to its destination according to the chosen

switching protocols and routing policies. The links connect the routers, provid-

ing the raw bandwidth by physical channels. Between the router and IP, there is

a connection component - the network interface to glue them together. Encapsu-

lating the traffic in the underlying communication media and managing services

provided by networks are the two major functions of the network interface [66].

All these components work together as a network to provide the data service for

the applications.

1.1 Real-Time Communication Service

Multiple IP-cores based designs using NoC allow multiple applications to run

in parallel. These applications execute data processing and exchange information

through the underlying communication infrastructure. As an integration platform,

the NoC should have the capability to provide different level of services for various

applications on the same network. There is one kind of communication service,

where the correctness relies on not only the logical communication result but also

the completion time bound [45]. A data packet received by a destination too late

could be useless or even cause a severe consequence. These critical communica-

tions are called real-time communications. Real-time communication is common
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1.1. REAL-TIME COMMUNICATION SERVICE

in safety critical systems, such as robot control or automotive electronics [47].

Recently, more and more requirements from multimedia [32] and system level

verification [17] also require guaranteed timing delivery and thus a high degree of

predictability.

Time is the central important characteristic for real-time systems differing from

other types of computing systems. For on-chip communications, the time we con-

cern with is the packet transmission duration which is defined as the packet net-

work latency. The packet network latency is taken into account from the time at

which the first bit of a packet is generated from the generater until the last bit is ac-

cepted by the receiver. The deadline is the boundary point which marks the latest

time that a packet should arrive to its destination. Assigning an explicit deadline

to each communication service distinguishes a real-time communication from a

non real-time one. So being a real-time communication is about satisfying the

timing constraints or in other words, meeting the deadlines. Normally, real-time

communications are treated as service assurance that is provided by the network to

the demanding applications. So we need a certain measure to quantify the service.

According to the levels of service assurances required by the applications, the net-

work communication service can be classified as hard real-time, soft real-time or

non real-time (best effort) communications [45, 14].

1.1.1 Hard Real-Time Communication

Hard real-time communications are usually used in applications where it is

absolutely imperative to meet deadlines otherwise the whole system might fail,

leading to catastrophic results, like, for example, loss of life or serious damage

to the environment. The fundamental requirement for hard real-time systems is

predictability. It must be possible to guarantee that hard real-time services will

meet their requirements in terms of both functionality and timeliness. The need
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for predictability implies that the implementation policies used in hard real-time

communications must be analyzable. The validation of hard real-time systems is

usually reasoned by using precise mathematical models to assure each hard real-

time service must be finished within a bounded time even in the worst case. Prefer-

ably, this timeliness validation must be carried out before the system is operational.

Æthereal [67, 32], Nostrum [58] and Mango [15, 16] are examples of NoCs im-

plementing hard real-time communication.

1.1.2 Soft Real-Time Communication

Meeting all the deadlines is desirable for performance reasons. Yet, a resulting

problem is that it may lead to an over-constrainted system, complex and expensive

to implement. In practical engineering contexts, if occasional missing a deadline

can be tolerated or does not cause serious harm; only the system’s overall perfor-

mance becomes poor, this kind of service is defined as soft real-time communica-

tion. The soft real-time communication is rarely required to prove strictly that the

service surely meets its real-time performance objective. In many cases, only an

acceptable percentage of deadlines may be required by any probability analysis or

extensive simulation and test rather than a worst-case analysis. In addition, sys-

tem utility and efficiency are given preference over the worst-case behaviour and

a good average network latency instead of a guaranteed worst-case one becomes

one of the primary goals. A classic example of soft real-time communication is

multimedia systems [52]. A frame of a video is delivered every thirtieth of a sec-

ond, and the difference in the time when each image frame is displayed and when

the accompanying sound is presented should be no more than 80 msec. However

due to the congestion or over-load, the restriction might be violated and the qual-

ity of image and sound is degraded. In this case, the users can often tolerate a few

glitches as long as the glitches occur rarely and for short lengths of time. QNoC
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[19] and DiffServ NoC [34] provide prioritized soft real-time services.

1.1.3 Non Real-Time Communication

Non real-time communication, known as best effort service, refers to com-

munication for which no assurance can be given whatever. In most NoC-related

works, best effort service includes the communication service for which only cor-

rectness and completion are guaranteed [14], such as most data services like file

sharing or background synchronization traffic. The network tries to deliver packets

as fast as it can. A good average performance is exhibited with low traffic load, but

the worst case can be much more than the average case [63]. It is very common

that a on-chip network consists of both real-time and non real-time communica-

tion services. On the one hand, the timing constraints of real-time services can be

met based on the validation analysis or statistics measures with higher level con-

fidence. On the other hand, the overall system performance, resource utilization

and efficiency can be improved by integrating with best effort traffic.

1.2 Wormhole Switching

Early multi-hop networks normally used store-and-forward packet switching

[25]. In this approach, the entire packet is stored in a buffer when a packet reaches

an intermediate node. But this approach inevitably brings larger size buffers and

longer packet latency. To address these problems, wormhole switching [61] is

proposed which utilizes the cut-through switching technique that a data packet

arriving at an intermediate node is immediately forwarded to the next node without

buffering if the next output channel is available. Currently, wormhole switching

has been widely accepted for many on-chip networks [26].

The implementation mechanism is that each packet in a wormhole network
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is divided into a number of fixed size flits. Wormhole switching allocates router

buffers and physical channels at flit level instead of packet. The flit is the smallest

unit on which flow control is performed. A packet in this case is decomposed

into a header flit, body flit(s), and a tail flit. The header flit takes the routing

information and governs the route. As the header advances along the specified

path, the remaining flits follow in a pipeline way, possibly spanning a number of

routers. If the header flit encounters a link already in use, it is blocked until the link

becomes available. In this situation, all the flits of the packet will remain in the

router along the path and only a small buffer is required in each router. Figure 1.2

illustrate a packet segmentation and pipeline transmission in wormhole switching.

We note that in the extreme situation, each router only needs one flit size buffer

capacity to support data transmission.

Figure 1.2: Wormhole Switching in Pipeline

On one side, wormhole switching brings low network latency with a low buffer

cost, but on the other side, it also introduces chain-blocking. Normally, the re-

sources, such as buffers or physical channels, are shared by all the packets trans-

mitted on the network. When several packets try to access the same resource at the

same time, contention occurs and the network only can serve one packet and sus-

pend the others based on some arbitration policy. Once a packet becomes blocked
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in wormhole switching, all the flits occupy multiple routers along its path. This

will block other packets, which can in turn block other packets, and so on - a phe-

nomenon called chain-blocking. Figure 1.3 illustrates this situation. When packet

A is blocked at router 8, it holds buffers of routers 2, 3, 4 ,8. If packet B arrives at

this time and requires the physical channel between routers 3 and 4, it is unable to

make progress even though all physical channels it required are idle since packet

A occupies all the buffer spaces. The blocking problem leads to packet delay and

jitter, possibly leading to the violation of timing constraints of the packets. The

exact timing predictability in this situation is hard [8, 76] due to the possibility of

a packet becoming blocked spanning several routers during its journey. A virtual

channel technique [20] can mitigate this problem, the detailed information will be

discussed in Chapter 2.

Figure 1.3: Blocking in Wormhole Switching

1.3 Motivation, Goal and Contributions

Wormhole switching brings many advantages, better performance, smaller buffer-

ing requirement, lower average latency and greater throughput [67]. All these

features make wormhole switching the de facto standard in the NoC area. In
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[26], Salminen et al give an overview of state-of-the-art regarding network-on-

chip (NoC) proposals, in all packet based on-chip networks, 78% (28 out of 36)

NoCs adopt the wormhole switching as the basic packet switching policy. How-

ever, up until recently, wormhole switching is only deployed to support best-effort

[12, 59, 32, 21] or soft real-time services [19] and was not considered as a suitable

scheme to support hard real-time communication because of potential unbounded

worst-case delay. Some NoC designs have used a hybrid approach using two dif-

ferent mechanisms within the same router - one for best-effort and the other for

real-time traffic. For example Æthereal[67, 32] hybrids wormhole switching with

Time division multiplexing (TDM) and Mango hybrids wormhole switching with

virtual circuit [17]. These hybrid approaches inevitably introduce extra overhead

to combine two transmission mechanisms together. Therefore, it would be advan-

tageous if we could use a single wormhole switching scheme to support all traffic

classes. How to support the hard real-time service is the key issue. Some early

works in interconnection networks [60, 76, 8, 44] and recently works in NoCs

[53, 19, 34] have explored the use of priority combined with wormhole switch-

ing to handle the guaranteed services. We refer to these extensions as real-time

wormhole switching. Priority order on the usage of the link is enforced by a pri-

ority based preemption structure which is constructed in each router. With this

arbitration scheme, the physical link is in effect locally pre-emptable. The priority

arbitration technique has two attractive features:

1. It can distinguish the different levels of communication services, the higher

its priority, the more urgent the communication is.

2. It provides a mean of analyzing network timeliness.

However, these studies either do not deliver hard real-time service [76, 19, 34] or

suffer pessimism [8, 44] or even defect[53, 60]. These points are considered later
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in this thesis.

All these issues motivated our research which aims at exploring analyzable

wormhole switching for hard real-time communication. Analysis and validation

are essential for performance and predictability of guaranteed services. The anal-

ysis objective in this thesis is defined for a traffic-flow which is a generalized de-

scription for a communication service. The traffic-flow is a packet stream which

traverses the same route from the source to the destination and requires the same

grade of service along the path. For hard real-time traffic-flows, it is necessary

that all the packets generated by the traffic-flow must be delivered before their

deadlines no matter what the arrival order of the flow set. A set of hard real-time

traffic-flows over the network are termed schedulable if all the packets belonging

to these traffic-flows meet their deadlines even under worst-case scenarios. Logi-

cally, the worst-case scenario must be investigated, to show that deadlines are met

in the worst case; if so then the deadlines will be met in all other cases. This is

applied to wormhole switching using worst-case network latency analysis. The

approach is to find the scenario which can induce the worst-case possible latency

in the network and determine that latency.

This thesis concerns how wormhole switching can be analyzed quantitatively

to satisfy hard timing constraints. The following statement synthesizes the central

research proposition.

With a fixed priority based arbitration strategy and worst case network latency

analysis, wormhole switching can be a solution for hard real-time on-chip com-

munication.

This proposition will be achieved by a group of present research works in four

parts:
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1. In the first part, a novel analysis approach, which successfully emulates

wormhole switching as a classic single processor scheduling model [51],

is presented. By evaluating diverse inter-relationships and service attributes

among the traffic-flows, this approach can predict the packet transmission

latency for a given traffic-flow based on three quantifiable different interfer-

ences: direct interference from higher priority traffic-flows, indirect inter-

ference from higher priority traffic-flows and self-blocking produced by a

previous packet from same traffic-flow. Due to the inevitable existence of

parallel communication, we prove that the general problem of determining

the exact schedulability of real-time traffic-flows over the on-chip network is

NP-hard. We also prove that the real maximum network latency is bounded

by the theoretical calculation in our model.

2. One of the common problems that need to be solved in the development of

priority-based wormhole switching is, how to assign priority to each traffic-

flow so that all the traffic-flows loaded on the network will meet their time

constraints. So in the second part we will explore the priority assignment

policy in real-time on-chip networks. We present a branch and bound search

algorithm to find the possible priority ordering. Differing from the tradi-

tional exhaust algorithm which costs exponential complexity, our algorithm

can effectively reduce the search space on average.

3. As two powerful tools, the worst-case latency analysis and priority assign-

ment ensure that the hard timing guarantees can be delivered by priority

based wormhole switching. But this approach requires distinct priorities

and an exclusive virtual channel for each traffic-flow in each router port.

This restricted implementation structure results in higher area overhead. So

in the third part, we propose an improved solution that utilizes a priority
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share policy to reduce the resource overhead while still achieving hard real-

time communication guarantees. The priority share policy permits multiple

traffic-flows to contend for a single virtual channel and share the same pri-

ority level. Considering the extra blocking delay introduced by this priority

share, novel analysis approaches are presented in two steps regarding to the

state of the traffic-flow deadline. In the first step we restrict the deadlines

to be less than or equal to the relative period, so only single blockings from

other flows sharing the same priority are considered. In this state, we in-

troduce the composite model schedulability analysis. This approach models

all the flows sharing the same priority as a single scheduling entity and the

packet transmission is analyzed holistically. In the second step we relax the

restriction of having deadlines less than the relative period and show two

additional blockings. In this case, we change the analysis view point from

per flow to per priority. By checking the packet release at the corresponding

priority window, we can verify the timing semantics of real-time flow with a

simple yet efficient scheme. In addition, we also find that the previous result

is just a special case covered by this new approach. Building on this static

analysis, we furthermore explore several share priority allocation policies,

in such a way that the timing requirements of all the traffic-flows are met

with a reduced resource overhead.

4. To better validate and evaluate our analysis technique, in the last part, an

autonomous vehicle control application is simulated on an actual NoC plat-

form. By simulation, we are interested to know how realistic are the worst

case latencies calculated using scheduling analysis against the simulation re-

sults. The simulation results provided evidence that the communication la-

tency calculated using the real-time analysis approach is safe, closely match-

ing the figures obtained from simulation.
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1.4 Thesis Structure

The remaining chapters of this thesis are organized as follows: Chapter 2 gives

a historical review of state-of-the-art research in real-time on-chip networks. The

survey includes the existing research works in NoC architecture, implementation

schemes for real-time communication and validation analysis. In Chapter 3, the

novel approach on schedulability analysis which is based on worst-case network

latency evaluation for each traffic-flow is presented. Priority assignment is very

important part in any fixed priority based communication service. This is ad-

dressed in Chapter 4. In order to reduce the resource overhead, Chapter 5 proposes

a priority share policy to solve this problem. The relevant schedulability analysis

and share priority allocation scheme are discussed in this chapter. Chapter 6 gives a

comparison between theoretic analysis and practical simulation for an application

running on a NoC. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the contributions of this thesis,

provides an overall evaluation, and considers direction for future work.
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Chapter 2

On-Chip Networks and Real-Time

Service

Real-time communication services in on-chip networks is the central theme of

this thesis. In this chapter, an overview of the state-of-the-art research is presented.

This survey of related works is divide into three parts. We first review NoC archi-

tecture characteristics, particularly topology, switching, routing and flow control

techniques. All these aspects jointly determine the performance and characteristic

of NoCs. Then, we examine the existing implementation schemes for guaran-

teed service in on-chip networks, including both hard real-time and soft real-time

services. Two classical implementation approaches, resource reservation and ar-

bitration scheduling are reviewed. In the last part of this chapter we review the

current works on schedulability analysis in priority based wormhole switching.

The drawbacks and defects of these works are discussed.
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2.1 On-Chip Communication Network

On-chip networks are designed using many similar principles as wide-area net-

works. Networks are characterized by topology and protocols. The topology em-

bodies the structural relations among the network components such IPs, routers

and physical channels. While the protocols specify the ways in which the network

components operate with each other, which principally determines the switching,

routing and flow control techniques. In the following, we describe these network

characteristics one by one.

2.1.1 Topology

Topology concerns the layout and connectivity of routers and links. Usually

the topology is represented as a graph. Although many network topologies have

been proposed in terms of their graph-theoretical properties [25], very few of them

have ever been implemented. Most NoCs implement regular forms of network

topology that can be easily laid out on a chip surface.

As a regular topology, the fat-tree topology uses a tree structure with routers on

the nodes and terminals on the leaves, except that every node has replicated fathers.

The SPIN [2, 33] project uses a fat-tree topology: every node has four sons and

the father is replicated four times at any level of the tree. So four fathers offer four

equivalent paths, where the shortest path is through the nearest ancestor. Figure

2.1(A) shows the basic SPIN architecture with 16 IP blocks, where the IP blocks

reside at the leaves and the routers reside at the vertices. Such topology produces

a non-blocking network with a performance that scales gracefully with the system

size. But from the wiring point of view, this will consume a large wiring resource

and is therefore only good for small system.

Another interesting topology is presented in the Octagon NoC project [27], see
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Figure 2.1: Network Topology

Figure 2.1(B), in which a ring of 8 nodes is connected by 12 bidirectional links.

So traveling between any pair of routers takes no more than two hops.

Kumar et al [46] have presented a mesh-based interconnect architecture, which

consists of an m × n mesh of routers interconnecting with a set of IPs. Figure

2.1(C) shows a 3 × 3 case. Every router has two, three or four neighbor routers

according to its position.

A 2D torus [21, 22] has a similar architecture to a regular mesh; the only dif-

ference is that a router at the edges is connected to the router at the opposite edge

through an extra wire. Figure 2.1(D) is a case of 3 × 3 2D torus. All the routers

have four neighbor routers no matter where it is. The average number of hops

between any pair of routers is smaller than the same size 2D mesh, but with an

increase in cost and complexity. Both 2D mesh and 2D torus are popular on-chip
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topologies because their layouts on a two-dimension chip plane use symmetric-

length wires [41]. The regularity results in the predictability of wire delay with a

simple routing algorithm.

2.1.2 Switching

Switching determines how and when data packets traverse through the routers.

Packet switching and circuit switching are the two main switching technique used

in on-chip networks.

Circuit switching reserves a dedicated end-to-end path from the source to the

destination before starting to transmit the data. Circuit switching is connection-

oriented and has an explicit connection establishment process. A more detailed

introduction to circuit switching will be given in Section 2.2.1.1. By compari-

son, in packet switching, no link reservation is made, and the packets make their

ways independently from source to destination, perhaps along different routes, and

with different delays. There are three basic packet switching schemes: store and

forward (SF), virtual cut through (VCT), and wormhole switching (WH).

2.1.2.1 Store and forward

Store and forward [25] is the simplest form of packet switching. The router

must receive the complete packet before it can begin transmitting the packet to

the next router. As a result, the latency per router and the buffer size are at least

equal to the size of the packet. A time-space diagram of the progress of a packet

across three routers is shown in Figure 2.2(A). From the figure we can see that the

latency experienced by a packet is proportional to the distance between the source

and destination nodes. Because of expensive buffer resource in NoCs, few NoCs

proposals have used this technique [26]. The packet latency without contention is

expressed by Eq.(2.1):
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Figure 2.2: Three Packet Switching Techniques

LatencySF = (
Lengthpacket

BW
+Rhop)×Hops (2.1)

where BW is the link bandwidth and Rhop the routing delay per hop; Hops is the

number of hops from the source to the destination.
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2.1.2.2 Virtual cut-through

Virtual cut-through switching [24] reduces the transmission latency by for-

warding a packet as soon as a routing decision has been made and the next router

guarantees that the completed packet will be accepted. The packet does not even

have to be buffered at the output and cut through to the input of the next router

before the completed packet has been received at the current router (see middle

transmission in Figure 2.2(B)). The complete packet is stored at an intermediate

router buffer only if the next required channel is busy (last transmission in Figure

2.2(B)). Virtual cut through can achieve a high throughput by its pipeline mecha-

nism which overlaps switching, routing and flow control as much as possible.

Like store-and-forward, VCT allocates both link bandwidth and buffers at the

packet level. So for the extreme case, where a packet is blocked at each router, the

VCT switching approach gets reduced to the store and forward approach. Without

contention, once the header of packet reaches the destination node, the time of a

packet pipeline transmission is determined by the packet size and link bandwidth.

So the network latency of a packet in VCT is shown as follows:

LatencyV CT =
Lengthpacket

BW
+Hops×Rhop (2.2)

2.1.2.3 Wormhole switching

Wormhole switching [61] and virtual cut-through both utilize a cut-through

technique. Wormhole switching improves on virtual cut through by reducing the

buffer requirement at the flit level. This results in the major different between them

is in how they handle packet blocking. In wormhole switching, the buffer capacity

of the router is a multiple of flits. If a packet is blocked, flits of the packet are

stalled and may span a sequence of routers. With virtual cut through, a router, at

which a packet is blocked, must receive and store all flits of this blocked packet.
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Due to the pipelined transmission, in the absence of contention, wormhole and

VCT switching have the same latency but wormhole needs smaller buffers than

VCT.

Latencywormhole = dLengthpacket
Flitsize

e × Flitsize
BW

+Hops×Rhop (2.3)

where Flitsize is the flit size in the network.

Wormhole switching has nice properties but frequently is open to a high level

of congestion and inefficient use of channel bandwidth due to chained blocking

(a case has been illustrated in Section 1.2). One way to improve on wormhole

switching’s performance is by combining wormhole switching with virtual chan-

nels (VCs) technique [20]. A virtual channel is a resource allocation technique

which provides multiple independent flit buffer queues for each physical channel.

If a packet currently using the physical channel becomes blocked, other packets

which are held in the VC will compete and the winner gets the right to use the

physical channel, thus bypassing the blocked packet. In this way, several packets

can share a physical channel. Figure 2.3 shows the concept of 4 virtual channels

sharing one physical channel. Several benefits can be gained by deploying virtual

channels with wormhole switching [14]:

• deadlock avoidance,

• more efficient network channel utilization,

• support of different service levels.

Because of these advantages, a combination of wormhole switching and virtual

channels became the prevailing switching scheme advocated in the NoC commu-

nity [41, 26]. It offers high flexibility and good resources utilization while the
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Figure 2.3: Virtual Channel

switch complexity remains moderate.

2.1.3 Routing

In a network, a node has the ability to transfer packets to another node. The

routing algorithm determines which path the packet should take through the net-

work [25]. Implementation complexity and performance requirements are two

major concerns in selecting the routing strategy for an on-chip network [62].

According to how a path is defined to transmit packets, a routing algorithm

can be classified as either deterministic or adaptive. In deterministic routing, the

path is completely determined by the source and the destination address. Thus,

deterministic routing always produces the same path (single path) between a given

source/destination pair. Compared with deterministic routing, adaptive routing

uses information about network traffic and/or channel status to avoid congested or

faulty regions of the network. So the path is not only determined by the source and

the destination but also by the network condition.

More than 70% of NoCs utilize deterministic routing [26]. The best feature

of deterministic routing is simplicity. One of the popular deterministic routings is

X-Y routing [61] which runs in 2D mesh topology. In X-Y routing, packets are

transferred first along the X dimension. When it reaches the proper site, it turns

to the Y dimension and arrives at destination in the same fashion. By satisfying
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a strictly monotonic order on the dimensions traversed, deadlock-free routing is

guaranteed. However, failure to dynamically respond to network congestion is one

of the major problems in deterministic routing.

In contrast, adaptive routing has the ability to avoid congestion links and fault-

tolerance by making dynamic decisions. This approach increases the efficiency

of the network when network traffic is overloaded. But it also introduces compli-

cated routing logic and the communication overhead of status updating. Another

problem of adaptive routing is out-of-order packet delivery. Sufficient buffers are

required by each network interface to number and reorder the arrival packets.

DyAD [37] combines the features of adaptive routing and deterministic rout-

ing. It keeps monitoring the local network and makes decisions based on this

information. When the network is not congested, it works in a deterministic rout-

ing mode. Once a congestion occurs in the network, each router switches back to

the adaptive routing mode thus leads to higher throughput.

2.1.4 Flow control

Flow control mechanisms in a NoC architecture are critical for fast packet

propagation across the network and for high link utilization. Buffer management

and allocation are fundamental tasks of each flow control scheme [64]. In NoC,

each node needs to employ buffer resources to send or receive data. Flow control

deals with the allocation of channels and buffers to a packet as it traverses this

path and prevents data being sent to any full buffer. The common flow control

schemes include Handshake [81], ACK/NACK [64], and the Credit based scheme

[23, 66, 18].

The handshake scheme is a simplest flow control protocol. When a sender puts

data on the link, it activates the related valid (VALID) signal. When the receiver is

ready to consume the validated data, it responds with the corresponding acknowl-
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edge (ACK) signal. The handshake scheme has a low cost implementation but

poor link utilization. When the sender tries to transfer a flit, it faces a long hand-

shake cycle spanning two interactive nodes. Proteo [78] and SoCIN [81] adopt the

handshake flow control protocol.

In ACK/NACK scheme, when the upstream router sends flits whenever it be-

comes available, this sender will keep a copy in its buffer locally. If the down-

stream router has available buffer space, it accepts the flit and replies with an

acknowledgment (ACK) to the upstream router. Otherwise, the downstream router

drops the flit and sends a negative acknowledgment (NACK). Upon receiving an

ACK, the sender deletes the local copy of the flit; upon receiving a NACK, the

sender rechecks its output queue and starts re-sending the dropped flit. In order to

improve the link utilization and avoid the long waiting time for the acknowledg-

ment, the ACK/NACK is always combined with a GO-BACK-N policy. Flits are

transmitted continuously and the sender does not wait for an ACK after sending a

flit. When a NACK is received, the sender backs up to N flits from that negative

acknowledgment and re-sends it in addition to the N-1 succeeding flits that were

transmitted during the round-trip delay. At the receiver, the N-1 received flits fol-

lowing the corrupted one are discarded regardless of whether they were received

error-free or not. The ACK/NACK policy provides better throughput and latency

but more buffering resources are required. Besides this, frequently re-sending up

to N flits will cause a heavy performance hit. Thus, ACK/NACK only adapts to

the low errors situation. XPipes [12] adopts the ACK/NACK flow control scheme.

In Credit based flow control, an upstream router keeps a counter of the avail-

able space in each downstream router. When a flit is sent from an upstream router,

the counter is decremented. So if the sender has enough credit, it can send multiple

flits continuously. When the flit is consumed by the downstream router, the credit

is produced in a sender’s counter to indicate that more free space in the receiver is
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available. If the counter reaches zero, the receiver buffer is full and the sender’s

request is blocked until new credits are received from the receiver node. In this

scenario, there will never be sent more credits back than the receiver can accept.

Consequently, no flit is dropped due to a full buffer.

Both ACK/NACK and Credit flow control introduce multiple in-flight flits in

the link and outperform the Handshake protocol. Considering the extra buffer cost

at the output port to store the outgoing flits waiting for the acknowledgement, the

ACK/NACK flow control is less efficient compared with the Credit based flow

control [22]. So currently in NoC projects, such as Ætheral [23, 66], QNoC [19],

Chain [29], SPIN [33] and Dally [21], the Credit based flow control scheme is

adopted.

In this section we have reviewed several key techniques, including topology,

switching, routing and flow control, in on-chip networks. In the next section,

we present how these techniques are used to support real-time communication

services.

2.2 Implementation Schemes for Real-Time Services

On-chip networks, as a significant solution for complex communication of

SoCs, outperform the traditional busses or point-to-point approach in many ways.

Packet-routing and segmented link communication structure offers maximum flex-

ibility and scalability [14]. Normally, the network resources, like buffer, physical

or logical channel, are shared by all the IP blocks on the chip, then local perfor-

mance is not degraded when scaling. Resource sharing brings higher utilization but

also introduces unpredictable network delays due to contention [63]. In on-chip

networks, multiple parallel tasks running on different IP cores exchange informa-

tion. When more than one packet tries to access the shared resource at the same
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time, contention occurs. The contention problem, which leads to packet delay and

even missing deadlines, has become the major influence factor of network pre-

dictability. Hard real-time communication, on the contrary, requires the timing to

be predictable even under the worst-case situation. Besides this, network resource

allocation and scheduling for real-time traffic-flows should be analyzable during

the design phase. Predictability of performance is essential for NoCs designs to

take early decisions before actual implementation. Fortunately, the communica-

tion patterns of a SoC is determined during a pre-configuration period; structural

and topological features are foreseeable. Therefore, we need an implementation

policy and evaluation approach to ensure the packet network latency never violates

its timing bound. Utilizing this approach, we also can plan and explore the distri-

bution of real-time applications over the network to produce an effective mapping.

Design choices and implementation structures to support real-time services in

on-chip networks are the central theme of this section. To address the contention

problem, two well known disciplines, resource reservation and run-time arbitra-

tion are presented in the next two sections, including a brief discussion about the

advantage and disadvantage for each scheme.

2.2.1 Resource Reservation Discipline

Resource reservation discipline considers that contention is avoidable by trying

to pre-arrange and reserve a set of resources before the start of communication,

so that packets are injected at the network’s edge in such a way that they never

access the same resource at the same time. These resources, such as physical

wires, time-slots and virtual channels, etc, construct logical independent end-to-

end communications, thus avoiding contention. Circuit switching [79, 69, 80],

time division multiplexing (TDM) [67, 23, 32, 58] or spatial division multiplexing

(SDM) [1] are several common resource reservation schemes.
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2.2.1.1 Real-Time Communication Supported by Circuit Switching

Circuit switching provides connection-oriented end-to-end communication with

exclusive circuit resources for data transmission. SoCBUS [79, 69] and Smart

Chips for Smart Surroundings (4S) project [80] employed this scheme.

In circuit switching, a circuit with a fixed physical path is set up between the

sender and the receiver, and all the packets from the same flow are sent over this

circuit. The circuit switching includes three phases: an explicit circuit establish-

ment phase, a data transmission phase and a circuit tearing down phase. The circuit

establishment process is as follows: a request including routing information and

service level requirement is sent from the source in the network. This request

packet is routed by the router to its destination. Each intermediate node receiv-

ing this request will execute the acceptance test. If this request passes this test,

the router will temporarily lock the resource which cannot be used by any other

connections and pass this request to the next router. When the request reaches

its destination, an acknowledge is sent back along the route and the resources are

changed to permanent locks. When the acknowledge has returned to the source

node, the circuit connection is established and data can be transferred from the

source along this connection. During the process of circuit establishment, if the

request is rejected by one router, this router will return a negative acknowledge to

the source. Each intermediate router along the return path receiving this message

will release the temporary locked resources. If the application does not require this

circuit any more, a tearing-down request is sent that releases all the resources as

it follows the route. The latency of circuit switching is determined by the time to

setup a path and the subsequent data transmission time:

Latencycircuit = Latencysetup + Latencydata (2.4)
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Latencydata =
LengthPacket

BW
(2.5)

The time of path setup process is unknown in principle. Once the path has been

setup, the propagation delay for each packet is determined by the allocated path

bandwidth.

This scheme has the advantage that it guarantees tight temporal timing and

bandwidth bounds for individual flows with minimal protocol and buffer cost. But

one of the disadvantages of circuit switching is inefficient bandwidth usage. This

is because the resource allocation in the circuit is based on a worst-case scenario,

and during the live time of circuit connection, the resource is occupied exclusively,

even if there is no data transmission available. Another problem is unpredictable

setting-up process. The circuit establishment is normally based on best effort ser-

vice and thus may take quite long time at runtime. Recently, Jerger et al [40] pro-

posed a new circuit switching scheme where the control network is separated from

the data transmission network. The circuit setup process uses a special control

channel and hence reduces the contention and average latency of circuit establish-

ment.

2.2.1.2 Real-Time Communication Supported by TDM

Differing from circuit switching which allocates whole physical transmission

capacity for a single traffic-flow, TDM divides the usage of the expensive resource

into fixed time slots along the timing axis. As a static schedule, TDM globally

allocates these time slots to individual applications to ensure each flow is indepen-

dent of other flows and contention is free. Æthereal [68, 67, 32] and Nostrum [58]

are examples of systems implementing hard real-time services with TDM.

In the following, we use the Æthereal project as an example to illustrate the

concept of TDM. The output port of each router in the network uses a slot table
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to manage the resources. Every slot table T has S time slots. The time slot is

the minimum time unit for a router to read and write data blocks. We assume the

time period for a time slot is Tslot and thus, in each time slot, the total size of data

transmission is Wslot = BW · Tslot. Each flow can be assigned m slots based on

its required bandwidth. There is a logical notion of synchronicity that all routers

in the network occupy the same fixed-duration slot. Each entry of the slot table is

a map between an input port and an output port; T (s, o) = i, which means that a

block from input i is passed to output o at time s+ k ·S, k ∈ N . So no congestion

can occur as one output port can be assigned to no more than one input port at

any time. During the connection establishment process, the slot will be reserved

along the path from source to destination increase by one (modulo S). If slot s is

reserved at one router, slot (s + 1)mod S must be reserved in the next router on

the path.

Figure 2.4: Æthereal Contention Free Router

Figure 2.4 shows two packet A and B which belong to two separate flows pass

through router 1 and router 2. The size of slot table is S=4. At slot=0, packet A

transmits from i1 to o2 in router 1 as indicated by slot table Trouter1(0, o2) = i1.
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After one slot, packet A will be switched from i0 to o2 in router 2 as stated by the

slot table Trouter2(1, o2) = i0. At the same time, packet B will be transferred in the

same fashion from i0 to o2 in router 1 (Trouter1(1, o2) = i0). So the usage of the

physical link between router 1 and route 2 is time multiplexed by packets A and

B.

Fundamentally, with TDM, all schedules are determined in advance and there-

fore the resource allocation information is available to each router a priori. This

predictability is an important benefit of TDM and real-time behavior is very easy to

reason about. It is easy to find worst-case network latency and show which dead-

lines will be met through off-line analysis [31]. We can formulate the throughput

bounds for every flow as:

BWTDM_flow =
m

S
×BW (2.6)

Similarly, the latency bounds can be summarized as:

LatencyTDM_flow = dLengthpackcet
m ·Wslot

eT +Hops× Tslot (2.7)

Note that even though TDM brings many benefits, it is not without problem.

Actually, TDM suffers similar problems to circuit switching, e.g. low resource

utilization. Worst-case requirement satisfaction and time slot granularity always

result in excessive resource reservation [4]. This will waste link transmission ca-

pability and energy and lead to degradation of average performance for best effort

traffic. In order to get better link utilization, Æthereal [68, 67, 32] adopts a hybrid

approach by mixing best effort packets with TDM. The best effort packets can be

forwarded in a real-time service reserved time slot whenever real-time packets are

not present. But this requires two independent router components to support both

TDM and best effort which increases the hardware cost. Andreasson and Kumar
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[4] have explored in utilizing the idle capacity of TDM circuit. A slack time aware

concept was proposed where a producer can inject best effort packets during the

slacks in time-slots reserved for real-time service packets, thereby mixing real-

time and best effort traffic at the source instead of each intermediate routers. But

this requires the control messages to inform the routers over the reserved path and

hence introduces extra overhead. Another problem for TDM is that it introduces

the coupling between delay bound and bandwidth allocation granularity. The delay

is determined by T , so in order to get a small delay, a small value of T is preferred.

On the other hand, in order to have more flexibility in allocating bandwidth, having

smaller bandwidth allocation granularity, a larger T is preferred. It is clear that an

TDM strategy cannot implement low-latency and low-bandwidth flow allocation

simultaneously.

2.2.1.3 Real-Time Communication Supported by SDM

The SDM [1] approach also uses a resource reservation to construct an end-

to-end connection, similar to TDM or circuit switching techniques, to implement

the service quality guarantee. The major different with the other techniques is that

this time the transmission channel is divided into a set of physical wires along

the spacial axis. This exploits the fact that the on-chip network links are physi-

cally made of a set of pin wires, as showed in Figure 2.5. The packet transferred

in SDM are digit-serialized on a number of wires proportional to the bandwidth

allocated to the flow. For example, each port of router in SDM is N bits width.

When an application establishes a connection from source to destination, the SDM

calculates the bandwidth and allocates the relevant sub-set of wires to this appli-

cation for the whole connection lifetime. If a link in SDM offers maximum M

connections simultaneously, the according N -bit link is divided in M individually

switchable group of wires. In SDM a finer bandwidth granularity means more
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wires per link. In the extreme case, when an application can be assigned to only

one wire, the corresponding bandwidth granularity is 1
N

of link total bandwidth.

The SDM has similar properties to circuit switching except the bandwidth granu-

larity is depended on the width of the wire.

Figure 2.5: Architecture of SDM Router

2.2.2 Run-Time Arbitration Discipline

Another way to address the contention problem is via arbitration and schedul-

ing which normally utilize the arbiter to determine the access of resource at run

time. In this way, the contention is deemed to be unavoidability but the worst-

case situation is predictable. Two crucial components are required to facilitate

the scheduling and arbitration. First, an appropriate arbiter in each router is de-

ployed to allocate the transmission capacity dynamically according to some pre-

configured policy. Second, an admission control entity decides whether a new

traffic-flow request should be accepted. The admission control will accept a new

arrival flow if there is enough resource to meet the request without jeopardizing the

flows which have already been accepted. This can be achieved by some on-line/off-

line analysis related to the scheduling algorithm. Now we turn our attention to the

different arbitration policies that can be used to select packets for transmission on

a link. Round-robin [43, 42] and priority related arbitrations [17, 28, 19, 9] are the
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two most common arbitration schemes in on-chip networks.

2.2.2.1 Round-Robin (RR) Arbitration

With round-robin arbitration services all the traffic-flows in a sequence are

repeated indefinitly. In [43, 42], at each router port, a set of virtual channels are

multiplexed with a physical channel. All the arrival packets are waiting in one of

the VCs. At any time, the scheduler polls each non-empty VC in a cyclic order

and serves a flit which is at the head of the VC. When there are N not empty VCs,

each VC gets one cycle service time every N cycles, that is, every round. So the

physical channel is time shared between its VCs on a cycle-by-cycle basis in a

repeating fashion. An idle VC does not occupy service cycle. This policy ensures

that each VC has a service rate of at least 1
N

link capacity.

If a physical channel has N multiplexed VCs, then each of N VCs is guaran-

teed throughput greater than or equal to:

BWRR =
BW

N
(2.8)

This is the worst-case throughput for one VC. A real-time service flow may reserve

a series of VCs from its source to destination. The minimal bandwidth of this flow

is determined by a VC with a minimal throughput bound. Given a lower bound

of bandwidth on a connection, min(BWRR), the corresponding maximum latency

for a packet is:

LatencyRR = Hops×Rhop +
Lengthpacket
min(BWRR)

(2.9)

The round-robin approach is commonly used for scheduling with fairness and

gives equal chances to all competitors. But it cannot differentiate between the

quality of service desired by different traffic-flows. It also encounters the similar
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problem with TDM that a delay bound on a flow is closely coupled to bandwidth.

2.2.2.2 Priority Arbitration

In conventional wormhole routers, data flits held by VCs access the output

link based on a first-come, first-service service discipline. This scheme is suitable

for non real-time traffic since it is fair, simple and produces good average perfor-

mance. But in real-time communication, the network must ensure each real-time

packet meets its deadline bound. Priority scheduling is a well known and widely

used technique in the real-time system area, and makes it possible to provide and

assess the timeliness of guaranteed real-time communication. The objective of pri-

ority based arbitration is to add the ability to provide differentiated services to the

flows, using a resource allocation mechanism based on priority. In priority-driven

scheme, each packet is assigned individual priority during the transmission. When

multiple packets arrive simultaneously at the router, the packet with the highest

priority is served first, even if other packets are waiting to be served. Accord-

ing to the resource allocation granularity, the priority arbitration principle can be

classified into fine granularity (flow based) and coarse granularity (class based)

arbitration. The fine granularity scheme assigns each flow a distinct priority and

virtual channel. So a potential real-time guarantee can be given to individual flows

with the cost of greater hardware complexity. By comparison, a coarse granularity

scheme groups traffic flows into different classes with different service levels and

prioritizes for each class. This scheme offers better adaptation to varying network

traffic with smaller hardware cost. However, hard real-time service is difficult to

guarantee. In the following, we review some schemes based on priority arbitration.
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Flow Based Priority Arbitration

Figure 2.6: A General Architecture of Priority Arbitration

The ANoC [9] and Chain [29, 28] NoC projects and some early works [35,

44] in interconnection networks deploy the flow based fixed priority arbitration

structure. Such scheme can be implemented using a virtual channel technique

which multiplexes every link among different communication flows with multiple

dependent buffers and assigns a priority level. Likewise, every communication

flow is assigned a priority level (which is inherited by all packets of that flow),

and that level defines which VC it should use. Thus, a packet with priority i can

only request the VCs associated with priority value i. This one-to-one relation can
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ensure that any VC is requested by no more than one traffic flow. So a logical

virtual circuit is established from source to destination by reserving a sequence

of VCs for a traffic flow along its path. The flow control protocol is deployed to

prevent packets being sent to any full buffer.

Figure 2.6 shows a general internal structure to support priority arbitration. In

each input port, a different FIFO buffer stores flits of packets arriving through dif-

ferent virtual channels (i.e. different priorities). The router assigns an output port

for each incoming packet according to their destination node. At any time, a flit of

a given packet will be sent through its respective output port if it has the highest

priority among the packets being sent out through that port, and if it has buffer

space on the respective buffer of the neighboring node connected to that output

port (This can be supported by some flow control protocol, e.g. Credit flow con-

trol). If the highest priority packet can’t send data because it is blocked elsewhere

in the network, the next highest priority packet can access the output link. Once

a higher priority packet appears, transmission of the current packet is preempted

and the higher priority packet gets through. Transmission of the lower priority

packet is resumed only after all higher priority packets are serviced. Therefore,

the allowable service time for a traffic flow comprehends all the time intervals at

which no higher priority traffic flow competes for the same physical link. This

flit-level preemption with priority arbitration can provide delivery guarantees for

hard deadline packets. The related latency analysis approaches are discussed in

the next section.

The above schemes employ a fixed priority policy which require a distinct

priority for each flow before the communication and this priority never changes

during the service period. In contrast, a dynamic priority policy defines the prior-

ity of individual packet dynamically, as the function of current status. The Mango

NoC project [15, 16] designs a new dynamic arbitration discipline, Asynchronous
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Latency Guarantee arbiter (ALG), to support hard real-time communication. The

ALG scheduling mechanism consists of a set of virtual channels and priority ad-

justment and arbitration component (SPQ) in each switch. The structure of ALG

mechanism is illustrated by Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: ALG Scheduling Mechanism Structure

In traditional fixed priority scheduling, the higher priority flit will always pre-

empt the lower priority flit link resources and leads to latter starvation. So in order

to treat different flows more fairly, the ALG scheduler modifies the common fixed

priority policy by ensuring that a flit on a given (high priority) VC can block a flit

in another (lower priority) VC only once. This policy is implement by cooperation

between the VCs and SPQ modules. For instance, the switch has N prioritized

VCs (1 indicates the highest priority and N is the lowest priority). When the first

flit fP,1 from priority P VC tries to access the link, it will wait no more than P − 1

flit time to get service supposing all the higher priority flits (P -1 in this case) ar-

rive at the same time. When the second flit fP,2 coming from the same VC wants

to access the output channel, it must wait until all the other flits (up to N − P )

which have been blocked by flit fP,1 are transmitted. In the worst case, a maxi-

mum of P − 1 flits, the number of VCs of higher priority than P , can take priority

over the N −P flits that must be transmitted before fP,2 gets permission to access

the output channel. Thus, the maximum holding time which the flit waits until it

is served by the switch is (N − P ) + (P − 1) + P = N + P − 1. The service
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guarantee is characterized by the priority level of each VC reserved for a flow and

the total number of VCs on each link. In order to avoid the flits pending and save

the buffer, the traffic condition must be restricted. For any traffic, if the interval

time of any two flits with the same priority is more than N + P − 1 flit time, the

flit will be sure to grant access to the output channel in no more than P flit time. In

this situation, only one flit buffer for each priority is enough to ensure the validity

of the ALG scheduling mechanism. The guaranteed bandwidth and delay for each

priority level P in the switch is BW/(N + P − 1) and P flit time respectively if

the source respects the traffic interval condition.

Class Based Priority Arbitration

Schemes QNoC [19] and DiffServ NoC [34] deploy classified traffic-flows

with the fixed priority arbitration policy and have a similar arbitration structure

as flow based arbitration. In QNoC [19], the author identifies four different types

of communication requirements and defines appropriate service levels to support

them: Signaling, Real-time, Read/Write and Block-Transfer. There are separate

buffers (VCs) for each of the four service levels. A priority ranking is established

among the four service levels, where Signaling is given the highest priority and

Block-Transfer the lowest. Priority preemption scheduling ensures that data of a

higher priority packet is always transmitted before that of a lower service level.

DiffServ NoC [34] classifies the packets before entering the network by per-

forming a selected classification algorithm. Depending on the assigned service ID,

the packets will be forwarded to different priority queues in the routers. The classi-

fied algorithm firstly identifies and marks the different service level for each packet

at the edge router. Each service level has separate virtual channel and priority level

at the output port. Thus, differentiated service levels are simply implemented by
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means of a priority mechanism. Additional service levels may be defined if de-

sired, as long as a priority ranking is adhered to.

The classified priority arbitration schemes only provides for one class of traffic

to receive better service than another class of traffic at a single link. When multiple

flows with the same priority compete for the same resources, class based priority

service has behavior similar to BE service, with no real-time guarantee [55, 56].

2.2.3 Summary

We have reviewed in this section a number of research works concerned with

real-time on-chip networks in this section. To address guaranteed service, two ba-

sic approaches: resource reservation and scheduling arbitration are discussed. In

the resource reservation approach, all the allocation and schedule are fixed and

planned for the peak load demand with exclusive resources. This provides accu-

rate predictability but always suffers lower link utilization. Scheduling arbitration,

on the contrary, determines the access to the resource at run-time and offers higher

flexibility. Priority based wormhole switching has been proposed as a possible

solution for real-time on-chip communication and has received considerable at-

tention. But the major difficult is how to analyze and validate its correctness. In

the next section, we will review some existing works about schedulability analysis

with priority based wormhole switching.

2.3 Static Analysis of Wormhole Switching

Performance analysis and validation are crucial for real-time network systems

to ensure that packet latencies always meet the timing bounds. There are two

alternative validation approaches: simulation or algorithm analysis [52]. The sim-

ulation approach constructs a network model and traffic patterns and then the net-
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work behavior is simulated by injecting the traffic load into the network. The

simulation based method can offer very accurate network behavior but may be

very time-consuming. Each simulation run can take considerable time and eval-

uate only a single network configuration and traffic pattern. Some priority based

NoC proposals, such as Chain [29, 28], QNoC [19] and DiffServ NoC [34] use

simulation based methods to validate the guaranteed service. But it is very dif-

ficult, or impossible, to cover all the system states. So it is appropriate for soft

real-time services but it is difficult to validate hard real-time systems. The al-

gorithm analysis approach assumes the worst-case traffic properties and abstracts

the network communication models, e.g. the network delivery characteristics and

router arbitration behavior. Based on the models, the algorithm is developed to

conduct the performance evaluation. It is very fast compared with simulation. The

performance bound can be tight enough if accurate models of traffic and network

behavior are abstracted. Examples using algorithm analysis approach can be found

in [8, 44, 53, 60]. In this thesis, we will especially focus on algorithm analysis.

Although in Chapter 6, we undertake some simulation experiments and compare

the outcome with that precalculated by the analysis.

2.3.1 Network Model and Constraints

Before analyzing the inter-task communication latency introduced by multi-

hop data transmission over the NoC, we need to describe the critical properties of

the application and network models.

As a starting point we assume that there are a set of applications which in-

clude multiple parallel tasks mapped onto a NoC with a regular topology. The

NoC has bidirectional links with uniform bandwidth between nodes. A priority

based wormhole switching is implemented with the support of any deterministic

routing (e.g. X-Y routing). The flow control protocol (e.g. credit based) ensures
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that a router node never sends data what cannot be accepted by the downstream

node. Flit-level priority preemption arbitration is assumed, the architecture and

operation behavior have been described in Section 2.2.2.2. Here we assume that

the tasks allocating to different nodes has already been undertaken. It is evident

that different mappings of an application onto a NoC may result in scenarios where

the timing constraints may or may not be met, so the static analysis discussed in

this section can be used as an acceptance test for a given mapping. The issue of

application mapping is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Two schedulability tests for real-time communication networks under fixed pri-

ority policy are the network latency analysis and the utilization test. The evalu-

ation of network latency is based on packet scheduling on the physical link. The

concept of worst-case network latency is introduced here which is inspired by

worst-case response time proposed in real-time system scheduling [48]. Under the

network latency analysis, the system can be schedulable if all its flows meet their

relative deadlines, and the flow meets its deadline if its worst-case network latency

is less than or equal to its relative deadline. The research reported in [8, 44, 53]

is based on the network latency analysis approach. With the utilization test, the

system can be schedulable if the overall utilization of the specific network sys-

tem is less than a pre-defined upper bound. Mutka’s work [60] is an example of

utilization based schedulability test.

For analysis and validation, several key constraints and assumptions are intro-

duced in early works [8, 44, 53]:

1. The traffic-flows considered are periodic (or sporadic) and independent. There

is no data dependency among the traffic-flows so that each packet can be pe-

riodically released.

2. The maximum packet size of each traffic-flow can be found.
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3. There are a sufficient number of virtual channels and priority levels at each

router port. Each flow will be allocated an exclusive virtual channel. So

that blocking due to VC unavailability does not occur. Blocking appears in

communication service where the physical resource (virtual channels in this

case) is not enough to handle the practical service requests.

4. Priority arbitration determines that at any time a packet will be sent if it has

the highest priority among the pending packets and it has remaining buffer

in the downstream node. In addition, a higher priority packet can preempt a

lower priority packet during its transmission. A flit cannot be preempted, it

represents an atom entity that is either fully transfered or not at all.

5. The worst-case release scenario is assumed to occur when all the higher

priority flows are released into the network at the same time.

These constraints and assumptions are the foundations to drive the subsequent

schedulability analysis. Some of them will in later chapters be altered, remedied

or lifted. In Chapter 3, we will discuss new conditions for trigger the worst-case

release scenario as these assumptions are not validate in some situations. In Chap-

ter 5, to reduce the resource overhead, more than one flow can be allocated to the

same VC and hence share the priority. These improvements either provide more

exact schedulability analysis or offer a more realistic network model.

2.3.2 Traffic-Flow Model

The basic model that is considered in this thesis is a network system Γ that

consists of N real-time traffic-flows, Γ ={τ1, τ2, . . . τn}. Each traffic-flow τi is

characterized by a set of attributes τi = (Pi, Ci, Ti, Di, J
R
i ).

• Priority P . Each traffic-flow has a distinct priority value P . All the packets

that belong to τi inherit the same priority Pi. The value 1 denotes the highest
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priority and larger integers denote lower priorities. We assume the traffic-

flow is prioritized by any possible global priority assignment policy. The

issue of priority assignment will be discussed in Chapter 4.

• Maximum basic network latencyC. The basic network latency occurs when

no traffic-flow contention exists. The basic network latency is determined by

its source/destination routing distance, packet size, link bandwidth and some

additional protocol control overheads. For real-time evaluation purposes, we

must consider the maximum basic network latency. Let the maximum packet

size belonging to τi be Lengthmaxi , the maximum basic network latency Ci

is given by:

Ci = dLength
max
i + Ladd

Flitsize
e · Flitsize/BW +Hops ·Rhop (2.10)

where Ladd is the additional data for wormhole switching such as header

and tail flit information. The second term in the equation counts the rout-

ing delay experienced by the header flit. Once the header flit reaches the

destination, the transmission time of this pipelined packet is determined by

the packet size and network bandwidth which is accounted by the first term.

Here we only consider the longest possible, or maximum, basic network la-

tency for evaluation. If the real-time traffic-flow can meet its deadline with

the maximum basic network latency, it will meet the deadline for any other

basic network latency scenario.

• Period T . We assume that all the traffic-flows which require timely deliv-

ery are periodic or sporadic. For periodic traffic-flow, the packet inter-arrival

time is known and fixed. The sporadic flow model is the same as the periodic

flow model except that packet generation time occur with a minimum inter-

val time, rather than exactly every period. For the sake of generalization, the
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attribute period T is defined as the lower bound interval on the time between

releases of successive packets. This can be done because in the worst-case

sporadic tasks can be seen as periodic.

• Deadline D. Each real-time traffic-flow has deadline D constraint, which

means all the packets belonging to this traffic-flow have the restriction that

they should be delivered from a source router to a destination router within a

certain delay bound even in the worst-case situation. As an initial restriction

on the model, all the analysis approaches in this section suppose that each

traffic-flow’s deadline must be less than or equal to its period, Di ≤ Ti for

all τi ∈ Γ. This model restriction will be removed in Chapters 3 and 5.

• Jitter JR. The attribute JRi is the release jitter [7] of flow τi and denotes

the maximum deviation of successive packets released from its period. A

periodic traffic-flow τi has to generate the packet within a fixed time which

is its period, Ti, then it will be released as soon as it generated. However,

when this periodic flow τi is subjected to release jitter, its generated time

becomes under some circumstances different from its release time. So, τi is

not become strictly periodic and a variation in its release times has arisen.

So, release jitter of a flow is defined as the maximum variation in its release

times. If an expected release time of packet from a periodic traffic-flow τi

is a, then the real release time may occur later than normal, by the time no

more than a+ JRi .

2.3.3 Inter-Relationships between Traffic-Flows

To capture the relations between traffic-flows and the physical links of the

network, we formalize the mesh network topology defined as a directed graph

G : V × E. V is a set, whose elements are called nodes, each node vi de-
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notes one router in the mesh network. E is a set of ordered pairs of vertices,

called edges. An edge ex,y = {vx → vy} is considered to be a real physical link

from router vx to router vy; vx is called the source and vy is called the destina-

tion. We define a mapping space from the traffic-flow set to the physical links

Γ → G. Given a set of n traffic-flows Γ, we can map them to the target network.

The routing <i of each traffic-flows τi is denoted by the ordered pairs of edges,

<i = {e1,2, e2,3, . . . , en−1,n}. If a traffic-flow τi shares at least one link with τj , the

intersection set for τi and τj is computed as <i ∩ <j . If <i ∩ <j = ∅, τi and τj are

disjoint (share no physical link).

Figure 2.8: An Example Set of Traffic-Flows

For the example in Figure 2.8, the routing of τ1, τ2, τ3 and τ4 are:

<1 = {e16,15, e15,14},

<2 = {e14,13},

<3 = {e15,14, e14,13, e13,9, e9,5}
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<4 = {e9,5, e5,1}.

The intersection sets between them are:

<1 ∩ <2 = <1 ∩ <4 = <2 ∩ <4 = ∅,

<1 ∩ <3 = {e15,14},

<2 ∩ <3 = {e14,13}

<3 ∩ <4 = {e9,5}.

Based on whether they share the same physical links, we categorize the com-

petition relationship between the traffic-flows into two different types: direct com-

peting relationship, and indirect competing relationship. The direct competing

relationship means a traffic-flow has at least one physical link in common with the

other traffic-flow. For any two traffic-flows τi and τj , if a direct competing relation-

ship exists between them, then <i ∩<j 6= ∅. With the indirect competing relation-

ship, by comparison, the two traffic-flows do not share any physical link but there

is (are) intervening traffic-flow(s) between the given two traffic-flows. For exam-

ple, if there are three flows τi, τj, τk meeting the following situation, <k ∩ <i = ∅,

<k ∩ <j 6= ∅ and <i ∩ <j 6= ∅; τj is the intervening flow in this case, then there is

an indirect competing relationship between τi and τk. Note that the indirect com-

peting relation is transitive. If more than one intermediate flow exists, the indirect

competing relationship still holds. Following the above case, if there is a new flow

τa which has an indirect competing relationship with τj (τk is intermediate flow

between τa and τj), and τa does not share any physical link with τi, then there is an

indirect competing relationship between τa and τi (both τk and τj are intermediate

flows). Figure 2.9 shows the situation.

Assuming that the priorities have been assigned to each traffic-flow, if a packet

is released, the possible delay it suffered before completion consist of all the pos-

sible interferences from higher priority traffic-flows. Based on different priority
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Figure 2.9: Transitivity in Indirect Competing Relationship

levels and the competing relationships, two different interferences are introduced

[8, 44]:

• Direct interference from higher priority traffic-flow

When two traffic-flows τi and τj have a direct competing relationship and

meet the condition Pj > Pi, τj will force a direct contention with the

observed traffic-flow τi. For flow τi, we define a direct interference set

SDi which includes all the traffic-flows meeting the above conditions, SDi =

{τj|<j ∩ <i 6= ∅ and Pj > Pi for all τj ∈ Γ}.

• Indirect interference from higher priority traffic-flow

When two traffic-flows τi and τk have an indirect competing relationship and

meet the condition Pk ≥ Pj > Pi, where τj is the intervening traffic-flow, τi

may suffer an indirect interference from τk even when they do not share any

physical link. For flow τi, we define an indirect interference set SIi which

includes all the traffic-flows meeting the above conditions, SIi = {τk|τk has

indirect competing relationship with τi and Pk ≥ Pj > Pi for all τk ∈ Γ,

where τj is any intermediate flow}.

Return to the example in Figure 2.8. The four prioritized traffic-flows sorted

from high to low priority are τ1, τ2, τ3 and τ4. Flows τ1 and τ2 have no shared links

with any other higher priority traffic-flow so no direct or indirect interference,

SD1 = SI1 = SD2 = SI2 = ∅,
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Flow τ3 shares the link resources with τ1 and τ2 and gets

SD3 = {τ1, τ2}, and SI3 = ∅.

Flow τ4 directly contends with τ3 and indirectly competes with τ1 and τ2, so

SD4 = {τ3} and SI4 = {τ1, τ2},

With the definition of system model and relationship between traffic-flow, we

will review current schedulability analysis works in the following sections.

2.3.4 Mutka’s Contribution

Mutka [60] was the first to address the analysis in priority based wormhole

switching. The global fixed priorities are assigned to all the flows that share a

common link based on the Rate Monotonic (RM) algorithm [51], i.e., flows with

shortest period have highest priority. A channel arbitrator at each router port uses

priority to decide which flits should get transmission next. As a classic algorithm

for fixed priority single processor scheduling, Liu and Layland [51] gave an uti-

lization bound test for RM to guarantee the schedulability of the task set. For n

tasks that share the same processor, if the total processor utilization
∑n

i=1
Ci

Ti
is no

more than the utilization bound which is given by n(21/n − 1), then all the tasks

are all schedulable. The RM test is given as:

n∑
i=1

Ci
Ti
≤ n(21/n − 1) (2.11)

where n(21/n−1) decreases monotonically from 0.83 when n = 2 to ln2 (≈ 0.69)

when n→∞.

Mutka applied this important result to wormhole switching networks where

the schedulability of each flow is checked using the RM utilization bound at each

physical link along the flow’s path. For n traffic-flows that have their paths overlap
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on a physical link, if the total link utilization is no more than the specific utilization

bound, then all the flows which share this physical link can meet their deadlines.

However, we must point out that this test is not adequate for guaranteed delivery

data packets under wormhole switching, since it assumes that each link can be an-

alyzed independently in terms of link bandwidth utilization. This is true only if

each VC has enough space to buffer the entire packet at intermediate hops. Obvi-

ously this is not the case of wormhole switching within which only small flit space

are available in each VC and one packet can be distributed across several routers.

We will give a contradiction example in Chapter 3 to show that the RM test is not

adequate for determining the schedulability.

2.3.5 Balakrishnan’s Contribution

The priority based wormhole switching in Balakrishnan’s [8] model does not

allow packet interleaving and the preemption must happen at packet boundaries.

Based on this assumption, an off-line analysis techniques, a lumped link model,

is presented. In the lumped link model, all the links the traffic-flow travels are

lumped as one shared resource and the interference due to all higher priority flows

using one or more of the links along the path of the flow is calculated.

The algorithm [8] firstly tries to find the maximum interference set. For an

observed flow τi, any higher priority flow which shares one or more physical links

with τi are grouped into set SDi . These flows contribute the direct interference to τi

packet delay. Any flow which does not share a link with τi but may have indirect

competing relationshion with τi will be grouped into set SIi . The author define

a new set S including all the possible flows which directly or indirectly contends

with τi, S = SDi +SIi . With the higher priority flow set, the worst-case interference
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is derived by following Eq.(2.12)

F (t) =
∑
∀τj∈S

d t
Tj
eCj (2.12)

where F (t) is the time demand function of t. The sum F (t) is the required service

time of all the higher priority flows that contend with the flow τi up to time t. This

equation can be solved using an iterative technique [7]. Let tn be the nth iterative

value generated from the equation:

F (tn) =
∑
∀τj∈Si

d t
n

Tj
eCj (2.13)

The iteration starts with t0 =
∑
∀τj∈Si

Cj and terminates when F (tn) = tn, which

is the maximum interference of τi. If tn + Ci ≤ Di, then τi meets the deadline.

The analysis based on the lumped link model is efficient but the analysis result

is quite pessimistic. Since all the direct and indirect flows that contend with the

observed flow are lumped into a single unit in this model. The indirect flows will

therefore be treated in the same way as direct flows. This introduces excessive

interference to the current flow since all the competing flows no mater direct or

indirect must be scheduled in sequence [53]. Balakrishnan [8] also admits this

over-calculation is not necessarily the case.

2.3.6 Kim’s Contribution

Kim’s [44] model permits flit-level preemption and evaluates worst-case net-

work latency by a timing line diagram. Kim’s algorithm consists of generating a

direct initial timing diagram and then modifying this diagram by deleting all the

indirect time slots that might not contend.

The first step of the algorithm is to construct a higher priority flow set S for the
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observed flow. The process of construction is the same as Balakrishnan’s [8] where

S = SDi + SIi . After generating higher priority flow set S, the algorithm creates

the initial timing diagrams for each flow. The time slot is the basic unit of the

timing diagram which indicates a flit level block transmission in the network. The

slots in the timing diagram can be set a value to either Allocated, Waiting, Busy

or Free. Allocated means that time slot is allocated to a flow for transmission.

Waiting means preempted state and Busy indicates that a higher priority packet is

using that time slot. Free means that time slot is usable.

For easy description, we consider a case illustrated in Figure 2.8. The attributes

of the traffic-flows are showed in Table 2.1. The time units are not necessary in

this analysis as long as all the traffic-flows use the same base.

Real-Time Traffic-flow P C T D
τ1 1 1 5 5
τ2 2 2 7 7
τ3 3 2 9 9
τ4 4 4 12 12

Table 2.1: Traffic-flows Description

An initial timing line diagram for τ4 is established in Figure 2.10 with the

assumption that all the flows (τ1, τ2, τ3) in S directly contend with τ4. As the time

advances, the free time slots that are not used by flows in set S can be used by τ4.

The delay upper bound of τ4 is the time when the summation of all these free time

slots equals the basic network latency. The initial network latency upper bound is

18.

The initial result is pessimistic since it does not distinguish between the direct

and indirect high priority flows. If any indirect higher priority flow exist, we need

to go back to the initial time diagram and check all the allocated and busy time

slots of the indirect flows. A time slot used by an indirect flow can be freed if all

the intermediate flows do not require that time slot. A released time slot can be
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Figure 2.10: Initial Timing Diagram

reused by other flows.

Figure 2.11: Final Timing Diagram

The final timing diagram is showed in Figure 2.11. Flows τ1 and τ2 indirect

contend with τ4. Compared with initial timing graph in Figure 2.10, during time

slots [5,6], [7,9] and [14,16], there is no active packet service from intermediate

τ3. So the time slots of second and forth instances from τ1 and second and third

instances from τ2 are removed. Because of the released time slots, the network

latency for τ3 and τ4 are finally computed to be 5 and 9.
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Kim’s algorithm consider the different between direct and indirect higher pri-

ority flows. But it still introduces excessive interference to the current flow because

when the first instance of τ1 or τ2 access the physical links, only τ3 gets blocked.

In this case, τ4 may transmit while τ3 is blocked, resulting in an smaller latency

upper bound. In Chapter 3, we will present new analysis which can distinguish

between direct and indirect interference properly. The indirect interference in that

analysis is treated as interference jitter and a tighter network latency upper bound

is achieved.

2.3.7 Lu’s Contribution

Lu et al [53] utilized a similar timing diagram as Kim to find the worst-case

network latency. The improvement of Lu is in proposing a novel contention tree

model to distinguish direct and indirect interference and capture concurrent usage

of links. The contention tree is defined as a directed graph: a flow τi is represented

as a node τi in the tree; an edge Ei,j directs from node τi and τj , τi is the parent, τj

is the child. Given a set of traffic-flows, the corresponding contention tree is built

as following:

1. Sort the traffic-flows with a priority sequence.

2. Construct the tree from the highest priority flow. If τi shares at least one

link with τj , (τi gets higher priority than τj), an edge Ei,j is created between

them.

In the contention tree, a direct contention is represented by a direct edge be-

tween them while an indirect contention is implied by a path via a parent node(s).

The case in Figure 2.8 is presented by the contention tree in Figure 2.12. Three

edges E1,3, E2,3 and E3,4 represent the direct contentions. Two indirect contention
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Figure 2.12: Contention Tree

relations for τ4 are implied by two paths, E1,3 → E3,4 and E2,3 → E3,4, from τ1

and τ2 via τ4 parent’s τ3.

Figure 2.13: Scheduling with Contention Tree Model

Utilizing the contention tree, the authors addressed a parallel communication

phenomenon in the timing diagram. From Figure 2.13, we can observe that

1. τ1 and τ2 are served by the network in parallel. This concurrency is reflected

by the disjoint nodes in the contention tree since they do not share any phys-

ical link;

2. τ3 is transmitted on the overlapped free time slots between [2, 4] after τ1 and

τ2 completion since it has direct contention relation with τ1 and τ2;

3. τ4 is scheduled only after τ3 completes transmission at time 4. The service
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time slices [0, 2] from τ1 and τ2 is a direct contention delay for τ3 but an

indirect contention for τ4.

Compared with Kim’s approach, the contention tree model considers possible

parallel scheduling in disjoint communication links and thus reduces the possible

interference from higher priority flows. The worst-case latency of τ3 and τ4 an-

alyzed by this model are 4 and 8 which is smaller than Kim’s result. However,

the contention tree model assumes that the worst-case scenario happens when all

the flows are released at the same time. This is not true when indirect interference

is considered. In the next chapter we will give a contradictory case to show that

worst-case network latency does not always happen at that point. As a result, Lu’s

analysis is optimistic. In addition, we prove that finding the worst-case scenario

when parallel communication occurs is NP-hard.

2.4 Summary

This chapter has presented a review of background material, including on-chip

network structures, current implementation schemes for real-time services and

schedulability analysis of priority-based wormhole switching. As can been seen

from the covered contributions, the work that is related to schedulability analy-

sis with wormhole switching is either pessimistic or improper. This motivates the

design of a novel analysis approach. In the next chapter, by identifying diverse

inter-relationships among the traffic-flows, an approach is derived that can evalu-

ate the packet network latency for all practical situations.
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Chapter 3

Schedulability Analysis for Priority

Based Wormhole Switching

As seen in the last chapter, priority based wormhole switching has been pro-

posed as a possible solution for real-time on-chip communication. Also, several

existing schedulability analysis approaches and their weaknesses were addressed.

In this chapter, novel, tighter, worst-case network latency analysis is presented,

which successfully emulates wormhole switching as a classic single processor

scheduling model. By evaluating diverse inter-relationships and service attributes

among the traffic-flows, this approach can predict the packet transmission latency

for a given traffic-flow based on three quantifiable different interferences: direct in-

terference from higher priority traffic-flows, indirect interference from higher pri-

ority traffic-flows and self-blocking produced by the previous packet of the same

traffic-flow. Section 3.1 discuss the analysis of direct and indirect interferences;

then the analysis is extended to include the self-blocking interference in Section

3.2. Due to the inevitable existence of parallel communication, in Section 3.3,

we prove that the general problem of determining the exact schedulability of real-

time traffic-flows over the on-chip network is NP-hard. We also prove that the real
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maximum network latency is bounded by the theoretical calculation in our model.

Section 3.4 provides an evaluation of randomly generated traffic-flow sets to show

how the network latency test is better than the previous published one. A summary

of the chapter is provided in Section 3.5.

3.1 Basic Network Latency Analysis

In priority based wormhole switching, the packet advances when it has the

highest priority and remaining buffer in each router along its path. So the whole

set of links used by a traffic-flow are treated as one resource and other traffic-flows

using one or more links along the path of the observed flow produce contention in-

terference. To determine the upper bound of network latency for a real-time traffic-

flow, the maximum basic network latency and maximum contention interference

need to be calculated. The maximum basic network latency can be calculated by

static analysis of the traffic-flow pattern and the network features. Eq.(2.10) gives

an upper bound of packet latency without contention in the network. The impor-

tant factor dominating the latency upper bound is interference. In this section, we

assume that the analysis is based on the single packet instance, which means for a

traffic-flow, before the current packet instance is accepted by the destination, the

successive packet can not be generated from its source node. In another word,

the restriction condition D ≤ T − JR is always true. So under the fixed prior-

ity arbitration discipline and single packet instance assumption, only traffic-flows

with higher priority than the current one can cause interference. In order to eval-

uate these possible competing interferences, we should find all the higher priority

traffic-flows which could affect the observed one and calculate the interference

upper bound by analyzing the characteristics of these higher priority traffic-flows.

Also, we notice that there is a resource competition relationship between the ob-
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served flow and its relevant higher priority flows. This is similar to the processor

resource model [51, 7, 77] in real-time scheduling, in which all the tasks con-

tends for a single shared processor resource. In wormhole switching networks,

the shared physical communication links are also contended for by the associated

traffic-flows. Utilizing priority preemption, we can analyze this model following

the real-time scheduling approach for single-processors.

The analysis algorithm is based on the computation of the worst-case network

latencyR for each traffic flow. IfRi ≤ Di , the analysis ensures that flow τi always

meets its time boundary. We have listed several key constraints and assumptions

introduced by early works in Section 2.3.1 for the analysis of wormhole switching.

These assumptions and constraints are still valid in our analysis. Besides that, we

need to find the condition which can trigger the traffic-flow’s worst-case network

latency.

Inspired by Liu and Layland’s seminal paper [51], two major conditions to

achieve the worst-case latency are identified:

Condition 1. All the higher priority traffic flows release packets at their maximum

rate with maximal packet size.

Condition 2. The packet from the observed traffic flow is released simultaneously

with all the higher priority packets (referred to as the critical instant).

These conditions have been used by a series of research works [8, 35, 53]

to obtain the maximum network latency with their scheduling analysis techniques.

Following the same foundations, we will quantify the new network latency analysis

based on two distinguishing interferences:

• Direct interference from higher priority traffic-flows.

• Indirect interference from higher priority traffic-flows.
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3.1.1 Direct Interference From Higher Priority

This section covers the network latency analysis of a traffic-flow assuming only

direct higher priority traffic-flows exist. The direct and indirect higher priority

traffic-flows sets SDi and SIi used in this chapter have the same definition as in

Chapter 2. The worst-case latency occurs when the two critical conditions are

satisfied.

Theorem 1. The maximum network latency Ri for traffic-flow τi can be found by:

Ri =
∑
∀τj∈SD

i

d
Ri + JRj
Tj

eCj + Ci (3.1)

when only direct higher priority traffic-flows exist.

Proof. For an observed traffic-flow τi, the network latency Ri of a packet released

from τi is computed as:

Ri = Ci + Ii (3.2)

where Ii is the interference summation from the higher priority traffic-flow(s). The

maximum basic network latency Ci is constant and known in advance by static

analysis. Supposing that we can find an upper bound of the total network latency

Ri, the maximum number of instances released from any higher priority flow τj is

no more than:

d
Ri + JRj
Tj

e (3.3)

assuming the worst-case release scenario of τj: the first packet release starts JRj

later than the normal arrival, and the subsequent releases are at the maximum re-

lease rate of 1/Tj , and are of maximum size. These higher priority packets will

immediately preempt τi’s packet transmission and delay the latter. Consequently,

the interference summation from all the flows in SDi is thus:
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Ii =
∑
∀τj∈SD

i

d
Ri + JRj
Tj

eCj (3.4)

Using Eq.(3.4) to substitute Ii in Eq.(3.2), we can produce:

Ri =
∑
∀τj∈SD

i

d
Ri + JRj
Tj

eCj + Ci (3.5)

We note the variable Ri appears on both sides of the Eq.(3.1). This equation

can be solve using an iterative technique [7]. Let Rn+1
i be the (n + 1)th iterative

value generated from the equation:

Rn+1
i =

∑
∀τj∈SD

i

d
Rn
i + JRj
Tj

eCj + Ci (3.6)

The iteration starts with R0
i = Ci and terminates when Rn+1

i = Rn
i . This iteration

also should halt if Rn+1
i > Di, which denotes the deadline miss for this packet.

By this iterative technique, the worst-case network latency with direct interference

can be calculated (Ri=Rn+1
i =Rn

i ).

3.1.2 Indirect Interference From Higher Priority

The model indicated by Eq.(3.1) only considers the direct interference from

higher priority traffic-flow since their activities directly delay the completion time

of the observed flow. However, when indirect higher priority traffic-flow exits,

some extra interference also needs to be taken into account.

Consider the following scenario: τ1, τ2, . . . , τk, τj and τi are loaded on the

network with the inter-relations of traffic-flows illustrated in Figure 3.1. Traffic-

flows are sorted with descending priority, τ1 with highest priority, τi with lowest
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Figure 3.1: A Case of Indirect Interference

priority. Here we follow the old fashion (reverse alphabetical order) [51, 7, 77]

that τi as the observed flow has the lowest priority and τj , τk have higher priority

than τi, Pk > Pj > Pi. We examine the competing relation of τi and τj and get SDi

= {τj}, SIi = {τ1, . . . , τk}, SDj = {τ1, . . . , τk} and SIj = ∅. Without considering the

possible indirect interference from τ1, . . . , τk, the worst-case network latency of τi

occurs when τj and τi are released at the same time.

Figure 3.2: The Problem of Indirect Interference

When τ1, . . . , τk as indirect higher priority traffic-flows are taken into account,

even though they do not share any physical link with τi, we find their services

still can impose an extra interference on τi. The time-line graph in Figure 3.2
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shows such a situation. The solid up arrow in the graph indicates the release time

of a packet from a traffic-flow. A packet served by the network for some time

is depicted as a shaded rectangle. The preemption of a packet is depicted as a

white rectangle. The bold circle denotes the time when the complete packet is

received at the destination. We assume τj is released with the other higher priority

packets at the same time 0, the packets from τ1, . . . , τk will contend with τj . This

contention delays the start transmission time of τj until a time instant ti, ti is

the start time of τj first transmission service. At the time 0 + ti, τi is released,

the packet from τj immediately preempts τi. It is easy to find that τj imposes the

interferenceCj upon the τi during the time interval [ti, Rj]. At the time 0+Tj , τj is

released again but this time all the higher priority traffic-flows τ1, . . . , τk only send

a very small packet or even do not send any packet. Flow τj in this situation does

not suffer any interference from them and gets the network service immediately.

From the view point of τi, the time interval between two successive releases from

τj is only (Tj - ti). Consider our original assumption, the worst-case network

latency occurs when all the higher priority packets are released simultaneously

with their maximum packet sizes and the minimum packet release interval T . The

maximum interference a packet from τi suffered from a higher priority traffic-

flow is calculated by dRi+J
R
j

Tj
eCj . But in this case, the minimum interval between

subsequent preemptions from τj is only (Tj - ti) which is less than the original

minimum interval assumption Tj . Note that this phenomenon can only occur when

considering indirect interferences.

Theorem 2. The upper bound of interference suffered by τi from direct higher

priority traffic-flow τj is:

d
Ri +Rj − Cj + JRj

Tj
eCj (3.7)
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when the indirect interference is considered.

Proof. Let sj denote the packet release time from τj . In this analysis, assume

without loss of generality, that the first packet is released at time 0. Therefore,

each packet from τj is generated periodically at the time instant 0, Tj , 2Tj , . . . ,

qTj . Let sj,q = (q − 1)Tj , where q is the sequential number of the packets. But in

the practical environment, an application does not always follow the strict periodic

releases and has application release jitter. More specifically, the release time sj,q

satisfies:

(q − 1)Tj ≤ sj,q ≤ (q − 1)Tj + JRj (3.8)

In addition, in Figure 3.2, we observe that the possible interference from higher

priority packets also defers its starting transmission time. If the worst-case network

latency for τj is Rj , the upper bound of the start transmission time is Rj−Cj . The

real service transmission start time for each packet satisfies:

(q − 1)Tj ≤ sj,q ≤ (q − 1)Tj + JRj +Rj − Cj (3.9)

Now we evaluate the maximum interference suffered by τi from τj in a given

time interval. Here we assume the start transmission time of τj is a = Rj − Cj +

JRj , this is the upper bound since it was released. A packet from τi is released

simultaneously with τj and b is the corresponding completion time of this release.

The worst-case interference occurs when the packets from τj are released at their

maximum frequency since τi is released. Figure 3.3 illustrates this situation.

The number of preemptions by τj is given by the positive integer number g

within the interval [a, b], g ∈ N. The last release of τj should fall into the interval

before the completion of τi, therefore g is the largest value that satisfies:

a− (Rj − Cj)− JRj + (g − 1)Tj < b (3.10)
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Figure 3.3: Upper Bound Analysis of Indirect Interference

or, equivalently,

g <
JRj +Rj − Cj + b− a

Tj
+ 1 (3.11)

The largest positive integer number satisfying this inequality is given by

g = d
JRj +Rj − Cj + b− a

Ti
e (3.12)

The interval [a, b] marks the worst-case network latency of τi, b− a = Ri. There-

fore, the interference upper bound from τj is:

d
Ri + JRj +Rj − Cj

Tj
eCj (3.13)

The packet from τi will experience worse latency than that predicted by Eq.(3.1)

on account of the indirect interference from τ1, . . . , τk which delays τj and may

cause more hits on τi. Therefore, the worst-case network latency does not occur

when the packet is released simultaneously with all the higher priority packets (at

time 0) but at the point when the packet from the observed traffic-flow is released

at the same time as all the direct higher priority packets finish waiting and start

transmission. So we modify our critical instant (Condition 2) with:
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Condition 3. The critical instant for each flow happens at the time that the packet

from the observed traffic-flow is released exactly when all the direct higher priority

packets are ready to start transmission.

Actually, different traffic flows in NoC may share different sets of physical

links according to their routes and hence have their own direct and indirect higher

priority flows. So each flow could has its own critical instant. It is unlikely that

time 0 will be the critical instant for all the traffic-flows. For example, the case in

Figure 3.2 shows that τj’s critical instant is 0 since it is released with all its higher

priority flows τ1, . . . , τk. But for τi, it’s critical instant is ti. In Chapter 6, by

a practical application simulation, we will show further evidence that the critical

instant for all the flows is not necessarily the same.

The deviation induced by indirect interference from higher priority flows be-

tween consecutive releases is called interference jitter, using symbol J I to denote

it. The interference jitter of a traffic-flow is the maximum deviation between two

successive packet start transmission times which can be obtained by computing

the difference between its maximum and minimum values. Consider the situation

that no higher priority packet is sent in a period, the minimum packet start trans-

mission time becomes zero. Accordingly, the upper bound of interference jitter for

a traffic-flow is given by:

J Ij ≤ Rj − Cj (3.14)

Note that not all the traffic-flows suffer interference jitter, this only happens

when the observed traffic-flow τi has indirect interference, namely, J Ij exists if and

only if SDj ∩ SIi 6= ∅.

Theorem 3. The network latency upper bound Ri for traffic-flow τi can be found

by:
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Ri =
∑
∀τj∈SD

i

d
Ri + JRj + J Ij

Tj
eCj + Ci (3.15)

when both direct and indirect higher priority traffic-flows exist.

Proof. Ii is the maximum interference from flows whose priorities are higher than

the current flow τi. Ii can be presented by a summation of all I(j); where I(j) is

the maximum interference from τj , τj ∈ SDi :

Ii =
∑
τj∈SD

i

I(j) (3.16)

According to Theorem 2, the maximum amount of interference from all flows

that have higher priority than τi is given by:

Ii =
∑
τj∈SD

i

d
Ri + JRj + J Ij

Tj
eCj (3.17)

As a result, the worst-case network latency in case of interference jitter and

release jitter is calculated as follows:

Ri =
∑
∀τj∈SD

i

d
Ri + JRj + J Ij

Tj
eCj + Ci (3.18)

Solving Eq.(3.15) is achieved by a recurrence relation as in Eq.(3.19).

Rn+1
i =

∑
∀τj∈SD

i

d
Rn
i + JRj + J Ij

Tj
eCj + Ci (3.19)

where R0
i = Ci until we get Ri = Rn+1

i = Rn
i ( n = 0, 1, .. ). However, if Rn+1

i

becomes greater than the deadline, we say that the flow is unschedulable.
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We modify our traffic-flow attributes with the six-tuple (Pi, Ci, Ti, Di, J
R
i , J

I
i )

for τi. Differing from the previous works [8, 44, 53], here we address the new

critical instant condition for each flow and introduce interference jitter to address

the affect from indirect high priority traffic-flow. A tighter upper bound for worst-

case network latency is obtained with our new approach. Since a schedulable

real-time system is a system where all the flows meet their relative deadlines, we

can utilize this new analysis approach, provided by Eq.(3.1) and Eq.(3.15), as a

test tool to determine the schedulability of the whole system.

3.1.3 Numeric Examples

Revisiting the example given in Figure 2.8 with the attributes in Table 2.1 (page

59). Since the higher priority traffic-flow always forces interference to the lower

priority traffic-flow and extends the latter’s network latency, we sort the traffic-

flows based on their priority and proceed to analyze them from the highest priority

one by one.

Traffic-flows τ1 and τ2 do not suffer any contention and receive the worst-case

network latency equal to their maximum basic latency, R1=C1= 1, R2= C2=2.

Thus τ1 and τ2 are schedulable. Flow τ3 shares the physical link with the higher

priority traffic-flows τ1 and τ2, SD3 = {τ1, τ2}, SI3 = ∅. The network latency for τ3

according to Eq.(3.1):

R3 = C3 + dR3

T2

eC2 + dR3

T1

eC1

R0
3 = 2

R1
3 = 2 + d2

5
e1 + d2

7
e2 = 2 + 1 + 2 = 5

R2
3 = 2 + d5

5
e1 + d5

7
e2 = 2 + 1 + 2 = 5

The recurrence stops at R3 = 5 so the worst-case network latency of τ3 is 5. Note

that τ3 maximum latencies based on Kim’s and Lu’s analysis are 5 and 4 respec-
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tively (see Section 2.3). It seems that Lu’s result is more exact than the one pre-

sented here. But we will show in Section 3.3 that Lu’s analysis is actually opti-

mistic (i.e. unsafe).

Flow τ4 suffers both direct and indirect interferences with SD4 ={τ3}, SI4 =

{τ1, τ2}. Based on the principle proposed in Section 3.1.2 when indirect interfer-

ence exists, we treat indirect interference as interference jitter and therefore update

the attributes of our example. The interference jitter of traffic-flow τ3 referred to

τ4 equals R3 − C3 = 3. Eq.(3.15) becomes

R4 = C4 + dR4 + J I3
T3

eC3

R0
4 = 4

R1
4 = 4 + d4 + 3

9
e2 = 6

R2
4 = 4 + d6 + 3

9
e2 = 6

which results in at R4 = 6. So the worst-case network latency of τ4 is 6 with

both direct and indirect interference. Again, the traffic-flow meets its deadline.

Compared with Kim’s and Lu’s results (9 for Kim and 8 for Lu), our result is more

tight.

If we extend the basic network latency of flow τ4 to 5 and keep all other param-

eters unchanged, we find that flow τ4 is unschedulable under Kim’s analysis since

the worst-case latency is 13 which exceeds its deadline 12, Figure 3.4 illustrate the

timing diagram. Compared with Kim’s analysis, the worst-case latency calculated

by our approach is as follows:

R4 = C4 + dR4 + J I3
T3

eC3

R0
4 = 5

R1
4 = 5 + d5 + 3

9
e2 = 7

R2
4 = 5 + d7 + 3

9
e2 = 9
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R2
4 = 5 + d9 + 3

9
e2 = 9

The iteration stops at 9 which means τ4 is schedulable in fact.

Figure 3.4: Unschedulable under Kim’s Approach

The major different between our approach and Kim’s and Lu’s analysis is how

to handle the indirect interference from higher priority flow. Ideally, at any time

only the highest priority entity can be processed in a fixed priority preemption

system under a single resource assumption. And any higher priority task execu-

tion will delay the completion time of any low priority task. So in Kim’s and

Lu’s approaches, the analysis supposes a priority consistency between the traffic-

flows. Priority consistency means a low priority flow cannot get service when

a higher priority flow is still waiting. However, wormhole switching is different

from classic real-time system where the link resources are distributed and the net-

work supports multiple concurrent transmission. For example, in Kim’s analysis

in Figure 3.4, τ4 starts transmission only after τ3 completes since τ4 has physical

links in common with τ3. Following the same fashion, τ3 starts only after τ1 and τ2

complete. However, we note that τ4 never shares any link with τ1 and τ2, so when

τ1 and τ2 transmit data packets, they only can block τ3 but cannot block τ4. In this
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situation, τ4 may transmit while τ3 is blocked. The time slots [0, 3] and [10, 11]

can be used for τ4’s transmission in this case. Actually the priority consistency is

not valid when indirect higher priority traffic-flows exist, where a higher priority

flow blocks a middle priority flow which results in a reduced network latency to

the lower priority flow. Kim’s and Lu’s approaches fail to address this situation

and thus introduce excessive interference from indirect higher priority flows. In

Section 3.4, by evaluation comparison, we investigate the performance of both

worst-case network latency analysis proposed in this chapter and Kim’s analysis

with randomly generated flows set.

3.2 Extending the Analysis with Self-Blocking

The analysis in the last section relies on finding the worst-case amount of in-

terference from higher priority traffic-flows which can preempt the observed one.

However, this approach is valid only when network latency is less than period.

In a situation, with a long transmission journey or heavy network congestion, the

network latency for a packet can be quite large. It is possible that while the end

flits from a previous packet are being delivered, the start flits of the next packet

are already introduced. Since the data packets within the same virtual channel are

served in first-in-first-out (FIFO) order, when a packet has to wait for the transmis-

sion of previous packets from the same traffic-flow, blocking occurs – we refer to

this as self blocking. In this situation, the possible latency interference suffered by

the newly arrived packet comes from not only higher priority traffic-flows but also

by the previous packet instance. None of the current analysis techniques [8, 44, 53]

can work in this case because all these approaches only consider the single packet

instance situation, with the explicit constraint D ≤ T − JR, and treat this multiple

packet instance as the evidence of a missing deadline. However, it can be very well
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happen that the deadline is longer than the period in the case of NoC communica-

tion. This constraint of D ≤ T − JR brings inflexibility to network exploration

and design. Here we lift this constraint by permitting the packet deadline to be

more than its period and extend our analysis model to cover this multiple instances

case. Again we draw on analysis derived for processor scheduling [77].

3.2.1 Analysis with Self Blocking

Figure 3.5: A Modified Case of Traffic-Flows Set

The concept of a level-i busy period, firstly introduced by Lehoczhy [48] in

processor scheduling, indicates a time interval within which only tasks of priority

i or higher are processed. A modified version of the priority level-i busy period,

used in analysis of network latency with multiple instances in on-chip networks,

is defined as a contiguous time interval during which a set of link resources are

keep busy and serve all the traffic-flows of priority higher than or equal to priority

i. We modify our previous case in Figure 2.8 and add a new flow τ5 with the

lowest priority. The relation between τ5 and other existing flows is illustrated in
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Figure 3.5. In this new case, τ5 directly contends with τ3 and τ4 and indirectly

suffers interference jitter from τ1 and τ2. For the link resources between router 1

and 13 (τ5’s path), the priority level-5 busy period is the contiguous time duration

which the corresponding link resource keeps serving all the queueing packets with

priority 5 or higher (3 or 4 in this case). Figure 3.6 illustrates this level-5 busy

period.

Figure 3.6: Priority Level-5 Busy Period

The current analysis techniques proposed in Section 3.1 has the constraint

Di ≤ Ti − JRi . It implies that if τi is schedulable then the current priority level-i

busy period will end at or before the time instant of the next packet arrival from

τi. However if we allow Di > Ti − JRi , a current packet can be waiting transmis-

sion without missing its deadline when a successive packet from τi arrives, and

thus the busy period can be extended beyond Ti. More than one packet instance

from τi is served during a priority level-i busy period. In this case, the packet

network latency would include extra blocking from the previous packet arrival.

So, the analysis in this section is concerned with analyzing the blocking from the

analyzed traffic-flow itself as well as interference from other traffic-flows in the

network.
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Figure 3.7: Priority Level-i Busy Period with Multiple Packet Arrivals

Figure 3.7 shows multiple packets arriving during a priority level-i busy period

Bi. Consider the existence of release jitter, the packet release could start JRi later.

The busy period illustrated in this figure begins when the first packet from τi or

higher is released and ends when the network is idle or a lower priority packet less

than i is able to get a chance for transmission.

Theorem 4. The width of priority level-i busy period Bi can be found by:

Bi =
∑
∀τj∈SD

i

d
Bi + JRj + J Ij

Tj
eCj + dBi + JRi

Ti
eCi (3.20)

Proof. According the definition of busy period, all the arrival packets of priority

i or higher before the end of the busy period must be transmitted during the busy

period. So the width of the busy period is equal to the service requirement made

by traffic-flow τi in addition to all the higher priority packet arrivals in the busy

period.

Supposing that we can find an upper bound for the total busy period Bi, the

maximum number of instances Qi of a flow τi that falls into this busy period is

calculated by:

Qi = dBi + JRi
Ti

e (3.21)
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if the packet release, from τi, is simultaneous with the start of the busy period.

Consequently, the maximum service requirement from τi is thus:

dBi + JRi
Ti

eCi (3.22)

On the other hand, the maximum service time requirement generated by all the

higher priority traffic-flows during the busy period should be no more than:

∑
τj∈SD

i

d
JRj + J Ij +Bi

Tj
eCj (3.23)

As a resolution, the width of the priority level-i busy period Bi can be found by:

Bi =
∑
∀τj∈SD

i

d
Bi + JRj + J Ij

Tj
eCj + dBi + JRi

Ti
eCi (3.24)

The result of Bi is obtained by the iteration technique, where iteration starts

with B0
i = Ci and finishes when Bn

i = Bn+1
i .

We note that if Bi ≤ Ti−JRi , then the busy period ends at or before the second

packet from τi is generated. This means that only one packet instance of τi is

served during the busy period. Eq.(3.20) degrades to Eq.(3.15). If Bi > Ti − JRi ,

then more than one packet instance of τi is generated during a priority level-i

busy period. Some successive generated packets might be blocked by the previous

packets. In this situation, to determine the worst-case network latency, we need to

check the network latency for each generated packet during the busy period. The

maximum of these values gives the worst-case network latency.

Theorem 5. Having the traffic-flow with Di > Ti − JRi , the maximum network
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latency for τi is given by:

Ri = max
q=1,...,Qi

(wi(q)− (q − 1)Ti + JRi ) (3.25)

where q is the index of packet instance, and wi(q) is given by:

wi(q) = qCi +
∑
∀τj∈SD

i

d
wi(q) + JRj + J Ij

Tj
eCj (3.26)

Proof. Suppose we have calculated the priority level-i busy period and Bi > Ti −

JRi , so more than one packet instance falls in the busy period. We need check each

release to find the maximum latency.

We use the index variable q to denote a packet instance of τi. The first packet

in the busy period corresponds to q = 1 and the final one is q = Qi. We assume a

time window wi(q) which denotes the time interval from the beginning of the busy

period until the completion of the qth packet transmission. The time windows for

1st, 2nd and 3rd packets in the busy period are showed in Figure 3.7 as wi(1), wi(2)

and wi(3) respectively. The time window wi(q) is given by:

wi(q) = qCi +
∑
∀τj∈SD

i

d
wi(q) + JRj + J Ij

Tj
eCj (3.27)

The variable qCi accounts for the transmission service time of the first q packets

instances of τi during the busy period and
∑
∀τj∈SD

i
dwi(q)+J

R
j +JI

j

Tj
eCj denotes the

service requirements from all the higher priority flows which fall in this time win-

dow wi(q). The value of wi(q) can be found by iteration starting with w0
i (q) =

Ci + qTi and ending when wn+1
i (q) = wni (q). The generated time of qth packet

happens at instant (q − 1)Ti relative to the start of busy period so the network
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latency of the qth instance is given by:

Ri(q) = wi(q)− (q − 1)Ti + JRi (3.28)

As mentioned above, the worst-case network latency can occur at any one of these

packet releases during the busy period, and thus the worst-case network latency is

given by:

Ri = max
q=1,...,Qi

(wi(q)− (q − 1)Ti + JRi ) (3.29)

3.2.2 Another Example

The case showed in Section 3.1.3 only considers the single packet instance

situation. This could induce an optimistic result when self blocking occurs. We

introduce a new case with the additional flow τ5 in Figure 3.5 (page 85). The

attributes of τ5 are given by Table 3.1. It is easy to see that the worst case latency

of τ1, τ2, τ3 and τ4 are unchanged (they have higher priority).

Real-Time Traffic-flow P C T D JR

τ5 5 3 8 12 0

Table 3.1: Traffic-flow Description

For τ5, because of the situation of D5 > T5− JR5 , we need to consider the pos-

sible affect of self blocking. Utilizing the busy period analysis, first we calculate

the priority level-5 busy period B5. Eq.(3.20) becomes:

B5 = dB5 + J I3
T3

eC3 + dB5

T4

eC4 + dB5

T5

eC5

B0
5 = 3
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B1
5 = d3 + 3

9
e2 + d 3

12
e4 + d3

8
e3 = 9

B2
5 = d9 + 3

9
e2 + d 9

12
e4 + d9

8
e3 = 14

B3
5 = d14 + 3

9
e2 + d14

12
e4 + d14

8
e3 = 18

B4
5 = d18 + 3

9
e2 + d18

12
e4 + d18

8
e3 = 23

B5
5 = d23 + 3

9
e2 + d23

12
e4 + d23

8
e3 = 23

The busy period calculation iteration stops at B5 = 23. Obviously B5 > T5;

more than one packet instance is generated during the busy period. Q5 is the total

amount of packets in the busy period:

Q5 = dB5

T5

e = 3

Next, we must check the network latency of these three packets separately to de-

termine the worst-case latency. The time windows for the first packet, the first two

packets and the first three packets are w5(1), w5(2) and w5(3) respectively. Using

Eq.(5.22), we get:

w5(1) = 10 and R5(1) = 10− 0 = 10

w5(2) = 20 and R5(2) = 20− 8 = 12

w5(3) = 23 and R5(3) = 23− 16 = 7

The worst-case network latency is thus max(R5(1), R5(2), R5(3)) = 12; the sec-

ond packet instance experiences the maximum latency. If we use the analysis ap-

proach proposed in Section 3.1 which does not considers self-blocking problem,

only first packet release is analyzed. The maximum latency for τ4 is 10 which is

overoptimistic in fact.
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3.3 Parallel Communication and Tightness Analysis

By abstracting the communication resources and finding the inter-relations

among the traffic-flows, we have succeeded in transforming real-time wormhole

communication into an analyzable model. In this section, we show that our anal-

ysis approach can produce an upper bound for network latency in all situations.

We also show that the exact worst-case network latency evaluation in the parallel

communication situation, as a general problem, is NP-hard. During the discuss of

parallel communication, we address two defects in the previous published analysis

approaches.

3.3.1 Parallel Communication

Parallel communication is the phenomenon that when two or more higher pri-

ority flows do not share any link resource but only contend with lower priority

flows. The three flows, τ1, τ2 and τ3, in Figure 3.5 (page 85), are an example of

parallel communication where τ1 and τ2 are independent of each other and only

share a link with τ3. We keep the attributes of τ1 and τ2 unchanged and modify

τ3 with new attributes in Table 3.2. According to the critical instant assumption,

flow τ3 experiences its maximum network latency when released simultaneously

with τ1 and τ2. The worst-case network latencies for τ1, τ2 and τ3 are 1, 2, 6.5

according to our analysis model in Section 3.1. Flow τ3 misses its deadline in our

analysis. Figure 3.8(A) shows the timing diagram with theoretical calculation for

τ3. But we find that during the analysis of τ3, τ2 is forced to compete with τ1 in

this model even though they do not share any physical link; and this will force an

extra delay on τ3. The problem is that when we schedule all the traffic-flows with

the resource competing relationship, we always ideally assume at any time instant

only one traffic-flow can be served by the subset of the network which hosts the
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interfering flows.

Real-Time Traffic-flow P C T D JR

τ1 1 1 5 5 0
τ2 2 2 7 7 0
τ3 3 2.5 6 6 0

Table 3.2: Traffic-flows Description

Lu et al in his paper [53] found this phenomenon that real-time transmission

scheduling can be parallel for disjoint concurrent contentions (see Section 2.3.7).

Figure 3.8(B) illustrates this concurrency. If all traffic-flows release the packets si-

multaneously, τ1 and τ2 are executed at the same time in this scheduling sequence.

This parallel communication reflects the fact that no real link resource is shared

between the direct higher priority traffic-flows of the observed one. For τi, this

parallel communication phenomenon exists when the following condition is met:

τj, τk ∈ SDi and <j ∩ <k = ∅.

A Defect in Lu Analysis

Lu et al [53] proposed the contention tree model to analyze the network latency

when parallel communication exist. The worst-case network latency is assumed to

occur when all the traffic-flows are released simultaneously and the disjoint traffic-

flows are scheduled in parallel. The corresponding network latency for τ1, τ2 and

τ3 are 1, 2, 4.5 in Lu’s model which are smaller than our results. However we

must point out the analysis by Lu et al [53] is defective. Even though this parallel

communication can potentially reduce the intervention to the lower priority traffic-

flow, since they may overlap along the time axis, the worst-case latency does not

always occur when all the traffic-flows are released at the same time. Figure 3.8(C)

is a contradictory case against this assumption. The network releases τ1 and τ3 at
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Figure 3.8: Scheduling Sequence With Parallel Communication

the same time, τ2 is ready just before τ1 accomplishes its transmission. Flow τ2

consequently holds the link resource until service completion. After that time, no

more new packet instances from τ1 and τ2 arrive, and the links are available for τ3.

In this situation, the lower priority traffic-flow τ3 suffers more interference. The

network latency of τ3 is 6.5 more than the upper bound value produced in Lu’s

analysis and τ3 is unschedulable in fact.

A Defect in Mutka Analysis

We have showed a defect in Lu’s analysis when parallel communication exists. We

will next show that the analysis by Mutka described in Section 2.3.4 also cannot
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be used to guarantee packet deadlines.

Mutka [60] utilized the RM scheduling utilization inequality to determine the

schedulability of traffic-flow. The test is executed link by link to calculate the

schedulable utilization upper bound. In our case, Figure 3.5, the link between

router 14 and 15 and the link between router 13 and 14 both only get two active

flows. So the real utilization for link between router 14 and 15 is:

1

5
+

2.5

6
≈ 0.6167

The real utilization for link between router 13 and 14 is:

2

7
+

2.5

6
≈ 0.7024

The RM utilization bound for each link is given by Eq.(2.11):

2(21/2 − 1) ≈ 0.828

Thus, flow τ3 is determined to be schedulable according to the RM test. How-

ever, as showed in Figure 3.8(C), flow τ3 actually misses its deadline. The RM test

is insufficient since it treats each physical link as an independent scheduling unit.

Obviously, this is not the case of wormhole switching where one packet can span

multiple routers and the packet with highest priority at a router may not be sent

since it can be blocked at some other link.

3.3.2 Tightness Analysis of Our Model

The parallel communication phenomenon does not appear in all the traffic-flow

sets loaded on the network. However, this possible parallelism clearly compli-

cates the analysis progress. In general scheduling, when the worst-case release

conditions are not easily determined, the analysis is usually intractable. Let us

re-visit our analysis model, for τi, the total interferences generated by all di-

rect higher priority traffic-flows are the sequence summation of each traffic-flow,
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Ii=
∑

j∈SD
i
dRi+J

R
j

Tj
e. This assumption can produce a tight result for each traffic-

flow when there is no parallel communication between direct higher priority traffic-

flows. However, when parallel communication exists, the following theorem shows

that the approach is not always tight but is only an upper bound for network latency.

Theorem 6. The real worst-case network latency is no more than the calculation

result accomplished by Theorems 1, 3 and 5 when parallel communication exists.

Proof. Similar to the scheduling in the single processor model, our model also im-

plies that at any time only one traffic-flow can win the access right of the shared

resource and execute the service. Let t1, t2 indicates time instants after network

startup. During any time interval [t1, t2] where t1 < t2, the maximum required

service time of all the higher priority traffic-flows (namely, interference to the ob-

served traffic) is no more than
∑
∀j∈SD

i
d t2−t1+JR

j +JI
j

Tj
eCj . Since parallel services

exist, more service opportunity can be supported by the network in any time inter-

val. This may accelerate consumption of the required service from higher priority

traffic-flows and finally shortens the whole interference imposing on the observed

one. Consequently, the worst-case network latency in the real network is no more

than the calculation result under the assumption of no parallel communication.

Theorem 6 implies the model and analysis proposed in this thesis is only suf-

ficient but not necessary when parallel communication exists. In another words, if

a traffic-flow can pass this schedulability test then it will meet its deadline. But if

it fails this test, the inverse conclusion cannot be made. Next, we give a proof that

it is not possible to produce a polynomial-time necessary and sufficient test unless

P=NP.

Suppose the parallel communication instance in Figure 3.9, let set Γ include

N+1 traffic-flows distributing across the network with attributes τi=(Pi, Ci, Ti, Di,

JRi , J
I
i , si); si is the release time of τi. The first N traffic-flows are disjoint
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Figure 3.9: A General Parallel Communication Model

with each other and communication in parallel. The observed one τn+1 with

lower priority contends with the first N higher priority traffic-flows, so SDn+1 =

{τ1, τ2, . . . , τn}. In order to determine the network latency, we need to take ac-

count of all the possible free gap intervals for the observed traffic-flow. The case

in Figure 3.8(C) implies the worst-case network latency no longer occurs when

all the traffic-flows are released simultaneously. Thus, we need to examine all the

possible packet release sequences to achieve the worst-case network latency cal-

culation. We now show that to solve this problem when parallel communication

exists is NP-hard.

Lemma 1. For traffic-flows set Γ meeting the conditions showed in Figure 3.9, the

observed traffic-flow τn+1 is schedulable on the network if and only if all the dead-

lines are met during time interval [0, t1], where t1 = s+T , s = max{s1, . . . , sn+1}

and T=lcm1{T1, . . . , Tn+1}.

Proof. ⇒ : If the observed traffic-flow is schedulable on the network, relying on

the schedulable condition, all the deadlines are met since it was released. Thus, all

deadlines in the interval [0, t1] are met.

⇐ : At any time instant ti, let the network state be denoted by E(e1, . . . , en)ti ,

where ei is the amount of time for τi to finish its transmission service since its last

release. The time interval [0, s+ T ] is separated into two parts [0, s) and [s, s+T].

After s, all the traffic-flows are released and executed in parallel except τn+1. Let
1least common multiple
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ti ∈ [s, s + T ] and tj = ti + j × T for j is positive integer and j > 0, it is not

difficult to see that the network state Eti = Etj is always true. This means the

schedule progress repeats itself every P units of time after s. Since all deadline of

τn+1 in [s, s+T] are met, all the deadline after s + T should also be met. As the

assumption, the deadlines of τn+1 in [0, s] are met. Thus τn+1 is schedulable in

this network.

Strictly speaking, we need to check all the infinite scheduling sequences after

packet releases of the traffic-flow set to ensure the deadline is always met. Lemma

1 gives us an easy method to estimate whether the traffic-flow set is schedulable in

a finite schedule time interval [0, s + T ]. If all the deadlines in [0, s + T ] are met,

then this traffic-flow set is a valid schedule. If we know the period, maximum basic

network latency and release time of all packets in a traffic-flow set in advance,

we can find all the available gap intervals in [0, s+T] for observed traffic-flow

with a polynomial time algorithm. Determining the schedulability of the observed

traffic-flow, namely finding the worst-case network latency when knowing all the

available gap intervals in advance is also taking polynomial time. Now we prove

that if the traffic-flow set with an arbitrary release time, finding the worst-case

network latency is intractable. Utilizing K Simultaneous Congruences [49] which

has been showed to be NP-complete, our problem can be proved to be intractable

by reducing the current problem to a known NP-complete problem in polynomial

time.

K Simultaneous Congruences: Given N ordered pairs of positive integers

(a1,b1), . . . , (an, bn) and a positive integer K ( 2 ≤ K ≤ N ). Is there a subset of

` ≥ K ordered pairs (ai,1, bi,1), . . . , (ai,`, bi,`) such that there is a positive integer

x with the property that x = ai,j + pj × bi,j for each 1 ≤ j ≤ ` (pj is nonnegative

integer)?
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Theorem 7. For a traffic-flow set with arbitrary release time, the problem of de-

termining schedulability when parallel interference exists is NP-hard.

Proof. The proof includes two steps, we first prove that finding all the gap inter-

vals for the observed traffic-flow is NP-hard. Suppose n sorted pairs of positive

integers (a1,b1), . . . , (an,bn) with constraint ai ≥ bi − 1 and a positive integer K,

we construct n parallel traffic-flows communications (τ1, . . . , τn) with attributes

Ti = Di = bi, Ci = bi − 1, and si + Ci = ai. All the n traffic-flows have the

higher priority levels and never share any physical link each other. In our con-

struction, each traffic-flow in each period only exports one free time unit. For

this traffic-flow set, finding the gap intervals on the network if and only if all the

n traffic-flows output free time units simultaneously. Thus, the K Simultaneous

Congruences problem has a solution if and only if the free time unit can be found

in the constructed model. Now we assume an observed traffic-flow τn+1 which

has the lowest priority comparing with τ1, . . . , τn. Since this construction progress

can be done in polynomial time, the problem of finding all the gap intervals is as

hard as the K Simultaneous Congruences problem. Determining the schedulabil-

ity of τn+1 when knowing all the gap intervals is polynomial time complexity, so

the problem of determining schedulability in the parallel interference situation is

NP-hard.

Theorem 7 shows that no tractable necessary and sufficient schedulable test

exists for wormhole fixed priority scheduling. In this chapter, we have derived a

sufficient evaluation, that is tight in many situations and is an improvement over

previously published techniques. This statement is supplied by the evaluation com-

parisons presented in the next section.
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3.4 Evaluation

In this section, we want to quantify the schedulability improvement that may

be achieved by using the analysis proposed in this chapter against Kim’s approach

[44]. The evaluation is presented as experiments in two parts, the first part shows

how each experiment is created, the second part shows the results of the experi-

ments.

3.4.1 Experiment Setup

Considering the fact that a low dimensional mesh is quite common in current

on-chip networks, we conduct our evaluation based on a 4 × 4 2D mesh. The

dimension-order X-Y routing is used since it is simple and deadlock free. Al-

though we focus on the architectures inter-connected by 2D mesh networks with

X-Y routing schemes, our algorithm can be adapted to other network architectures

with different topologies or different deterministic routing schemes. The evalua-

tion software is developed with standard C++ and all the evaluations were taken

under the Intel Core 2 Duo (3GHz) and 2G bytes memory.

The first step of the experiment is traffic-flow generation. Each traffic-flow

is characterized by the transmission path and a set of properties, such as pe-

riod T , deadline D, basic communication latency C and priority P . The ran-

dom source/destination nodes pairs are chosen for each traffic-flow. Then the X-Y

routing algorithm gives the deterministic routing from source to destination. The

packet size Packet_Size is chosen from the range [16, 1024] with a uniform prob-

ability distribution function where the size is the number of flits of a packet. With

the assumptions of one flit per cycle link transmission and one cycle per node de-

lay, the basic network latency C could be easy to calculate by Eq.(2.10). Another

important metric period T is calculated by a random utilization variable ui. We em-
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ploy the uniform distribution algorithm [13] to generate a set of random utilization

variables. Utilizing this utilization variable, each flow’s period is calculated as Ti

= Packet_Sizei/ui. Note that the D > T situation is not considered by the Kim’s

approach, so in these experiments only the evaluation under the D ≤ T constraint

is investigated. The traffic-flow deadline D is set to be T for all the traffic-flows.

For a set of generated traffic-flows, we ensure the flow set does not violate prede-

fined constraints: maximum link utilization Umax or average link utilization Uavg.

The link utilization Ulinkj
for a single link j can be found by summing the usages

of all the m traffic-flows assigned to this link.

Ulinkj
=

m∑
i=1

Packet_Sizei/Ti (3.30)

The maximum link utilization is the maximum number of all the links in this net-

work, Umax = max(Ulinkj
) where ∀linkj ∈ mesh. The average link utilization is

given by:

Uavg = (
M∑
j=1

Ulinkj
)/M (3.31)

where M is the total number of links in the network.

The evaluation strategy is: first we randomly generate a traffic-flow set under

the predefined network load constraints and prioritize each flow with a distinct pri-

ority level. The T/H (period/hops) monotonic priority assignment policy 2 [35] is

chosen in this case, where a traffic-flow with the smallest calculation value of pe-

riod/hops is given the highest priority. Then two different schedulability analysis

tests are executed for this set to evaluate the performance. The comparison mea-

sure used in this experiment is pass ratio, namely, the percentage of the number

of traffic-flow sets that pass the schedulability test versus the number of original

traffic-flow sets. Only if all the traffic-flows in a generated set pass the schedula-

2see next Chapter for discussion of priority assignment algorithm
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bility test, do we say that the set is schedulable. The experiment investigates the

performance of two schedulability analysis approaches with varied link utilization.

Both the maximum and average link load schemes are considered. For each test,

we count the percentage of the number of schedulable sets out of 1000 ones that

are randomly generated. In general, the more traffic-flow sets meet their timing

constraints, the more effective is the analysis approach.

3.4.2 Results of Experiments

Figures 3.10, 3.12 and 3.14 show, for each maximum link utilization, the per-

centage of the schedulable sets achieved by our approach against Kim’s approach.

Figures 3.11, 3.13 and 3.15 do similar comparison with average link utilization.

The generated test set reported in Figures 3.10 and 3.11 contains 30 flows each

time; then this number increases to 60 and 90 in Figures 3.12 and 3.13, and Fig-

ures 3.14 and 3.15.

Figures 3.10, 3.11, 3.12, 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15 show that when the overall link

utilization is very low, 0.1 for maximum and average utilization, both of the schedu-

lability tests give the similar performance of near 100% pass ratio. While when

the utilization is very high, i.e. more than 0.8 in maximum utilization or 0.4 in

average utilization, although our approach is better than Kim’s one, the pass ratio

of both tests is very low. During the ranges of [0.1, 0.8] for maximum utilization

and [0.1, 0.4] for average utilization, our approach significantly outperforms Kim’s

approach. This is because Kim’s approach can not properly address the indirect

higher priority traffic-flows and thus over-calculates the maximum latency. This

overestimation causes a low pass ratio; only 47.6% of flow sets pass the schedula-

bility test comparing with 97.8% with our approach when the network maximum

link load reaches 0.4 in Figure 3.10. Similar result can also be found in Figure

3.11.
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Figure 3.10: The Pass Ratio Under Varied Maximum Link Utilization With Flow
Set 30

Figure 3.11: The Pass Ratio Under Varied Average Link Utilization With Flow Set
30
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Figure 3.12: The Pass Ratio Under Varied Maximum Link Utilization With Flow
Set 60

Figure 3.13: The Pass Ratio Under Varied Average Link Utilization With Flow Set
60
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Figure 3.14: The Pass Ratio Under Varied Maximum Link Utilization With Flow
Set 90

Figure 3.15: The Pass Ratio Under Varied Average Link Utilization With Flow Set
90
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All graphs show that when maximum link utilization is no more than 40% or

average link utilization is no more than 20%, the performance of our approach

stays higher, more than 90% pass ratio for all evaluated flow sets. While by com-

parison, Kim’s approach only achieve a 5% pass ratio in this situation, for example

see Figure 3.14).

The comparisons between three selected flow sets: 30, 60 and 90 are showed

in Figures 3.10, 3.12 and 3.14 for maximum link utilization and Figures 3.11, 3.13

and 3.15 for average link utilization. The pass ratio for both tests fall off with the

increase of flow size. But it seems that Kim’s approach is very sensitive to the size

of flow set since the gap between the two approaches becomes progressively larger

under the flow set with bigger size. For example, there is 51% better performance

than Kim’s test when the average utilization of network is 0.2 and flow set is 30

in Figure 3.11. While this standard of performance rises to 82% and 94% with the

size of set reaches 60 (Figure 3.13) and 90 (Figure 3.15).

3.5 Summary

The new on-chip communication architectures need to provide different lev-

els of service for various components on the same network. The requirement of

real-time applications needs a scheduling strategy and analysis approach to predict

whether all the real-time packets can meet their timing bounds. In this chapter, we

introduced a novel analysis approach for real-time on-chip communication with

wormhole switching and fixed priority arbitration. The major contributions of this

chapter are: first, we derive worst-case network latency analysis based on three

possible situations, direct interference from higher priority flows, indirect inter-

ference from higher priority flows and self-blocking interference. Secondly, we

observe that when parallel communication exists in a real network, the general
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problem of determining the exact schedulability of real-time traffic-flows over the

on-chip network is NP-hard. However the results presented in this chapter do form

an effective upper bound. In addition, the defects in two previous published works

are illustrated. Evaluations are also included. A clear improvement is demon-

strated over the best alternative (not optimistic) approach.
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Chapter 4

Priority Assignment for Priority

Based Wormhole Switching

As illustrated in the previous chapter, with the support of fixed priority preemp-

tion in on-chip networks, for a set of traffic-flows with a known priority ordering,

the schedulability analysis algorithm can find the network latency upper bound

for each flow. So hard deadlines can be guaranteed by this approach. But one of

the common problems that need to be solved in the development of priority-based

communication is, how to assign priority to each traffic-flow so that all the traffic-

flows loaded on the network will meet their time constraints. The main purpose

of this chapter is to explore priority assignment policies in real-time on-chip net-

works. We present at the beginning a case to show that none of the current priority

assignment policies work well in wormhole switching networks. Then a heuristic

branch and bound search algorithm is introduced to find the possible priority or-

dering. Differing from the traditional exhaust algorithm which costs exponential

complexity, our algorithm can effectively reduce the search space on average.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.1 reviews the current priority

assignment policies. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 describe several important properties of
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priority-based wormhole switching. Based on these properties, in Section 4.4, a

branch and bound search algorithm for priority assignment is developed. In order

to improve the search efficiency, we design six heuristic functions which try to

guide the search to the right branch and produce a schedulable priority assignment

with the shortest time. In Section 4.5, the evaluation results of our algorithms

against several current priority assignment policies are presented. Finally, Section

4.6 gives a summary of this chapter.

4.1 Priority Assignment and Motivation Case

Priority assignment policies for fixed priority scheduling on single-processor

system have been studied widely. The early work, proposed by Liu and Layland

[51], introduced the Rate Monotonic (RM) priority assignment policy, such that

the task with shortest period is given the highest priority. However, RM policy

requires a restrictive system model, deadline and period must be identical for each

task in the system. Later, Lenug and Whitehead [49] lifted this constraint and

defined the Deadline Monotonic (DM) priority assignment policy, allowing a task’s

deadline to be less than the period; where the shorter deadline the task has, the

higher priority value is assigned. Audsley in [5, 6] designed a general assignment

technique with polynomial time complexity that is guaranteed to find a schedulable

priority ordering if one exists in a system. The basis of this algorithm is that

the response time of each task is only determined by its higher priority tasks but

not the relative priority ordering of those tasks. Recently, Zuhily and Burns [82]

introduced the Deadline minus Jitter Monotonic (D-JM) priority ordering for a

task set with non-zero release jitter.

Priority assignment in wormhole switching networks was firstly addressed by

Mutka [60], which is based on the RM approach. Li and Mutka [50] later pre-
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sented a Laxity Monotonic (LM) priority assignment policy and a related run-time

adjustment method. The laxity is defined as the difference between the deadline

and maximum basic network latency, which corresponds to the amount of delay

a packet can tolerate. Priorities are assigned based on laxity with the highest pri-

ority going to the traffic-flow with the smallest laxity. Hary [35] improved the

original LM and RM algorithms by accounting for the numbers of hops a traffic-

flow travels and proposed a set of priority assignment approaches: Period/Hops

RM(T/H), Laxity/Hops LM(L/H) and two modified versions: Period/ln(Hops+e-

1) and Laxity/ln(Hops+e-1). Here the priority of a traffic-flow which travels a long

distance is increased.

Figure 4.1: A Case of Real-Time Traffic-Flows

However, none of these priority assignment polices is referred to as optimal.

An optimal priority assignment approach means it can provide a schedulable pri-

ority ordering whenever such an ordering exists. The following case shows that

none of RM, DM, LM, RM(T/H) or LM(L/H) can produce a schedulable prior-

ity ordering corresponding to a set of traffic-flow with relationships illustrated in

Figure 4.1 and attributes in Table 4.1.

Real-Time Traffic-Flow C T D
τ1 2 5 5
τ2 3 7 7
τ3 4 9 9

Table 4.1: Traffic-Flows Description
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Real-Time Traffic-Flow Priority Ordering
RM DM LM RM(T/H) LM(T/H)

τ1 1 1 1 1 1
τ2 2 2 2 2 2
τ3 3 3 3 3 3

Table 4.2: Priority Ordering with Different Policies

Figure 4.2: Timing Graph with Different Priority Ordering

The priority orderings produced by RM, DM, LM, RM(T/H) or LM(L/H) poli-

cies are showed in Table 4.2. We note that all the priority ordering are the exactly

same in this case; τ1 gets the highest priority, then τ2; τ3 is assigned the lowest

priority. The analysis method given in the last chapter calculates the worst-case

network latency of τ1, τ2 and τ3 as 2, 5, 10 respectively. The worst-case network

latency for τ3 occurs when τ3 is released at the same time τ2 finishes waiting and

starts transmission. Figure 4.2 (A) shows this timing graph (it is a real possible

behavior of the traffic-flows). Flow τ3 misses its deadline and so the system is
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unschedulable with this priority ordering. If these priority assignment policies are

optimal then we should not be able to find another priority ordering which results

in all the deadlines being met. However if we assign the traffic-flows with the

following priority ordering, priority τ2 > priority τ1 > priority τ3, then the corre-

sponding worst-case network latency for each traffic-flow are 3 for τ2, 5 for τ1 and

7 for τ3, Figure 4.2 (B) shows this timing graph. All the traffic-flows are schedula-

ble. This case shows that the existing priority assignment policies are not optimal

for priority-based real-time on-chip communication. It may happen that a schedu-

lable priority ordering does exist for a set of traffic-flows, but none of the current

approaches can find it.

4.2 Properties of Priority-Based Wormhole Switch-

ing

Using a motivation example in the last section, we have showed that priority

assignment in wormhole switching is different from the classic real-time system

area where only one scheduling resource (CPU) is assumed. The special property

of wormhole switching determines that a novel priority assignment approach is

desirable.

Assuming that priorities have been assigned to each traffic-flow, the schedu-

lability of a traffic-flow set can be determined by the worst-case network latency

analysis shown in the last chapter. During the analysis process, we note some spe-

cial properties. These properties can help us reason about the effect of changing

priority ordering of traffic-flows.

Theorem 8. The network latency of a traffic-flow is not dependent on lower prior-

ity traffic-flows.
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Proof. Under fixed priority preemptive arbitration, only packet release from any

higher priority flow can preempt the current flow service and delay it. So the

network latency of a flow is not dependent on any lower priority flow.

Theorem 9. The network latency of a traffic-flow is dependent on the higher pri-

ority traffic-flows and their relative priority ordering.

Proof. In priority-based preemption scheduling model, the observed traffic-flow τi

suffers two different interferences, direct interference from higher priority traffic-

flows and indirect interference from higher priority traffic-flows. For any traffic-

flows τj meeting the conditions: τj ∈ SDi and Pj > Pi, τj can force a direct

competing interference. For any traffic-flows τk meeting the conditions: τk ∈ SIi ,

τj ∈ SDi , τk ∈ SDj and Pk > Pj > Pi, the activity of τk can produce an indirect

competing interference. Thus, the interference suffered by the observed traffic-

flow is determined by the set of all the higher priority traffic-flows. In addition, it

is not hard to find if we swap two higher priority traffic-flows, the indirect interfer-

ence relation may be changed. A typical case has been shown in Figure 4.1, with

priority descending ordering τ1, τ2 and τ3, τ3 has direct competition with τ2 and

indirect competition with τ1. However, if we swap priority of τ1 and τ2, τ3 in this

situation only suffers direct interference from τ2. Thus, the priority ordering of

higher priority traffic-flows also determines the network latency of lower priority

traffic-flows.

Theorem 9 show that priority ordering is the major factor in the analysis of

worst-case network latency for real-time on-chip communications. Unfortunately,

the general priority assignment policies of Audsley [5, 6] which require that the

response time is not dependent upon the higher priority ordering, is not applicable

in this case.
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4.3 Lower and Upper Bounds of Worst-Case Net-

work Latency

There is no known efficient algorithm for finding a schedulable assignment

of priorities that takes less than exponential time. Consider a set of n real-time

traffic-flows, each traffic-flow is mapped to a unique priority level by some prior-

ity assignment policy. There are n! distinct priority orderings over this set. Except

for a very small size of traffic-flow set, we cannot check all the possible orderings

because of exponential time complexity. However, we notice an interesting prop-

erty that not all the traffic-flows can meet their deadlines with a specific priority

level. Let us revisit the case shown in Figure 4.1. If τ2 is assigned the lowest prior-

ity, no matter what the ordering of τ1 and τ3, τ2 is determinately not schedulable.

If we can find these ‘unsuitable’ traffic-flows at each corresponding priority, we

can reduce the search space significantly.

Two useful concepts: lower bound and upper bound of worst-case network

latency are introduced. The lower bound of worst case network latency R′
i is the

network latency of a traffic-flow τi at some priority level when only direct interfer-

ence is considered. On the contrary, the upper bound of worst-case network latency

R∗i can be obtained for a traffic-flow τi when maximum interference is considered.

Actually, the real network latency cannot be worked out before we know the pri-

ority assignment for all the traffic-flows (Theorem 9). But the possible range can

be evaluated aforehand.

The proposed priority assignment algorithm starts from the lowest priority and

moves up to the highest priority. During the process of priority assignment, we use

an assignment status to mark each traffic-flow, namely, assigned or unassigned.

Thus, all the assigned traffic-flows have lower priorities and all the unassigned

traffic-flows are assumed to be higher priorities than the assigned ones. When we
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try to assign priority k to an unassigned traffic-flow τi, the lower bound of network

latency can be obtained by the following approach:

1. Except for the assigned traffic-flows, all the unassigned traffic-flows which

share resource link with τi are inserted into set SDi .

2. Utilizing recurrence relation Eq.(4.1) which comes from the Eq.(3.1) in

Chapter 3 to find the lower bound of worst-case network latency.

R
′

i =
∑
∀τj∈SD

i

d
R

′
i + JRj
Tj

eCj + Ci (4.1)

Here, all the unassigned traffic-flows which have a resource competing relationship

with τi are treated as direct interferences.

Additionally, the upper bound of network latency also can be obtained by a

similar approach:

1. Except for the assigned traffic-flows, all the unassigned traffic-flows which

share resource link with τi are inserted into set SDi .

2. For any traffic-flow τj ∈ SDi , if an unassigned traffic-flow τk is found which

is in common with τj and not in common with τi, τj will produce an inter-

ference jitter and the jitter J Ij upper bound is Dj − Cj .

3. Utilizing the following relation Eq.(4.2) which comes from the Eq.(3.15) in

Chapter 3 to find R∗i

R∗i =
∑
∀τj∈SD

i

d
R∗i + JRj +Dj − Cj

Tj
eCj + Ci (4.2)

Here we evaluate the network latency based on the worst-case interference jitter

scenario and obtain the upper bound of Ri.
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Theorem 10. The worst-case network latency evaluated by the approach pre-

sented in the last chapter is never less than its lower bound, for τi, Ri ≥ R
′
i is

always true.

Proof. For a set of n traffic-flows Γ ={τ1, τ2, . . . , τn} loaded on the network, we

assume that priority levels between n, . . . , k + 1 have been assigned and k is the

available lowest priority. Let priority k be assigned to τi . After that, all the

unassigned traffic-flows will be allocated priorities between k− 1, . . . , 1 in a non-

particular order, but have higher priority than τi. Thus all the unassigned traffic-

flows which share resource link with τi will force a direct competition upon it;

Eq.(3.1) shows this situation. Besides that, some unassigned traffic-flows also

have a relation of indirect interference with τi. This can force an extra ‘hit’ on τi.

So the worst-case network latency can be achieved in this situation by Eq.(3.15)

which takes both direct and indirect interferences into account. By comparison,

the lower bound of network latency only considers direct interference. Thus, the

network latency evaluated by Eq.(3.1) and Eq.(3.15) for τi is never less than its

lower bound R′ .

So for a flow τi, if its network latency lower bound is greater than its deadline,

R
′
i > Di, then Ri > Di is a reasonable conclusion. By evaluating the lower bound

of network latency, Theorem 10 gives an approach to eliminate all the ‘unsuitable’

traffic-flows where R′
i > Di at the specific priority.

Theorem 11. The worst-case network latency evaluated by our approach pre-

sented in last chapter is no more than its upper bound, for τi, Ri ≤ R∗i is always

true.

Proof. Follow a similar argument as the proof in Theorem 10, at each priority

level, any unassigned flow τj which shares the same link with τi will contribute

direct interferences. And when interference jitter exists, it may introduce the extra
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hits. The condition for the interference jitter happens when any unassigned flow

τk exists that it is in common with τj and not in common with τi with the priority

ordering Pk > Pj > Pi. Obviously not all the direct higher priority flows meet

this condition. Besides that, even τj has interference jitter, the jitter upper bound

should be no more than Rj − Cj which is less than Dj − Cj in Eq.(4.2). So the

worst-case network latency evaluated by Eq.(3.1) and Eq.(3.15) for τi is no more

than its upper bound R∗.

Next we will use the upper bound of worst-case network latency to find the

traffic-flow which is guaranteed for schedulablility at the specific priority.

Theorem 12. If a traffic-flow τi is assigned the lowest priority and satisfies the

condition R∗i ≤ Di, then if a schedulable priority ordering exists for Γ, a schedu-

lable ordering also exists with τi assigned the lowest priority.

Proof. Follow the approach exhibited by Audsley [5], let us assume that a schedu-

lable priority ordering exists over a traffic-flow set Γ with τi assigned priority i.

Since τi meets the condition R∗i ≤ Di when it is assigned the lowest priority, so

we move τi to the bottom of the priority ordering. The traffic-flows originally

assigned priority i+ 1, . . . , n are promoted one level, Figure 4.3 shows this trans-

formation process. Clearly, the traffic-flows assigned priority 1, . . . , i− 1 remain

schedulable as nothing has changed to affect their schedulability. The traffic-flows

set which originally are assigned priority i + 1, . . . , n must remain schedulable

because the interference on them has decreased or at least no change due to τi now

moving to the lowest priority. Since τi is schedulable at the lowest priority level, a

schedulable ordering exists with τi assigned the lowest priority.

Theorem 12 implied that when a traffic-flow satisfies the condition R∗i ≤ Di at

the lowest priority, there must be a schedulable priority ordering with τi assigned
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Figure 4.3: Transformation of Priority Ordering

the lowest priority no matter what the ordering of the rest of the traffic-flows.

Each time when we find a traffic-flow meeting the above condition we can assign

this flow the lowest priority. We can apply this process repeatedly and reduce the

search space of priority assignment.

The next Theorem will tell us how to determine unschedulablility before a full

priority assignment is given. Let Θ(n, k)Γ denote a partial priority ordering from

priority n to k (n > k) for a set Γ with n traffic-flows. Θ(n, 1)Γ is a full priority

ordering for n traffic-flows.

Theorem 13. During the process of priority assignment, at the priority level k, a

priority assignment policy has produced a partial priority levels ordering Θ(n, k−

1)Γ for a traffic-flows set Γ. If no unassigned traffic-flow meets the condition:

R
′
i ≤ Di, τi ∈ Γ, at the priority level k, then no schedulable priority ordering

exists that assigns the same traffic-flows with priority n to k as Θ(n, k − 1)Γ.

Proof. For any priority assignment policy, each priority needs to map to a specific

traffic-flow. During the process of priority assignment, at the priority level k, there

are k! distinct priority orderings exist. Consider a unassigned traffic-flow τi, there

should be (k − 1)! priority orderings with τi at priority level k. If τi cannot meet
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the condition R′
i ≤ Di, no matter what the priority ordering of other unassigned

traffic-flows, τi is un-schedulable at priority level k according to Theorem 10. If all

the unassigned traffic-flows cannot meet the condition R′
j ≤ Dj at the priority k,

τj ∈ Γ, all the k! priority orderings are all un-schedulable. Then, no schedulable

priority ordering exists that assigns the same traffic-flows with priority n to k as

Θ(n, k − 1)Γ.

The properties of Theorem 10, Theorem 12 and Theorem 13 can help to reduce

the possible search space for finding the schedulable priority ordering. Therefore,

we will use these properties as guidelines while designing an algorithm for priority

assignment.

The intuition for the algorithm is as follow. At each priority level k, if any

traffic-flow τj exists which R∗j ≤ Dj , then assign τj to level k; otherwise compute

the set of traffic-flows withR′ ≤ D. If this set is empty, level k can not be assigned

a flow. If the set is non-empty, choose one member τi using a heuristic and assign

τi to level k. If this choice does not lead to a schedulable system, try the other

members of the set. Repeat for all priority levels.

4.4 Branch and Bound Priority Assignment

We give a heuristic branch & bound search algorithm (BBSA) (in Figure 4.4) to

find a schedulable priority assignment if it exists. The search algorithm proceeds

by performing a heuristic guided search to produce a possible priority ordering.

When this priority ordering is completed, the schedulability analysis presented in

the last chapter is executed to test this ordering. If this priority ordering passes

this test, we have found a schedulable priority assignment. If not, the algorithm

backtracks to generate another one.

The priority search algorithm starts from the lowest priority. The upper bound
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Figure 4.4: Heuristic Branch & Bound Search Algorithm

of worst-case network latency for each unassigned traffic-flow is evaluated at the

current priority P (line 10), P = n at the beginning. Any unassigned traffic-

flow which meets the condition R∗i ≤ Di is assigned priority P (lines 4 - 8). At

the specific priority, if no traffic-flow with the condition R∗i ≤ Di exists (line
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9), the algorithm starts calculating the lower bound of worst-case network latency

(line 12). We construct n prioritized candidate lists Priority_P_CandidateList,

1 ≤ P ≤ n, each list is related to a priority level P . Initially, each candidate list is

empty. Theorem 10 implies only the traffic-flows which meet the condition R′i ≤

Di might be potentially schedulable at the specific priority. All the unassigned

traffic-flows meeting the condition R′i ≤ Di are inserted into the corresponding

priority level P candidate list (lines 2 - 3). After that, if priority P candidate list is

not empty, an appropriate traffic-flow is selected from the candidate list to assign

to priority P and it is removed from this list (lines 18 - 20). When more than one

traffic-flow is available at priority P , to make the search more efficient, we select

the “most promising” candidate first. A set of heuristic functions is proposed,

the details of which are described below. The algorithm iterates this process at

each priority until P < 1 (line 21) which means all the traffic-flows are assigned

priority. Finally, the complete schedulable test is called.

4.4.1 Heuristic Functions

The heuristic policy helps select the most likely candidate when more than

one traffic-flow meets the condition R′ ≤ D. Our heuristic policy is based on

an assumption of tolerating additional interference, namely, how much additional

interference can be tolerated by a traffic-flow at a priority level without missing the

deadline. This is a quite natural assumption, the more interference can be tolerated

for a traffic-flow, the lower priority level is assigned. This policy leaves the chance

for the traffic-flows which have less tolerable additional interference to get higher

priorities. How to quantify the tolerable interference for each traffic-flow at a

specific priority is an issue.

Here we propose two different baseline evaluation schemes. The first scheme

H1 is the simple intuitive scheme which considers the absolute difference between
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Di and R′i as the tolerable interference for a traffic-flow τi. The traffic-flow with

largest difference value is selected from the corresponding candidate list. Let Hi

denote the heuristic value for τi.

H1 Heuristic Function :

Hi = Di −R′i (4.3)

The second baseline scheme H2 utilizes the sensitivity analysis technique [65]

to evaluate the maximum tolerable additional interference. Sensitivity analysis

can capture the bounds within which a parameter (basic network latency C in this

case) can be varied without violating the timing constraints. Let R′(C) denote the

calculation function of lower bound of worst-case network latency, R′i = R′(Ci).

If a traffic-flow τi meets the condition R′i ≤ Di, utilizing sensitivity analysis, we

can obtain maximum permissible increase of Ci without violating system schedu-

lability. Let ∆C denote the tolerable increase.

H2 Heuristic Function :

Hi = max(∆C) where R′(Ci + ∆C) ≤ Di (4.4)

Besides this, we also consider the fact that the traffic-flow which travels a long

distance likely encounters more blocking interference than a short distance. Thus

the distance factor also should be taken into account. The following two heuristic

functions are improved versions ofH1 andH2 which consider the number of hops

a traffic-flow travels.

H3 Heuristic Function :

Hi =
Di −R′i
hops

(4.5)
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H4 Heuristic Function :

Hi =
max(∆C)

hops
where R′(Ci + ∆C) ≤ Di (4.6)

The distance is inverse proportional to the tolerable additional interference so

that the heuristic value calculated by H3 andH4 decreases when a traffic-flow tra-

verses more hops. Accordingly, this traffic-flow has less possibility to be choosen

at the lower priority level, which is as desired. When traffic-flow traverse a single

hop, the heuristic value produced by H3 and H4 is equal to the result calculated

by H1 and H2 respectively.

Also, we notice that for any given flow τi, all the higher priority traffic-flows in

SDi will take a proportion of available network communication capacity
∑
∀j∈SD

i

Cj/Tj . Thus, only a fraction of the network service capacity 1-
∑
∀j∈SD

i
Cj/Tj

remains available to accommodate the current flow τi. The flow with higher free

network service capacity is a better candidate to be served with lower priority.

Thus the available network capacity is also modelled as a heuristic metric. The

following two heuristic functions are the improved versions of H1 and H2 which

consider network service capacity.

H5 Heuristic Function :

Hi =
Di −R′i∑
∀j∈SD

i
Cj/Tj

(4.7)

H6 Heuristic Function :

Hi =
max(∆C)∑
∀j∈SD

i
Cj/Tj

where R′(Ci + ∆C) ≤ Di (4.8)
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4.4.2 Backtracking policy

It is not difficult to see that the search proceeds like a depth first search tree,

each possible priority ordering is a branch of the search tree. However, the heuris-

tic functions do not always select the right branch which induces a schedulable

priority assignment. Thus, backtracking becomes an important part of the algo-

rithm to help locate the correct search path. During the search iteration process,

backtracking occurs at two possible places.

Middle unschedulable branch : Sometimes there is no traffic-flow satisfying

the condition: R′i ≤ Di at the priority level P . In this situation, Theorem 13

implies that there is no schedulable priority ordering based on the traffic-flows

which have been selected. The algorithm in this situation backtracks its search

process by unassigning the selected traffic-flow at the priority P + 1 and tries

to find another appropriate one, pseudo code lines 13 - 19 describe this process.

Therefore, we prune some middle unschedulable branches to make the search more

efficient.

End unschedulable branch: When a complete priority ordering has been

found (line 21), the full schedulable test is called. If the priority ordering does not

pass the schedulability test, the algorithm has to backtrack to find other appropri-

ate priority orderings by following the same procedure to the middle unschedulable

branch (lines 24 - 25).

Because of the restricted condition and pruning branch policy, only a small

search space is produced compared with the original n!. The algorithm utilizes

the backtracking policy to search the possible priority orderings. Since the search

space is determined by the upper and lower bounds of each flow which heavily

rely on the competing relationship between them. So the complexity of algorithm

is still an open issue, but the worst case should be no more than n!.
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4.5 Evaluation

This section describes experiments that have been conducted to quantify the

performance of the branch and bound search algorithm (BBSA). The evaluations

utilize the same simulation platform introduced in the last chapter and the gener-

ation of basic attributes for each traffic-flow also follows the same fashion. The

following two sections show the scope of the experiments: the first section dis-

cuss the effect of different heuristic functions in BBSA while the second section

presents the performance of BBSA against a set of existing priority assignment

approaches: RM(T) and improvements of RM (T/Hops and T/ln(e+Hops-1)).

Except for the evaluation with a varied size of flows set, each generated test set

contains 30 flows and each investigation level on the result diagrams is the average

of 1000 randomly generated flow sets.

4.5.1 Evaluation of Different Heuristic Functions

The efficiency of the BBSA algorithm depends heavily on its heuristic search

policy, so in this experiment, we examined the performance of the six different

heuristic functions. During the heuristic search processing, if a promising candi-

date is found, it will be assigned the current priority and the search moves to the

higher priority level; otherwise, none of the current flows meeting the condition,

the search algorithm backtracks to a lower priority level. So a reasonable metric

to compare the efficiency of different heuristic functions is a measure of the num-

ber of priority assignments, namely, how many priority assignment operations are

required to find a schdulable priority ordering. We design two groups of experi-

ments, first we compare these heuristic functions with different levels of overall

link utilizations. And then, we varied the number of traffic-flows from 40 to 100

with a fixed link load. All the experiment measures are taken under the maximum
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and average link load schemes separately.

Figure 4.5: The Number of Priority Assignment Operations Under Varied Maxi-
mum Link Utilization

Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 show the average number of priority assignment op-

erations for several heuristic functions under varied link load. As shown in both

figures, all of the heuristic policies perform comparatively well and find a schedu-

lable priority ordering quickly at the lower network load (no more than 0.28 in

average load or 0.5 in maximum load). This is because in many cases, no matter

what the priority ordering, the traffic-flow set is always schedulable. However,

with the increase of network load, the iteration operation increases rapidly. The

difference among these heuristic functions becomes clear. As can be seen in both

figures, there is a significant reduction in the average number of assignment oper-

ation for heuristic algorithms with the sensitivity analysis technique (H2, H4 and

H6) than the intuitive ones (H1, H3, H5) which consider the absolute distance be-

tween deadline and worst-case latency. The average operation numbers from H2,
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Figure 4.6: The Number of Priority Assignment Operations Under Varied Average
Link Utilization

H4 and H6 sometimes are even no more than half of the corresponding H1, H3

and H5. Two considered heuristic factors, distance and network service capacity,

give comparable results. From the observations, the operation numbers of H5 and

H6 are reasonable reduced compared with the baseline functions H1 and H2 when

the network service capacity is considered. But the distance as heuristic factor (H3

and H4) does not present more advantage over H1 and H2.

Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 show the variation of priority assignment operations

as a function of the size of traffic-flows set for fixed link utilization scenarios.

With the increase of the flows set size, the gap between H1, H3, H5 and H2,

H4, H6 becomes progressively larger. It is evident that the sensitivity analysis

technique can achieve the best performance as flow set increase. Finally, in all

cases, the experiment result shows that the H6 scheme which combines sensitivity

analysis and network load capacity performs equally well and is highly effective
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Figure 4.7: The Number of Priority Assignment Operations With Varied Number
of Traffic-Flows Set Under 55% Maximum Link Utilization

in reducing the number of heuristic search operations. The average timing cost to

find a schedulable priority order with 100 traffic-flows is no more than 1 second

with the Intel Core 2 Duo (3GHz) and 2G bytes memory.

4.5.2 Evaluation of Different Priority Assignment Schemes

This experiment investigated the performance of different priority assignment

policies. Hary et al [35] found that laxity as the priority assignment criteria has

similar performance to the period based ones, therefore, in our evaluation, only

the period related priority assignment criterions are considered. Three existing

schemes that are compared with BBSA are : RM(T) [60], improvements of RM

(RM(T/H) and RM(T/ln(e+H-1))) [35]. The evaluation is aimed at the question

“is it worth undertaking the heuristic scheme”. The comparison measure used in

this part is pass ratio, namely, the percentage of the number of traffic-flows set
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Figure 4.8: The Number of Priority Assignment Operations With Varied Number
of Traffic-Flows Set Under 32% Average Link Utilization

that pass the schedulability test versus the number of original traffic-flows set with

different priority assignment policies. Only if all the traffic-flows in a generated

set pass the schedulability test, do we say that the set is schedulable. The H6

heuristic function is selected as the default for the BBSA. For evaluation reasons,

we do not try to check all the possible branches but set a stoping criteria for the

BBSA with the maximum number of iterations. When the algorithm reaches the

maximum iterations without finding a schedulable priority ordering for a set, this

set is treated as unschedulable. In general, the more traffic-flow sets meet their

timing constraints, the higher performance for the assignment policy.

Figure 4.9 and 4.10 plot, for each utilization level, the percentage of traffic-

flow sets that were schedulable according to each priority assignment scheme. We

find, under the lower link utilization, there is no big performance gap between

different priority assignment polices. All the schemes achieve nearly 100% pass
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Figure 4.9: The Pass Ratio Under Varied Maximum Link Utilization

Figure 4.10: The Pass Ratio Under Varied Average Link Utilization
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Figure 4.11: The Pass Ratio With Varied Number of Traffic-Flows Set Under 55%
Maximum Link Utilization

ratio. When the link load increases, pass ratio decreases as expected. The heuristic

search algorithm significantly outperforms the RM and its related schemes under

higher network load. It still can find a schedulable priority assignment for a set

even when the network maximum link load reaches 0.6, comparing with RM which

only gets 59.8% pass ratio in Figure 4.9. Also, from Figure 4.10, there is around

80% better performance of the pass ratio than RM; when the average utilization of

the network is 0.36.

Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 show the pass ratio variation with the increase

in the traffic-flow set size. BBSA shows its robustness and achieves the highest

pass ratio. In addition, the number of flow sets does not greatly affect BBSA

performance, and the pass ratio remains nearly constant. By comparison, RM and

related policies perform poorly and their performances are sensitive to the size

of flow set. When the number of flow set increases from 40 to 100, the average
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Figure 4.12: The Pass Ratio With Varied Number of Traffic-Flows Set Under 32%
Average Link Utilization

pass ratio falls to almost 35% and 20% for RM related policies under the two test

scenarios.

From an engineering view-point, when the network load is not high (e.g. no

more than 40% for maximum link utilization or 20% for average link utilization

with 30 flows in a 4 × 4 mesh NoC), RM related priority assignment policies are

a good choice since they are simple and achieve acceptable schedulable pass ratio.

When the network load is higher, to find a possible priority ordering, BBSA is a

much better alternative.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter we discuss a general problem in priority-based network systems:

how to assign priority to each flow so that all the flows loaded on the network will
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meet their time constraints. By a motivation example, we show at the beginning

of the chapter that none of the current priority assignment techniques can support

priority based wormhole switching properly. And then, the upper and lower bound

network latencies are introduced which can be found even without exact priority

ordering. These properties help to reduce the possible search space for finding

the schedulable priority ordering. Based on these properties, a heuristic branch

and bound search algorithm is developed. The results of evaluation show that

this search algorithm significantly outperforms the traditional priority assignment

policies.
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Chapter 5

Priority Share Support in Priority

Based Wormhole Switching

The last two chapters presented worst-case network latency analysis and prior-

ity assignment techniques in priority-based wormhole switching. The hard timing

bound is delivered by this approach with the support of a priority based router in-

frastructure which allocates each traffic-flow a distinct priority and virtual channel

independently. But the drawback of this approach is precisely that this distinct pri-

ority per traffic-flow implementation policy results in higher virtual channel and

priority overhead. To overcome this problem, in this chapter, we propose a so-

lution that utilizes a priority share policy to reduce the resource overhead while

still achieving hard real-time communication guarantees. The priority share policy

permits multiple traffic-flows to contend for a single virtual channel and share the

same priority level.

This chapter is organized as follows: the next section introduces the basis

model of wormhole switching with support for priority sharing. The related at-

tributes and flow contention relationships are discussed. Considering the extra

blocking delay introduced by this priority share, composite model-based schedu-
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lability analysis is presented in Section 5.2. This approach models all the traffic-

flows sharing the same priority as a single scheduling entity. Hence, the packet

transmission is analyzed holistically and the computational complexity is kept low.

But this approach requires that all the flows must meet the constraint that network

latency is no more than period. This is a strong restriction. To remove this restric-

tion, in Section 5.3, we change the view of analysis from per flow to per priority,

that is, it computes the total time window at each priority level instead of each

traffic-flow. By checking the packet release instance of each traffic-flow at the cor-

responding priority window, we can verify the timing semantics of each real-time

traffic-flow with a simple yet efficient mechanism. The deadline no more than pe-

riod constraint is successfully removed by this approach. In addition, we also find

that the previous result is just a special case covered by this new analysis. Build-

ing on the static analysis, in Section 5.4, we furthermore propose a set of share

priority allocation policies, in such a way that the timing requirements of all the

traffic-flows are met with a reduced resource overhead. By evaluations based on

enumeration, Section 5.5 presents the results of this approach. Finally, Section 5.6

summarises this chapter.

5.1 Wormhole Switching with Priority Share

5.1.1 Priority Share Structure

Real-time communication in priority-based wormhole switching networks has

been studied widely. Based on the distinct priority per traffic-flow assumption, a

group of schedulability analysis approaches have been explored; the related works

have been reviewed in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, we also give a novel analysis

technique, which successfully emulates wormhole switching as a classic single

processor scheduling model. However, all these works have the basis assumption
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of a distinct priority and exclusive virtual channel per traffic-flow in order to keep

each flow independent and avoid complex interference. This should be reasonable

for a general network in terms of cheap storage and computation resources. But

the realistic concern in implementation cost and energy consumption of on-chip

networks always means that the number of virtual channels supported by an inter-

connection infrastructure is kept as small as possible. To address this problem, we

propose a priority share scheme by mapping multiple traffic-flows onto a single

virtual channel. This optimization is simple but effective.

Figure 5.1: Output Arbitration with Priority Share

Figure 5.1 shows a router structure in wormhole switching networks with the

priority share support. There are a number of prioritized virtual channels available

at each router input port. Differing from the previous model discussed in Chap-

ter 2, the distinctive characteristic of this scheme is that multiple traffic-flows per

virtual channel are supported. Assume each port of a network router only sup-
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ports limited a limited number of distinct virtual channels and priority levels in

terms of the restrictions of hardware. Multiple traffic-flows loaded in the worm-

hole network are allocated the same virtual channel and thus are mapped to the

same priority. Each packet generated by the traffic-flow inherits this priority. A

packet with priority Gi can only request the virtual channel associated with pri-

ority Gi. With priority arbitration, at any time, a flit of a given packet will be

sent out through its respective outport if it has the highest priority and it has suf-

ficient buffer in subsequent routers. In addition, a higher priority packet can also

preempt a lower priority packet during its transmission (flit level preemption). If

the highest priority packet cannot send data because it is blocked elsewhere in the

network, the next highest priority packet wins the output arbitration. As a hybrid

solution, best-effort traffic-flows also can be multiplexed on the same links with

lowest priority (any real-time flow has higher priority than best-effort flows). In

the case where no real-time flow is available, best-effort flows make use of spare

bandwidth.

To show why the priority share scheme can save the resource cost, we give a

case in Figure 5.2, which illustrates five traffic-flows τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4 and τ5 loaded

on a NoC platform. Under the traditional distinct priority policy, each flow must

be allocated an unique priority and exclusive virtual channel. So the total number

of priority levels and the number of virtual channels for this case are 5 and 14 (2

VCs for τ1 and τ2 respectively, 3 VCs for τ4 and τ5 respectively and 4 VCs for

τ3). But when priority share is supported, better mapping are possible. Figure

5.3 illustrates a such approach where flows τ1, τ2 and τ3 share the same priority

G1, τ4 and τ5 share the same priority G2 and G1 is higher priority than G2. The

whole priority and virtual channel costs are only 2 and 10 (5 VCs for priority G1’s

flows where flows τ2 and τ3 share one VC at router 4, flows τ1 and τ3 share VCs at

routers 2 and 1; 5 VCs for priority G2’s flows where flows τ4 and τ5 share VCs at
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routers 4 and 5) which are significantly smaller than the previous scheme. This is

a substantial resource saving with no performance degradation in terms of missed

deadlines.

Figure 5.2: Traffic-flows with Distinct Priority

Figure 5.3: Traffic-flows with Priority Share

5.1.2 Blocking Problem

The priority share scheme can dramatically reduce the resource overhead com-

pared with the original distinct priority per traffic-flow scheme, but on the other

side, it may lead to significantly blocking and unpredictable network latency. Con-

sider the fact that traffic-flows within the same virtual channel are served in the

first-in-first-out (FIFO) order because priority preemption is only available be-

tween the different virtual channels. When a traffic-flow has to wait for the trans-
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mission of another traffic-flow in the same buffer due to priority share, blocking

occurs. The blocking appears in real-time communication where the physical re-

source is not enough to handle the practical service requests. Therefore, a packet

can be blocked by every packet with the same priority which arrives before it.

Once a packet is blocked by another packet with the same priority which holds a

virtual channel for a prolonged duration, it can block other packets, which can in

turn block other packets, and so on.

As a simple example to motivate the blocking problem, let us revisit the case

showed in Figure 5.3. We assume that a packet from τ5 is released, because of

priority share τ5 can be blocked by τ4 if it arrives just after τ4. During τ4’s trans-

mission, it can be preempted by the packet releases from higher priority flows τ2

and τ3. Note that when τ2 or τ3 is active, τ4’s packet service will be suspended

but still occupy the link resources. In this situation, only after τ4’s completion, can

the packet from τ5 resume its transmission service. So the interference suffered

by τ4 actually extends the possible completion time of τ5. Besides that, flow τ1

in this case also can introduce some interference (see section 5.2) which delays

the network latency of τ5 further. Even though flows τ1, τ2 and τ3 never share

any physical link with τ5, they still can play the major role in determining τ5’s

transmission latency. This phenomenon does not exist in the distinct priority per

flow policy. The exact analysis in this situation is very hard due to the complicated

blocking inter-relationship between the flows. The blocking leads to packet delays

and even missed deadlines. Therefore, a novel schedulability analysis approach

to predict whether all the real-time packets can meet their timing requirements is

desirable.
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5.1.3 Traffic-flow Model and Inter-relationships

When the network supports priority share, more than one flow can share the

same priority level. In order to distinguish from the distinct priority model dis-

cussed in previous chapters, here we introduce a new term "group priority" G.

The value 1 denotes the highest priority and larger integers denote lower priorities.

All the traffic-flows competing for the same virtual channel will be mapped to the

same group priority. Therefore, each traffic-flow τi here is characterized by the

new six-tuple attributes τi = {Gi, Ci, Ti, Di, J
R
i , J

I
i }. All the flow with the same

group priority Gi can be regarded as a set denoted by S(i). In order to avoid run

time complexity, here we require any flow if it is assigned a group priority at a

router’s port, it must have been assigned the same group priority at each router’s

port throughout its path. The group priority should be assigned off-line and remain

constant at run-time. We also define a function G(τi) to obtain the corresponding

group priority for a traffic-flow τi. It follows that τi ∈ S(G(τi)).

Under the priority share policy, assuming that the group priorities have been

assigned to each traffic-flow, if a packet is released, the possible delays it suffered

before completion consist of all the interferences from higher priority traffic-flows

and the blocking from the traffic-flows with the same priority. The direct and

indirect interferences from higher priority flows have been presented in Chapter

2. The blocking is a new delay which is introduced by the priority share policy.

Based on different competing relationships, we categorize the blockings into two

different types:

• Direct blocking from traffic-flow with same priority

When two traffic-flows τi and τj have the direct competing relationship and

meet the condition G(τj) = G(τi), if the packet from τj is released just

before τi, τj will block τi. For flow τi, we define a direct blocking set SSDi
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which includes all the traffic-flows meeting the above conditions, SSDi =

{τj|<j ∩ <i 6= ∅ and G(τj) = G(τi) for all τj ∈ Γ}.

• Indirect blocking from traffic-flow with same priority

When two traffic-flows τi and τk have an indirect competing relationship

and meet the conditions G(τk) = G(τj) = G(τi), τj is the intervening

flow, τi may suffer an indirect blocking from τk even they do not share any

physical link. An indirect blocking example has been shown in Figure 5.3

where τ1 blocks τ3 and further blocks τ2. For flow τi, we define an indi-

rect blocking set SSIi which includes all the traffic-flows meeting the above

conditions, SSIi = {τk|τk has indirect competing relationship with τi and

G(τk) = G(τj) = G(τi) for all τk ∈ Γ, where τj is any intermediate flow}.

Returning to the example in Figure 5.3, five traffic-flows τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4 and τ5

are mapped into two sets, the set with priority G1 includes τ1, τ2 and τ3, S(1) =

{τ1, τ2, τ3}, the set with priority G2 includes τ4 and τ5, S(2) = {τ4, τ5}; G1 > G2.

Traffic-flows τ1, τ2 and τ3 have no shared links with any higher priority flow so no

direct or indirect interference,

SD1 = SI1 = SD2 = SI3 = SD3 = SI3 = ∅.

Due to sharing the same group priority, the direct and indirect blocking sets for

τ1, τ2 and τ3 are:

SSD1 = {τ3}, SSI1 = {τ2},

SSD2 = {τ3}, SSI2 = {τ1},

SSD3 = {τ1, τ2}, SSI3 = ∅.

Flow τ5 does not have any higher priority flow, so

SD5 = SI5 = ∅.
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Flow τ4 directly competes with τ3 and τ2 and indirectly competes with τ1 and hence

SD4 = {τ2, τ3}, SI4 = {τ1}.

Besides that, τ4 and τ5 share the same group priority level, thus

SSD4 = {τ5}, SSI4 = ∅,

SSD5 = {τ4}, SSI5 = ∅.

With the definition of the new priority share model and traffic-flow relation-

ship, we will derive, in the next section, an upper bound on the schedulability of

real-time flows.

5.2 Schedulability Analysis with the Composite Model

One of the main challenging issues of NoC is how to use the minimum avail-

able on-chip resource while achieving considerable transmission quality of service.

The on-chip resource overhead can be effectively reduced with a priority share pol-

icy. But this scheme inevitably introduces blocking which heavily complicates the

analysis process. None of current schedulability analysis techniques (presented in

Chapters 2 and 3) can handle this case because all these approaches assume there

are sufficient priority levels so that blocking due to sharing virtual channels does

not occur.

5.2.1 Properties of Priority Share

When multiple traffic-flows share the same priority with the D ≤ T constraint,

we notice some special properties. These properties can help us reason about the

effect of blocking and interference.

Theorem 14. When a set of traffic-flows with D ≤ T and the same group priority

are all schedulable, one flow cannot block any other flow more than once.
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Proof. Let us assume a set of traffic-flow Γ = {τ1, . . . , τn} with same priority

level Gi. Suppose τa and τb are two flows in set S(i), Ta ≥ Tb, and both meet the

timing bound, the theorem is proved by the following two separated statements,

1. τb cannot be blocked by τa more than once while still meeting its deadline.

2. τa cannot be blocked by τb more than once while still meeting its deadline.

With the priority share policy, any flow can be blocked by other flows with

the same priority just because of early arrival. Thus, the interference from higher

priority and blocking from other same priority flows jointly determine the maxi-

mum latency of the current one. Suppose during any interval [t1, t2], t1 ≤ t2, the

maximum interference suffered by a traffic-flow τi is Ii(t1, t2). According to the

property of priority share, if τb is released ahead of τa, the interference suffered by

τb will be treated as blocking for τa, and vice versa.

With the condition Tb ≤ Ta, statement (1) can be proved by contradiction. Let

ri denote the network latency of any flow τi. If τb is blocked by τa more than once,

rb must be greater than Ta, rb > Ta. However, in order to meet the deadline, the

relation rb ≤ Db ≤ Tb ≤ Ta must hold, which contradicts with the above.

Statement (2) is proved by a similar contradiction. For τb, during the time

interval [0, rb], the total service requirement from τb, τa and all the other flows

sharing the same system priority is no more than Ca +Cb +
∑

τi∈{S(i)−τa−τb}

d rb
Ti
eCi.

The total service requirement from all the higher priority flows is no more than∑
τi∈S(i) Ii(0, rb). The network latency is hence derived by:

rb = Ca + Cb +
∑

τi∈{S(i)−τa−τb}

d rb
Ti
eCi +

∑
τi∈S(i)

Ii(0, rb) (5.1)

Since τb is schedulable with rb ≤ Db ≤ Tb ≤ Ta, and thus a value rb where rb ≤ Tb

must exist to fit Eq.(5.1).
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On the other hand, if τa is blocked by τb more than once, ra > Tb must be

true. The time interval [0, ra] can be subdivided into [0, Tb], and [Tb, ra]. During

[0, Tb], the service requirement must be greater than the network transmission

capacity because until ra, τa just completes its packet service. Thus, the following

relation must be hold

Ca + Cb +
∑

τi∈(S(i)−τa−τb)

d t
′

Ti
eCi +

∑
τi∈S(Gi)

Ii(0, t
′) > t′ (5.2)

where t′ is any time instant during the time period [0, Tb]. But this contradicts

Eq.(5.1) where a value no more than Tb can be found to fit this equation. Hence it

is impossible that τb may block τa more than once while still meeting its deadline.

5.2.2 Analysis with the Composite Model

The schedulability analysis technique is the key to guarantee that the dead-

lines are always met in the hard real-time communication system. The worst-case

network latency analysis discussed in Chapter 3 is based on per traffic-flow evalu-

ation and tries to find the maximum interference for each observed flow. However,

the analysis process becomes complicated when the priority share policy is sup-

ported. Both blocking and interference need to be taken into account. To solve

this problem, here we propose a novel scheme - the composite traffic-flow model.

The composite model scheme tries to collapse all the flows sharing the same group

priority as a single scheduling entity and hence, all the link resources required by

the flows with the same priority level are treated as a single resource competing

model. The motivation behind this approach is that by composite analysis, all the

flows sharing the same priority will be scheduled as a holistic unit, so the compli-

cated blocking analysis is effectively avoided and the computational complexity is
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kept sufficiently low.

Consider a set of traffic-flow S(i) with the same priority levelGi, the following

steps are used to derive a composite task τ̂i:

1. For the composite task τ̂i, the maximum basic network resource usage is

assigned equal to the summation of the all the flows in S(i).

Ĉi =
∑

∀τm∈S(i)

Cm (5.3)

2. Define the higher priority set hp(i); all the flows in SDm are the members of

set hp(i),

hp(i) =
⋃

∀τm∈S(i)

SDm (5.4)

where
⋃

is the union operation of the flow sets.

3. The deadline for composite task τ̂i is equal to the minimum one of the orig-

inal flows set.

D̂i = min
∀τm∈S(i)

(Dm) (5.5)

In this composite model, all the original flows in S(i) are integrated into a sin-

gle transmission unit Ĉi. Theorem 14 shows that no traffic-flow can be blocked

more than once by the other flow with the same priority level. This actually im-

plies the fact that the total service requirement from priority level Gi during [0,

max(R1, R2, . . . , Rn)] is no more than
∑

τm∈S(i) Cm. We have showed in Section

5.1.2, due to blocking, any packet release from higher priority flow may extend

lower priority flow completion time even when they never share any link resource.

Therefore all the original higher priority flows of each τm, τm ∈ S(i) are treated as

the interference for this new composite flow, hp(i) =
⋃
∀τm∈S(i) S

D
m. We assume

the start service time for composite traffic-flow is released simultaneously with all
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the higher priority traffic-flows. Without loss of generality, we assume this time

instant is at time 0. Until the time instant R̂i when all the transmission service

from priority level Gi complete, during the time interval [0, R̂i], the upper bound

of interference produced by any direct higher priority traffic-flow τj , τj ∈ hp(i),

during this time interval is:

d
R̂i + JRj
Tj

eCj (5.6)

Note that, here we do not consider the interference jitter problem, but it does

occur when indirect higher priority flows exist. This implies that the interference

evaluated from Eq.(5.6) may be less than the real worst-case scenario. The relative

analysis and proof have been discussed in Chapter 3. But the analysis in that Chap-

ter only considers distinct priorities per traffic-flow. When the network supports

priority share, the possible interference jitter comes from two potential situations.

Figure 5.4: Two Possible Situations for Indirect Interference
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Figure 5.4 illustrates these two situations which induce interference jitter. Flow

τa shares the same priority with τj in Case (A) and higher priority than τj in Case

(B). The transmission service from τa will force in τj an un-expected deferral.

From the view of priority level-Gi flows, no matter what scenario occurs, the final

result is similar: the indirect interference or blocking results in the real packet

minimum arrival interval from direct higher priority traffic-flow τj is less than the

original assumption Tj , this is modeled as interference jitter. So the upper bound

of interference produced by τj when interference jitter exists is:

d
R̂i +Rj − Cj + JRj

Tj
eCj (5.7)

where Rj − Cj is the maximal possible jitter upper bound and Rj is the worst-

case latency of τj . Theorem 15 below will prove that the network latency upper

bound of τj can be found by R̂G(τj). The interference jitter phenomenon only hap-

pens when a flow in S(i) has indirect higher priority flows. Consider the fact that

there are two possible indirect interferences scenarios when the network permits

priority shares, either of which can result in interference jitter, the corresponding

conditions are SDj ∩ SIm 6= ∅ or SSDj ∩ SIm 6= ∅, where τm ∈ S(i) and τj ∈ SDm.

As a result, an upper bound of network latency for the composite flow τ̂i in the

case of interference jitter and release jitter is calculated as follows:

R̂i =
∑

∀τj∈hp(i)

d
R̂i +Rj − Cj + JRj

Tj
eCj + Ĉi (5.8)

The value of R̂i can be found using the usual iterative technique. The iteration

starts with R̂0
i = Ĉi and terminates when R̂i

n+1
= R̂i

n
. By this iterative technique,

the maximum latency for τ̂i can be calculated (R̂i = R̂i
n+1

= R̂i
n
).

Theorem 15. The network latency evaluated by the composite approach is no less
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than the real maximum network latency experienced by any flow sharing the same

priority level Gi:

max(Ri) ≤ R̂i τi ∈ S(i) (5.9)

Proof. We assume the real network latency for any flow sharing the priority Gi

can be obtained by some exact approach. The theorem is proved by guarantee-

ing the network latency calculated based on the composite traffic-flow model is

always greater than the real one. The network latency for any flow includes the

basic network latency, the interferences from higher priority traffic-flows and the

blockings from other same priority traffic-flows. Suppose τi is the flow which has

the maximum latency in the set S(i), Ri = max(R1, R2, . . . , Rn), next we will

prove that the R̂i ≥ Ri is always true.

Theorem 14 shows that no traffic-flow can be blocked more than once by the

other flow with the same priority level. This actually implies the fact that the total

service requirement from the priority levelGi before τi completion is no more than∑
τm∈S(i) Cm. Thus, Ĉi ≥

∑
τm∈S(i) Cm is true.

The analysis for the composite model supposes that any higher priority packet

release will finally delay the composite flow τ̂i. Let t1, t2 indicate time instants

after network startup. During any time interval [t1, t2] where t1 < t2, the max-

imum required service time from all the flows with priority higher than Gi is no

more than
∑
∀τj∈hp(i)d

t2−t1+Rj−Cj+JR
j

Tj
eCj . However, a possible situation is that

some parallel service opportunities can be supported by the network when some

flows do not share any physical links. An example has been shown in Figure 5.3,

if τ2 and τ5 are released at the same time, and τ3 and τ4 are not active, τ2 and τ5

will be served in parallel. This parallel chance may accelerate consumption of the

required service and finally shortens the whole delay time. Consequently, the net-

work latency evaluated by composted traffic-flows is always greater than, or equal
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to the real maximum latency.

Theorem 16. A sufficient condition of schedulability for a set of traffic-flows {τ1, τ2,

. . . , τn} with same group priority Gi is: R̂i ≤ D̂i.

Proof. Theorem 15 shows that the composite approach may take extra interference

and blocking into account than the real one, hence R̂i ≥ max(R1, R2, . . . , Rn). On

the other hand, if R̂i ≤ min(D1, D2, . . . , Dn), this induces max(R1, R2, . . . , Rn)

≤min(D1, D2, . . . , Dn). So the traffic-flows {τ1, τ2, . . . , τn} are all schedulable.

5.2.3 An Example

We use the case in Figure 5.3 (page 138) to show the analysis approach pro-

posed in this section. The inter-relations between these traffic-flows have been

examined in Section 5.1.3. The attributes of the traffic-flows are showed in Table

5.1.

Real-Time Traffic-flow G C T D JR

τ1 1 1 11 11 0
τ2 1 2 6 6 0
τ3 1 3 16 16 0
τ4 2 3 12 12 0
τ5 2 1 30 30 0

Table 5.1: Traffic-flows Description

Flows τ1, τ2 and τ3 share the same priority G1. Utilizing the composite model

analysis approach, the composite task τ̂1 is constructed as following:

Ĉ1 = C1 + C2 + C3 = 1 + 2 + 3 = 6

hp(i) = SD1 + SD2 + SD3 = ∅

D̂1 = min(D1, D2, D3) = 6
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τ̂1 does not suffer any interference from higher priority flow, so R̂1 = Ĉ1 = 6.

R̂1 ≤ D̂1 and three flows τ1, τ2 and τ3 are all schedulable.

Following the same fashion, we do the analysis for priority level G2 traffic-

flows. the composite task τ̂2 is constructed as following:

Ĉ2 = C4 + C5 = 3 + 1 = 4

hp(i) = SD4 + SD5 = {τ2, τ3}

D̂2 = min(D4, D5) = 12

We note that τ̂2 suffers direct interference from higher priority flows τ2 and τ3 and

indirect interference from τ1, which delays τ3 and may introduce an extra hit to τ̂2.

The interference jitter of τ3 equals R3 − C3 = 3. Then we apply Eq.(5.8) and get:

R̂2 = Ĉ2 + dR̂2

T2

eC2 + dR̂2 +R3 − C3

T3

eC3

R̂2

0
= 4

R̂2

1
= 4 + d4

6
e2 + d4 + 3

16
e3 = 9

R̂2
2

= 4 + d9
6
e2 + d9 + 3

16
e3 = 11

R̂2

3
= 4 + d11

6
e2 + d11 + 4

16
e3 = 11

which iteratively stops at R̂2 = 11. R̂2 ≤ D̂2 and hence τ4 and τ5 meet their

deadlines.

5.3 Schedulability Analysis with Time Window

In the last section, we have proposed a priority share policy to reduce the re-

source overhead in priority-based wormhole switching networks. The hard real-

time communication guarantees can be achieved with the composite model analy-

sis scheme. The advantage of this approach is it simplicity and provides a sufficient

condition to validate hard real-time on-chip communications. But this approach re-

quires that all the traffic-flows must meet the constraint that network latency is no
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more than period. This is a strong restriction. The more complex the system, with

long communication delays over several hops, the greater the global delays will

become.

In this section, another analysis approach is introduced to handle priority share,

which is based on “per-priority analysis”, that is, it computes the total time win-

dow at each priority level instead of traffic-flow. This new technique completely

changes the analysis view point from “per-flow basis" to “per-priority basis". By

checking the packet release instance of each traffic-flow at the corresponding pri-

ority window, we can verify the timing semantics of real-time traffic-flow with a

simple yet efficient mechanism. The ’deadline no more than period’ constraint

is successfully removed by this approach with a low computational complexity.

In addition, we also find that the composite model analysis is just a special case

covered by this new approach.

5.3.1 New Blockings Without the D ≤ T Constraint

Blocking severely affects the schedulability of each flow when priority share

is supported. To simplify the blocking problem, the composite model analysis

imposes a deadline no more than period restriction so that one traffic-flow cannot

be blocked by another flow with the same priority more than once; this is termed

single blocking. Figure 5.5(A) shows such a situation. With this property, all the

flows sharing the same priority are transformed into a single scheduling unit and

the maximum network latency is addressed by this new model. However, without

this enforced constraint, we find two additional blocking phenomena may appear

which also need to be considered.

Multiple blocking : A set of traffic-flows share the same priority, one could

block another more than once. Figure 5.5(B) shows such a situation. The solid up

arrows indicate the packet release instances. The packet’s latency is depicted as a
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Figure 5.5: The Blocking Problem

horizontal arrow line. Flow τa shares the same priority as τi; if the transmission

latency of τi is bigger than the period of τa, τi could be blocked by τa more than

once.

Self-blocking : In this situation while the end flits from a previous packet are

being delivered, the start flits of the next packet from the same flow are already

introduced. Therefore, the possible blocking delay suffered by the new arrival

packet comes from not only the other flows with the same priority but also the

flow itself, we refer to this as self-blocking. Figure 5.5(C) shows such a situation.

In this example, the second packet released from τi is blocked by the first one until

its completion. Similarly, the third packet is also blocked by the second one, etc.
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5.3.2 Priority Window Model

The correctness of design and development of practical real-time applications

in priority-based wormhole switching relies on efficient schedulability analysis.

To overcome the limitation of the composite model analysis, we introduce a new

model. The term priority level-Gi share resource is defined as all the link resources

required by the flows with the same priority Gi. This share resource is modeled as

a single competing unit. A priority window W (i) is used to define a contiguous

time interval during which this priority level-Gi share resource keeps the network

busy and serves all the traffic-flows of priority higher than or equal to the priority

Gi. The priority window will continue until the time when the share resource be-

comes idle, ready for the next transmission and yet there is no service requirement

from priority level Gi or higher waiting to be transmitted. As shown in Figure

5.3, for the priority level G2 share resource, the links between router 3 and 6, the

corresponding priority window is the contiguous time duration which the shared

resource keeps serving all the queueing packets with priority G2 or higher (G1 in

this case). Figure 5.6 illustrates a priority level-G2 window. The bold circle de-

notes the time the packet is received completely at the destination node. In this

example, the total window W (2) at priority level-G2 share resource is the time

span from the first release of τ2 to the completion time of the second instance of

τ5.

For a set of traffic-flow S(i) with the same group priority level Gi, next, we

show how to compute the corresponding priority window W (i).

Lemma 2. The priority level-Gi window W (i) upper bound can be calculated by

the following relation:

W (i) = E(i) + I(i) (5.10)

where E(i) denotes the summation of service requirements generated by all the
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Figure 5.6: Priority Level-G2 Window

traffic-flows with the priority Gi and I(i) accounts all the interferences from the

higher priority traffic-flows which contend the level-Gi share link resource during

this window.

Proof. According the definition of priority window, all the arrival packets of prior-

ity Gi or higher before the end of the priority window must be transmitted during

the window. Besides that, any packet with priority lower than Gi is unable to de-

lay the current window. Therefore, the width of the priority window is equal to

the time interval taken to serve the transmission requirements, E(i), made by all

the traffic-flows with priority Gi and all interferences, I(i), from higher priority

traffic-flows which contend the level-Gi share link resource during this window.

The quantities E(i) and I(i) determine the priority window for the level-Gi

shared resource. So if we can find an upper bound of E(i) and I(i), the maximum

priority window W (i) is then trivially computed. For convenience, here we use

the higher priority set hp(i) which has been defined in the last section. Note that,

when we explain how to calculate the priority window for Gi priority level, we

assume that analysis for all the higher priority G1, G2, . . . , Gi−1 has already been

completed.
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Theorem 17. The maximum priority window W (i) for priority level Gi shared

resource can be found by:

W (i) =
∑

∀τm∈S(i)

dW (i) + JRm
Tm

eCm+

∑
∀τj∈hp(i)

d
W (i) + JRj +Rj − Cj

Tj
eCj

(5.11)

Proof. Supposing that we can find an upper bound of the total priority window

W (i), the maximum number of instances of a flow τm with priority Gi that can

delay this window is computed as follows:

dW (i) + JRm
Tm

e (5.12)

assuming the worst-case release scenario of τm: the first packet release starts JRm

later than the first arrival, and the subsequent releases are maximum packet size

with the maximum release rate of 1/Tm. Consequently, the service requirement

summation from all the flows in S(i) is thus:

E(i) =
∑

∀τm∈S(i)

dW (i) + JRm
Tm

e · Cm (5.13)

On the other hand, the interferences produced by all the higher priority flows

which compete with the level-Gi shared resource also delay the corresponding

priority window. The maximum interference analysis has been discussed in the

last section. During any time interval, an upper bound of interference produced by

any higher priority traffic-flow τj when interference jitter exists is:

d
W (i) + JRj +Rj − Cj

Tj
eCj (5.14)

where Rj−Cj is the maximal possible jitter upper bound and Rj is the worst-case
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latency 1 of τj .

Any packet release from the higher priority flows which compete with the pri-

ority level-Gi share resource will finally extend the corresponding priority window

W (i). Thus, the maximum interferences produced by these flows can be computed

as follows:

I(i) =
∑

τj∈hp(i)

d
W (i) + JRj +Rj − Cj

Tj
eCj (5.15)

Combining Eq.(5.10), Eq.(5.13) and Eq.(5.15) , an upper bound of priority

level-Gi window in case of interference jitter and release jitter is given by:

W (i) =
∑

∀τm∈S(i)

dW (i) + JRm
Tm

e · Cm+

∑
∀τj∈hp(i)

d
W (i) + JRj +Rj − Cj

Tj
eCj

(5.16)

The result of W (i) can be solved using the iterative technique. The itera-

tion starts with W (i)0 =
∑
∀τm∈S(i) Cm and terminates when W (i)n no longer

increases, it has converged. By this iterative technique, the maximum priority

window can be calculated (W (i) = W (i)n+1 = W (i)n).

5.3.3 Maximum Network Latency

Based on the maximum priority window of Gi, the next step is how to find

the maximum network latency for each flow in S(i). For any observed flow τi,

τi ∈ S(i), the maximum delay occurs when it is released with all the higher priority

flows simultaneously and all the other flows sharing the same priority as τi start

their services just before τi, this will produce the maximum service requirements

1Theorems 18, 19 and 20 below will show that the Rj can be found by calculating the corre-
sponding priority window.
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on the shared resource. So the earliest starting time of τi is the same as the priority

level Gi window beginning. To calculate the worst case network latency, we need

to find the latest completion time. Due to the multiple blocking and self-blocking

problems, if more than one packet instance is released from the same flow during

a priority level Gi window, then it is necessary to check these instances in order to

find the overall worst-case network latency of the traffic-flow.

Motivated by the observation of the relation between priority window and pe-

riod, we check the priority window at three different situations as showed in Figure

5.7

• W (i) ≤ min(Tm − JRm)

• min(Tm − JRm) < W (i) ≤ Ti − JRi

• W (i) > Ti − JRi

where τm is any flow in S(i).

Figure 5.7: Three Possible Relations Between Priority Window and Period

Theorem 18. The maximum network latency Ri for τi is given by:

Ri = W (i) + JRi (5.17)

when W (i) ≤ min(Tm − JRm)
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Proof. If condition W (i) ≤ min(Tm − JRm) for ∀τm ∈ S(i) is true, then the

priority window ends at or before any repeated release from the flow with priority

Gi. This means that no traffic-flow can be blocked by any other flow sharing the

same priority more than once. The multiple blocking and self blocking discussed

in Section 5.3.1 do not occur. In the worst case, τi will be the last flow getting

transmission opportunity in this priority window. So the ending of the priority

window is the completion time of τi’s packet instance. The maximum network

latency Ri for τi is hence given by:

Ri = W (i) + JRi (5.18)

We also find that for ∀τm ∈ S(i), the relation dW (i)+JR
m

Tm
e = 1 is always true.

Eq.(5.13) in this situation is simplified as
∑
∀τm∈S(i) Cm and the priority window

analysis scheme is degraded to the composite analysis presented in the last sec-

tion. Actually, the composite model analysis is only a specific case in the priority

window analysis when W (i) ≤ min(Tm − JRm).

Theorem 19. The maximum network latency Ri for τi is given by:

Ri = W (i) + JRi (5.19)

when min(Tm − JRm) ≤ W (i) ≤ Ti − JRi

Proof. If min(Tm−JRm) < W (i) ≤ Ti−JRi is true, this implies that only the first

packet instance of τi is served during this window and no self-blocking occurs.

But multiple packet instances from any other flow in S(i) may fall into the current

window because of ∃τm ∈ S(i), dW (i)+JR
m

Tm
e > 1. These multiple blockings will

delay the completion time of the current packet, but the worst-case latency still can
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be found by checking the priority window. In this case, only one packet instance

is released by τi, hence the ending of the priority window is the completion time

of τi’s packet instance. The maximum network latency Ri for τi is hence given by:

Ri = W (i) + JRi (5.20)

IfW (i) > Ti−JRi , then more than one packet instance of τi is generated during

a priority level-Gi window. Some successive generated packets from τi might be

blocked by the previous ones. In this situation, the delay from self-blocking also

needs to be taken into account.

Theorem 20. The maximum network latency Ri for τi is given by:

Ri = max
q=1,...,d

W (i)+JR
i

Ti
e

(wq(i)− (q − 1)Ti + JRi ) (5.21)

where q is the index of packet instance, and wi(q) is given by:

wq(i) = qCi +
∑

∀τm∈S(i),τm 6=τi

dwq(i) + JRm
Tm

eCm+

∑
∀τj∈hp(i)

d
wq(i) +Rj − Cj + JRj

Tj
eCj

(5.22)

when W (i) > Ti − JRi .

Proof. The number of packets that could be released from τi before the end of the

priority window is given by:

dW (i) + JRi
Ti

e (5.23)

To determine the worst-case network latency, we must check all the packet in-

stances during the priority window. Following the general approach used in Chap-
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ter 3 for distinct priority analysis, here we give a similar approach to find the

worst-case network latency when priority share is supported.

Figure 5.8: Priority Level-Gi Window with Self-blocking

Figure 5.8 shows a self-blocking during a priority level-Gi window. We use the

index variable q to denote a packet instance of τi. The first packet in the window

corresponds to q = 1 and the final one is q = dW (i)+JR
i

Ti
e. Therefore, the time from

the first release of τi until achieving the qth transmission is given as a collection

of service requirements from all the flows which compete the priority-Gi share

resource. We assume a new time phase wq(i) which denotes the time interval

from the beginning of the priority window until the completion of the qth packet

transmission. The time phase for the 1st, the 2nd and the 3rd packet in the window

are shown in Figure 5.8 as w1(i), w2(i) and w3(i) respectively. The time phase

wq(i) is given by:

wq(i) = qCi +
∑

∀τm∈S(i),τm 6=τi

dwq(i) + JRm
Tm

e · Cm+

∑
∀τj∈hp(i)

d
wq(i) +Rj − Cj + JRj

Tj
eCj

(5.24)

The variable qCi accounts for the transmission service time of the first q packet

instances of τi during the priority window. The final part of the right hand side of
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this equation include all the service requirements from priority level Gi or higher

flows which fall in this time windows wq(i). The value of wq(i) can be found

by the similar iteration policy but starting with wq(i)
0 = Ci + qTi and ending

when wq(i)
n+1 = wq(i)

n. The generation time of the qth packet happens at in-

stant (q−1)Ti relative to the start of priority window so the network latency of the

qth instance is given by:

Ri(q) = wq(i)− (q − 1)Ti + JRi (5.25)

The maximum network latency can occur at any one of these packet releases

during the priority window. We will consecutively analyze each release until τi

stops blocking itself; which means the packet transmission service finishes within

the same period as it is released, W (i) ≤ qTi − JRi . Thus maximum network

latency is given by:

Ri = max
q=1,...,d

W (i)+JR
i

Ti
e

(wq(i)− (q − 1)Ti + JRi ) (5.26)

Finally, flow τi is schedulable, if and only if Ri ≤ Di.

5.3.4 Another Example

Revisiting the example given in Figure 5.3 (page 138). The original case only

considered single blocking with the constraint of D ≤ T . Now we change some

attributes of the flows to introduce two new blockings: multiple blocking and self-

blocking. We update flow τ4 with new attributes in Table 5.2 (just decease τ4’s

period from 12 to 9) and keep other parameters unchanged.

Flows τ1, τ2 and τ3 share the same priority G1. Utilizing priority window
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Real-Time Traffic-flow G C T D JR

τ1 1 1 11 11 0
τ2 1 2 6 6 0
τ3 1 3 16 16 0
τ4 2 3 9 12 0
τ5 2 1 30 30 0

Table 5.2: Traffic-flows Description

analysis, first we calculate W (1) according to Eq.(5.11):

W (1) = dW (1)

T1

eC1 + dW (1)

T2

eC2 + dW (1)

T3

eC3

Utilizing the iterative technique,

W (1)0 = 1 + 2 + 3 = 6

W (1)1 = d 6

11
e1 + d6

6
e2 + d 6

16
e3 = 1 + 2 + 3 = 6

The recurrence stops at W (1) = 6 which is less than min(T1, T2, T3). So R1= R2

= R3 = W (1) =6.

Flows τ4 and τ5 share the priority level G2. The maximum window for G2 not

only contains the blocking but also the interference from higher priority flows. In

this case, τ2 and τ3 contend with the priority level G2 shared resource and hence

contribute direct interference. Besides that, the activity of indirect higher priority

flow τ1 also can introduce some extra interference which is treated as interference

jitter. So the window for G2 is given by:

W (2) = dW (2)

T2

eC2 + dW (2) +R3 − C3

T3

eC3 + dW (2)

T4

eC4 + dW (2)

T5

eC5

W (2)0 = 10

W (2)1 = d10

6
e2 + d10 + 3

16
e3 + d10

9
e3 + d10

30
e1 = 14

W (2)2 = d14

6
e2 + d14 + 3

16
e3 + d14

9
e3 + d14

30
e1 = 19

W (2)3 = d19

6
e2 + d19 + 3

16
e3 + d19

9
e3 + d19

30
e1 = 24
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W (2)4 = d24

6
e2 + d24 + 3

16
e3 + d24

9
e3 + d24

30
e1 = 24

which iteratively results in W (2) = 24.

For τ5, W (2) < T5, so only one instance is released during this window. Ac-

cording to Theorem 19, R5 = W (2) = 24.

For τ4, dW (2)
T4
e = 3, so there are three released packet instances during the

priority window. We need check all these three packet instances to determine the

worst-case network latency. Utilizing Theorem 20, the window phases for the first

packet, first two packets and the first three packets are w1(2), w2(2) and w3(2)

respectively. Using Eq.(5.22) and Eq.(5.25), we get:

w1(2) = 11 and R4(1) = 11− 0 = 11

w2(2) = 21 and R4(2) = 21− 9 = 12

w3(2) = 24 and R4(3) = 24− 9 ∗ 2 = 5

The maximum network latency is thus max(R4(1), R4(2), R4(3)) = 12. All the

flows meet their deadlines and the second packet instance experiences the maxi-

mum latency in our analysis.

5.4 Group Priority Allocation

Wormhole switching with fixed priority arbitration has been proposed as a

possible solution for real-time on-chip communication. However, the current ap-

proach emphasizing the independency between the traffic-flows introduces exces-

sive virtual channel overheads, in such a way that resource costs become unaf-

fordable. Mapping more than one flow to a single virtual channel is a possible

solution. The relevant blocking analysis and schedulability test have been repre-

sented in the previous two sections. However, these approaches assume that the

group priorities have already been allocated to each traffic-flow. Consider that n
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traffic-flows are loaded on the network and there are only N priorities available,

where N ≤ n, the total number of ways that n flows can be mapped into N pri-

orities is ((n)!)/((N)!(n − N)!). This implies that it is impractical to determine

the optimal solution by brute-force techniques, except for a very small number of

traffic-flows. Hence in this section, we design a greedy priority allocation policy

which ensures schedulability with reduced time complexity.

Two important properties for priority-based wormhole switching need to be

clear before discussion of priority allocation:

Theorem 21 (see Chapter 4, Theorem 8). The network latency of a traffic-flow is

not dependent on the lower priority traffic-flows.

Theorem 22 (see Chapter 4, Theorem 9). The network latency of a traffic-flow is

dependent on the higher priority traffic-flows and their relative priority ordering.

It is obvious that the above two theorems still hold when a priority share policy

is considered. Actually, each flow with distinct priority is only a special case

for priority share where no flow shares the same group priority. Assuming that a

schedulable priority ordering exists for a traffic-flow set under the distinct priority

per flow policy, now we give an assignment policy to find a corresponding flow

ordering when the network supports priority share.

The intuition for the algorithm is as follow: Starts at the lowest priority, at

each group priority Gk, if any traffic-flow τi exists that when τi is mapped to pri-

ority Gk, all the flows which have been assigned group priority Gk or less are still

schedulable, τi will be assigned priority Gk. If no additional flow mapped to Gk

can lead to a schedulable system, the group priority is increased.

Algorithm in Figure 5.9 shows the process of group priority allocation. The

algorithm maintains two flow sets. All the flows with the initial priority assignment

are inserted into set Γ′. Γ′′ includes all the flows which have been allocated a
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Figure 5.9: Share Priority Assignment Algorithm
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group priority by our algorithm. At the beginning, set Γ′′ is empty. The priority

assignment algorithm starts from the lowest group priority. At each priority level,

the algorithm firstly needs to find a ‘promising’ flow τi in Γ′. There we introduce

two different selection policies to find the right flow in set Γ′, the details of which

are described below. Then τi is assigned with the current group priority G, G = Gn

at the beginning, and is checked with the schedulability test. Theorem 22 implies

that all the flows with current priority G or lower need to be checked since the

network latency may change due to the possible blocking and interference jitter. If

τi and all the flows in Γ′′ are all schedulable, we can assign G to τi and move it to

Γ′′. If τi cannot be assigned toG, we do the same check for the next candidate flow

in Γ′. During the process of schedulability checking, we use a check status to mark

each traffic-flow, namely, checked or unchecked. This ensures that each flow only

can be checked once during a specific priority allocation. We repeat the procedure

for all the flows in Γ′ to find that any flows can be mapped to G. If none of the

flows in Γ′ can be assigned to the current group priority G, then G is increased and

the algorithm repeats the above processing.

When considering the next candidate flow to allocate group priority, all the

flows in Γ′ should be checked in turn. To make the priority assignment more

efficient, here two greedy selection policies help find the most likely candidate

when more than one flow is available in set Γ′.

• The first policy always returns the lowest priority flow in Γ′ at each selection

process.

• The second policy selects the flow which shares the maximum network re-

source with all the flows at the current priority level in Γ′′. If there is no flow

at the current priority level, the algorithm automatically returns the lowest

priority one.
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Theorem 23. If a schedulable priority ordering exists under distinct priority per

flow policy, Algorithm in Figure 5.9 can find a schedulable priority ordering under

priority share.

Proof. At each group priority assignment process, the priority allocation algorithm

in Figure 5.9 ensures that all the flows moved in set Γ′′ are schedulable. In addition,

we find that all the flows in set Γ′ still remain schedulable, because the interference

on them has decreased or at least unchanged since some higher priority flows have

been moved to set Γ′′. So after each step of group priority assignment, the whole

flow set remains schedulable. The priority assignment algorithm will stop when

all the flows are allocated group priorities. Thus, the algorithm guarantees that

if a schedulable priority ordering exists under distinct priority per flow policy, a

corresponding schedulable priority ordering under priority share can be found.

In the worst case, the number of group priority levels required is equal to the

number of traffic-flows which means that no traffic-flows can share the same pri-

ority. The greedy algorithm includes inner and outer loops and thus its time com-

plexity is O(N2).

5.5 Evaluation

This section presents our evaluation results concerning the resource saving

improvement of the priority share approach. The traditional distinct priority per

traffic-flow approach is selected as the benchmark.

The evaluation utilizes the same platform introduced in Chapter 3 and the gen-

eration of basic attributes for each traffic-flow follows the same fashion. The ma-

jor implementation overhead in supporting priority-based wormhole switching in-

cludes the total priority levels and the amount of virtual channels. So we use the
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ratio of required resource cost between priority share policy and the distinct prior-

ity per traffic-flow policy as a performance metric. We run each evaluation 1000

times; for each chosen number of traffic-flow and utilization, in four steps as fol-

lowing. Firstly, we generated a traffic-flow set under the predefined network load

constraints and set sizes (30, 60 and 90 for each point in our evaluation). Secondly,

we utilize the branch and bound priority search algorithm proposed in the last sec-

tion to find the distinct priority ordering for this flow set and calculate the resource

costs. Thirdly, for the same parameters of the flow set, we do the resource allo-

cation based on our new schedulability analysis and priority assignment under the

priority sharing policy, which tries to reduce the cost without missing any dead-

line. Lastly, we count the percentage of the resource cost under the two different

priority policies.

Figure 5.10: The Ratio of Resource Cost Under Varied Maximum Link Utilization
With Flow Set 30

From the utilization point of view, the investigations are carried out with varied
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Figure 5.11: The Ratio of Resource Cost Under Varied Average Link Utilization
With Flow Set 30

maximum link utilization and average link utilization schemes. Figures 5.10, 5.12

and 5.14 show the percentage of the resource cost versus the overall maximum link

utilization of the network regarding three different sizes of flow set, 30, 60 and 90.

Figures 5.11, 5.13 and 5.15 do similar comparison with average link utilization.

Each graph has four lines, two solid lines indicate the group priority allocation with

the heuristic policy 1 and the dashed lines indicate the policy 2. Two lines with

square box show the virtual channels cost and the priority levels are demonstrated

as triangle box.

As expected, the priority share policy significantly outperforms the simple ap-

proach under all the link load situations. Especially at lower link utilization, the

priority share scheme exhibits a remarkable cost saving; consuming only 12.3% of

priority levels and 27.4% of virtual channels compared with the original approach

when the network maximum link load is 0.1 in Figure 5.10. Similar results can also
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be found in Figure 5.11 with the average link load. This is because at the lower

link load, each flow can tolerate a bigger blocking delay without missing its dead-

line so many flows may share the same virtual channels and priorities. With the

increase of link load, our priority sharing approach still achieves a good resource

saving but needs more resource cost compared with low load. Around 60% virtual

channels and 41% priority levels against the benchmark are required to make the

flow set schedulable when the network maximum link load reaches 0.7 in Figure

5.10. The reason is that the priority share may reduce the schedulability, at the

higher link load, more and more resources are needed to make the flow set meet

their deadlines.

Figure 5.12: The Ratio of Resource Cost Under Varied Maximum Link Utilization
With Flow Set 60

The comparison between three selected flow sets: 30, 60 and 90 are showed

in Figures 5.10 and 5.11 for 30, Figures 5.12 and 5.13 for 60, and Figures 5.14

and 5.15 for 90. It is not difficult to find that with the increase in the flow set

size, the difference between the priority share policy and the distinct priority per
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Figure 5.13: The Ratio of Resource Cost Under Varied Average Link Utilization
With Flow Set 60

Figure 5.14: The Ratio of Resource Cost Under Varied Maximum Link Utilization
With Flow Set 90
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Figure 5.15: The Ratio of Resource Cost Under Varied Average Link Utilization
With Flow Set 90

traffic-flow policy becomes progressively larger. Our approach shows its power

and achieves better resource saving as the flow set size increases. For example, to

make each flow meet its deadline under the average link load 0.35, for 30 flows,

the ratios between the priority share and distinct priority for virtual channels and

priority levels are 57% and 44%. However, when the size of flow set is increased

to 90, the ratios fall to 39% and 24% respectively. This is because when more and

more traffic-flows compete for the same physical link, there is more opportunity for

multiple flows to share the same resource and hence decrease the overall overhead.

In all cases, the evaluation shows the second selection policy which returns the

flow with the maximum shared resource performs better than the first policy.
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5.6 Summary

To reduce the resource cost introduced by the distinct priority policy, in this

chapter, we proposed a novel priority sharing policy to permit more than one flow

to share the same priority level. Considering the extra blocking delay introduced

by this priority share, novel analysis approaches were presented in two steps re-

garding to the state of the traffic-flow deadline.

In the first step we restricted the deadlines to be less than or equal to the relative

period, so only single blocking from other flows sharing the same priority were

considered. In this state, we introduced composite model schedulability analysis.

This approach models all the flows sharing the same priority as a single scheduling

entity and the packet transmission is analyzed holistically.

In the second step we relaxed the restriction of having deadlines less than the

relative period and analyzed two additional blockings. In this case, we changed the

analysis view point from per flow to per priority. By checking the packet release

at the corresponding priority window, we can verify the timing semantics of the

real-time flow with a simple yet efficient algorithm. In addition, we found that the

previous result is just a special case coved by this new approach.

Finally, in this chapter we have considered a priority assignment scheme for

the priority share model. The evaluation results show that, on average, the number

of virtual channels and priorities can be reduced by 50% and 70% respectively.
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Chapter 6

Simulation

To better validate our analysis technique, in this chapter, we compare the the-

oretic results with those obtained from the simulation of an actual NoC platform

under the communication load imposed by a realistic application. The chosen ap-

plication is part of an autonomous vehicle [54], as it includes both large volume

data flows as well as control loops with short messages. This kind of application

normally requires a guaranteed communication service with bounded latency. By

simulation, we are interested to know how realistic are the worst-case latencies

calculated using scheduling analysis against the simulation results. Of course, the

simulation results may themselves not be an accurate reflection of the actual sys-

tem’s behaviors.

6.1 Application Model

The autonomous vehicle model we consider comprises a navigation and a ve-

hicle control system. The navigation part is designed to recognize an unknown

space by populating a database of obstacles, obtained through stereo photogram-

metry and ultrasonic sensors. Also included in this example is the direction and
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stability control for the vehicle. Figure 6.1 illustrates a basic structure of this ap-

plication model.

Figure 6.1: Automotive Vehicle Navigation and Stability Control System Model

Two cameras play key roles to gather the obstacle information of the unknown

space. Each of them feeds the system with 25 frames/second, each frame with

640x480 resolution and 8 bit colour representation. Each frame is partitioned in

4 quadrants which are loaded from the camera’s frame buffer concurrently. Each

quadrant of the frame is processed for background estimation and feature extrac-

tion, then the features of all quadrants of a frame are merged. Next, a stereo

photogrammetry routine analyzes the features from both cameras and estimates

the distance from the vehicle to the obstacle, calculates the obstacle absolute lo-

cation (by using its own position obtained from a positioning sensor) and adds it

to the database. Ultrasonic sensors also add obstacle information to the database,

but since they have much shorter range, they are mainly used to refine the entries

obtained with photogrammetry. The vehicle uses the obstacle database to guide its
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navigation process. By analyzing the vehicle’s current position, current direction

and the results from a query to the obstacle database, the navigation system con-

trols the speed and the direction of the vehicle. The stability system part gathers

current tyre pressure and vibration parameters to adjust the speed and maintains

the cruise attitude. This is done according to the information from the vibration

and tyre pressure sensors. The vehicle can therefore better adapt to the surface on

which it is moving and minimize vibrations.

Figure 6.2 shows the function of each task that composes the application in

detail. Figure 6.3 shows the traffic flows that these tasks use to communicate

(activation periods shown in seconds, payload in flits with 32 bits).

6.2 Simulation Platform and Application Mapping

A flit-accurate NoC platform simulation is chosen for the application which

reuses part of the NoC component library presented in [38]. Based on this plat-

form, the strategy to evaluate the communication latency for a particular applica-

tion mapped onto a NoC platform has been presented in [54], which uses actors

that are mapped to producers and consumers plugged to the NoC simulation model.

However, the major limitation of this simulation platform is that it does not support

priority. All the packets are treated equally and a centralized round-robin arbitra-

tion grants access to incoming packets in each router. To solve this problem, Dr.

Leandro Soares Indrusiak created a set of new components including multiple vir-

tual channels, flit level priority arbitration, credit-based flow control and gave full

support for priority based wormhole switching [75] 1

The simulation platform is designed as a 4x4 mesh topology with X-Y routing

as showed in Figure 6.4. The topology contains 16 processor nodes and each

1Subject to the progress of current project, our simulator only supports distinct priority per flow;
priority share will be implemented as part of future work.
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Figure 6.2: Application Tasks

node is placed on a separated network router. The operation frequency of the NoC

simulator is 100 MHz. So the throughput for each router port equals 3.2 Gbit/s.

In order to perform a validation of the application, in other words, to simu-

late each inter-task communication of the application model on a platform, it is

necessary to map the tasks of the application model onto the chosen NoC plat-

form. Generally, the mapping implementation is a crucial step in the SoC design

and has critical influence on the communication performance. But in our case, the
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Figure 6.3: Inter-Task Traffic Flows

mapping heuristic is irrelevant to the approach presented in this thesis, which aims

to verify if, for a given mapping, the timing constraints imposed on all inter-task

communications are always met. Even so, the manual mapping has been care-

fully chosen to make sure it can illustrate certain properties of a practical network
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Figure 6.4: Mapping of the Application Tasks onto Processors Interconnected by
a 4x4 NoC Mesh

system. Figure 6.4 gives a chosen mapping relationship between the tasks and

processors. Two basic rules are applied during the mapping procedure: first, all

the processors must keep the basic load balanced; the maximum number of tasks

mapped to a processor does not exceed three and the minimum is not less than

two. Second, the mapping should provide convenient and flexible interaction with

the outside of the system (on board or off board). As a result, all the monitoring or

sensor systems, e.g. speed sensor, position sensor or ultrasonic sensor, are located

at the edge of the NoC platform. Besides that, since the computational cost for

obstacle recognition is very heavy, the whole recognition process is divided into

many largely independent parts including pre-processing, feature fusion, distance

calculation and placed on the different part of a NoC.

In the simulation, we are not interested in the content that is being transmitted,
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thus, the autonomous vehicle model will be implemented at the abstraction level of

the traffic-flow. The processor nodes do not perform computations practically, but

will periodically output data as if they were. The data information will be packaged

at the flits level with the size according to the parameter showed in Figure 6.3.

For our simulation, we further assume that there will be 4 clock cycles delay for

a packet when it passes through a router. So the total network latency for each

packet without contention can be calculated easily from the maximum packet size

and the number of hops between source and destination.

6.3 Theoretic Analysis

In order to estimate the network latency we need to associate a priority with

each traffic-flow. A priority scheme must be decided beforehand. We have dis-

cussed in Chapter 4, when the network utilization is not high, all the priority

assignment schemes achieve the same good performance. So the most common

priority scheme: Rate Monotonic (RM) is chosen for priority ordering. The RM

algorithm gives a flow a priority according to its period. The flow with the shortest

period will get the highest priority.

For easy of explanation, each router in the network has its unique identity (ID)

marked as number (from 1 to 16) in Figure 6.4. And the link between the routers

can be indicated as the vector from X -> Y, where X and Y are the IDs of source

and destination routers. Since the contention between the traffic-flows is the most

important issue in latency analysis, all the physical link competing relationships

under the given mapping are showed in Figure 6.5.

After addressing the priority ordering and traffic-flow competing relationship,

we could use the proposed analysis approach in Chapter 3 to calculate the max-

imum basic network latency (calculated from Eq.(2.10)) and the worst-case net-
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Figure 6.5: Link Competing Relationship between the Traffic-Flows

work latency (calculated from Eq.(3.1) and Eq.(3.15)). Figure 6.6 presents the

communication latency analysis results for the autonomous vehicle application

model with the given priority ordering.
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Figure 6.6: Communication Latency Figures Obtained Using Theoretic Analysis
(in microseconds)

6.4 Experimental Results

In the simulation, we measure the network latency for each flow that is the time

for the packet(s) corresponding to that flow spends on the network. The network
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latency consists of the time during which the packets are either routed between

routers or waiting for routing in a buffer. For the chosen application mapping and

priority ordering, we design three different simulation scenarios:

1. all the tasks are released simultaneously without jitter;

2. all the tasks are released asimultaneously with up to 10% release jitter;

3. all the tasks are released asimultaneously with up to 50% release jitter.

In each scenario, the simulation results of each flow include minimum, maximum

and average latencies. When the simulation starts, each traffic-flow is released ac-

cording to its release scenario, and then each of them is repeated periodically. Each

scenario is simulated for a significant time (To simulate 1.002 seconds of the ap-

plication (38 communication flows, cameras with 25 frames per second, 640x480

resolution, 8 bit colour representation), it took 10 hours, 34 minutes and 38 sec-

onds on the PC machine (Intel Core Duo at 3.0 GHz, 3.23 Gb RAM). However,

the simulator uses only a single core of the machine.) The simulation results with

the three release scenarios are illustrated in Figure 6.7. For convenience, the last

column in the result figure gives the percentage between the maximum latency

observed by simulation against the result calculated by the analysis.

In the first scenario, all traffic flows are released simultaneously upon simu-

lation start without any jitter. It was proved by Liu and Layland [51] that such

a situation is the worst-case scenario for fixed-priority tasks sharing a single re-

source, as it will impose the maximum possible load to the system. This condition

has been used by a number of research works [8, 35, 53] to obtain the maximum

possible latency with a finite amount of simulation time. However, as we have

pointed out in Section 3.1.2, this is not always the worst case from the view of

hard real-time analysis in NoCs. As a distributed network system, different traffic

flows may share different sets of physical links according to their routes and has
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Figure 6.7: Communication Latency Figures Obtained Using Analysis and Simu-
lation (in microseconds)

its own critical instant. Therefore, as explained before, finding the critical instant

when considering multiple resources is far from trivial, so it is unlikely that si-

multaneous release will be the critical instant for all the traffic-flows. Actually,

the simulation results show that some of the traffic flows had worst-case latencies

which are equal (or very close to) the values found by our analysis, but flows such

as 24, 25, 26, 27 and 31 had latencies that were between 5-20% against those from
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the analysis, while traffics 5,6 and 38 were between 20-50%.

The second and third simulation scenarios aimed to capture the results of dif-

ferent interference patterns, so we introduced a release jitter for each packet of

every traffic flow. In the second scenario, the upper bound of the release jitter of

a packet was equal to 10% of the period of the respective traffic flow, while in the

third scenario the upper bound was equal to 50% of the period. The release jitter

of each packet was chosen randomly between zero and the upper bound with a uni-

form distribution. It can be seen that the results for traffic flows 24, 25, 26, 27 and

31 in the second scenario are much closer to the worst-case values found using our

analysis than the first one. The comparison test presented enough evidence that

the worst-case scenario for releasing all flows is not necessarily simultaneously.

The fact that the results for some flows are still well below the worst-case

values found using analysis is because our simulations couldn’t cover every possi-

ble release scenario, and thus every possible interference pattern, due to the huge

size of the exploring space. For example, the margin between the analysis result

(1229.74) and the maximum simulation result (399.44) for flow 6 is more than

67%. To confirm this hypothesis, we empirically chose a particular release sce-

nario that would force flow 6 to have a latency which is closer to the worst-case

value found with our analysis. By observation, flow 6 is affected by higher priority

flows 8, 10, 11, 13, 18, 26 and 30, of which, 8, 13 and 18 have the bigger basic net-

work latency and thus dominate the worst latency of flow 6. So the new scenario

comprehends the releases of all flows but flows 8 and 13 upon simulation start.

Flows 8 and 13 were configured to have offsets of 380 and 760 microseconds, re-

spectively. In this circumstance, the latency of flow 6 was found to be 1149.20

microseconds, which corresponds to 93% of the worst-case value found using the

proposed analysis. Note, this forced behavior is a valid (i.e. possible) behavior of

the system.
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In all cases, the results found using simulation were consistently less or equal

to the worst-case bound found by our analysis, which further attests to the safety

of the analysis. In some cases, we can say that the analysis is tight - the difference

between the figures obtained using both methods is zero, and in many cases the

difference is very small.

Considering the fact that real-time analysis figures can be calculated very quickly,

they can be used early on the design flow to verify if a given platform configuration

is able to fulfil communication latency requirements of the hard real-time tasks of

an application. By quickly providing latency figures, the analysis can be used

to support design space exploration of the platform and to guide the mapping of

application tasks onto platform processors. At that stage of the design flow, the

fact that the analysis may be conservative (because it may consider packet release

scenarios that would not occur in the real system and the analysis approach itself

has pessimism, e.g. parallel communication) is less relevant than the fact that it

is safe, because it can guarantee that a given mapping and a given platform will

always meet the hard real-time constraints of an application.

Lengthy simulation runs can help us to understand the behavior of the appli-

cation and evaluate its average performance for the chosen platform and mapping,

and to verify how conservative the analysis results were for typical execution sce-

narios. However, it is very difficult, or impossible, to cover all the system states

and thus has only limited utility to verify the timing behaviour of the communica-

tion among tasks that have hard real-time constraints.

6.5 Summary

This chapter presented a comparison between theoretic analysis and practical

simulation for an application running on a NoC. A model of an autonomous ve-
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hicle control system is constructed and the network is simulated with this traffic

model. The simulation results provided evidence that communication latency cal-

culated using the real-time analysis approach is safe; sometimes, closely matching

the figures obtained from simulation. This gives more flexibility in evaluating the

timing property of real-time traffic flows in a NoC platform at design time, allow-

ing the impact of communication latency to be properly considered during appli-

cation development before a system prototype is available. Currently, our NoC

simulation platform only supports the distinct priority per traffic-flow scheme. As

future work, we will extend the current simulator to support priority share and the

other models described in this thesis.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work

Wormhole switching as a cut-through switching technique, brings many advan-

tages, smaller buffering requirement, lower average latency and greater through-

put. All these features mean that wormhole switching has been accepted widely

for most on-chip networks. This thesis explores how to utilize wormhole switching

to support hard real-time service for on-chip networks. The contributions of this

thesis and an overview of some ideas for future work are presented in this chapter.

7.1 Contributions of the Thesis

The main contribution of the thesis is the development of suitable analysis tech-

nique for verifying that wormhole switching can satisfy hard timing constraints.

We stated the thesis proposition in Chapter 1 as follows:

With the fixed priority based arbitration strategy and worst-case network latency

analysis, wormhole switching can be a solution for hard real-time on-chip com-

munication.
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This proposition has been achieved by a series of results developed in this

thesis.

In Chapter 3, we presented a novel worst-case network latency evaluation ap-

proach for priority-based wormhole switching, which successfully emulates worm-

hole switching as a classic singe processor scheduling model. By evaluating di-

verse inter-relationships and service attributes among the traffic-flows, this ap-

proach can predict the packet transmission latency for a given traffic-flow based

on three quantifiable different interferences: direct interference from higher pri-

ority traffic-flows, indirect interference from higher priority traffic-flows and self-

blocking produced by the previous packet from the same traffic-flow. Then we

pointed out that when parallel communication exists in a real network, the general

problem of determining the exact schedulability of real-time traffic-flows over the

on-chip network is NP-hard. However the results presented in this chapter do form

an effective upper bound. In addition, two defects in previous published analysis

approaches were addressed. Evaluations have also been included. A clear im-

provement can be achieved by our approach against the best alternative approach

(Kim’s approach [44]) for randomly generated traffic-flow sets.

Chapter 4 discussed another general problem in priority-based communication,

how to assign priority to each flow so that all the traffic-flows loaded on the net-

work will meet their time constraints. The special property of wormhole switching

determines that the current priority assignment techniques cannot work properly.

So we introduced a heuristic branch and bound search algorithm to find the possi-

ble priority ordering. Differing from the traditional exhaust algorithm which costs

exponential complexity, our algorithm can effectively reduce the search space on

average. The results of evaluation have showed that our approach outperforms the

traditional priority assignment policies significantly.

To reduce the resource cost introduced by the distinct priority policy, in Chap-
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ter 5, we proposed a novel priority sharing policy to permit more than one flow

to share the same priority level. Considering the extra blocking delay introduced

by this priority share, the novel analysis approaches were presented in two steps

regarding to the state of the traffic-flow deadline. In the first step we restricted the

deadlines to be less than or equal to the relative period, so only single blockings

from other flows sharing the same priority were considered. In the second step we

relaxed the restriction of having deadlines less than the relative period and showed

a new solution to handle two additional forms of blocking. Finally, in this chapter

we have considered priority assignment for this priority share model. The eval-

uation results have showed that, on average, the number of virtual channels and

priorities can be reduced by 50% and 70% respectively.

To better validate our analysis technique, in Chapter 6, an autonomous vehicle

control application is simulated on an actual NoC platform. By simulation, we

are interested to know how realistic are the worst case latencies calculated using

scheduling analysis against the simulation results. The simulation results provided

evidence that communication latency calculated using the real-time analysis ap-

proach is safe, closely matching the figures obtained from simulation.

7.2 Future Work

Although we have addressed several problems in priority-based wormhole switch-

ing, there are some issues, which are related to what has been done in this thesis,

that are still open to be solved. Solving these problems could form the main part

of future work.

First of all, the analysis model used in this thesis supposes a set of independent

real-time traffic-flows. In an actual network system, there would be precedence

relations between the flows, the schedulability analysis with precedence depen-
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dencies is a possible research area in the future.

The schedulability analysis and priority assignment considered in this thesis

suppose that a set of tasks have been mapped onto the IPs that are interconnected

with a NoC and the communication paths between the tasks have been determined

by some routing algorithm. The mapping heuristic is irrelevant to the approach

presented here, which simply aims to verify if, for the given mapping, the tim-

ing constraints imposed on all inter-task communication are always met. In the

future, we could combine task mapping, routing selection, priority assignment

and schedulability analysis together to explore system performance, improved

throughput and reduced resource cost in a holistic way.

Currently we use fixed priority-based preemption arbitration in each router.

Fixed priority arbitration is easy to implement but has a bound on utilization for

schedulability. Dynamic priority arbitration (e.g. EDF [51]) is a possible alter-

native which is an optimal scheduling algorithm on preemptive uniprocessors and

brings higher resource utilization. The related router structure and analysis ap-

proach could be explored and developed.

Utilizing the iterative technique, the network latency calculation is known

to have pseudo-polynomial complexity. With the increase of network size, the

schedulability analysis may take a considerable delay. However, in practice, the

costumers may only care whether a set of traffic-flows meet the deadlines within

a reasonable time frame. So an approximate approach with lower computational

complexity is also desired.

In conclusion, priority based wormhole switching could be a solution for hard

real-time on-chip communication. This thesis has offered a contribution to this

field.
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